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Torque Control
ondon 2014. As voted on al this year's Worldcon,
the World Science Fiction Convention is coming
back to London after a forty-nine year absence.
This time it'll be al Excel, in the city's often-surreal
Docklands, where the Light Rail winds aerially between
the skyscrapers of Canary Wharf like a futuristic vision

L

from the '50s. The conference centre is located between
compact City Airport and the expanses of the erstwhile
docks themselves. In breaks between programming
items, allendees of Loncon3 will be able 10 catch fresh
air by the water and watch cable cars transporting people
high above the Thames. The Thames Barrier, a feature of
any number of science novels, is not far away.
This issue of Vector is themed around London and
SCience Fiction. in honour of Loncon3. The sciencefictionality of the city is a rich subject. So much has
happened in it, from H.G. Wells' life 10 the opening
chapters of John Wyndham's The Day of the Triffids to
the most recent book to arrive in the post, Tiffany Trent's
The Unnaturalists.
Over the next couple of years. Edward James will
be busy cataloguing the geography of London's science
fiction connections through his new Fantastic London
website, which he introduces in this issue, Perhaps he'lI
find the rest of this issue useful in helping to track down
the breadth of the subject. as that's exactly what the
contributors have provided us with.
Paul Cornell was London-conscious. growing up in
Wiltshire. It's always been a place to be near and to visil.
From Baker Street to Amersham, from pubs to rivers,
Cornell considers how the city has inspired him and his
new novel which is set Ihere. Bonus: he gives advice on
how to locate comics shops.
Philip Reeve, whose spectacular Hungry City London
rolled menacingly and complexly through his Mortal
Engines, explains how he was inspired to write about
London in particuar. The city loomed over Brighton from
the perspective of his childhood, despite containing
youthful highlights like zoos.
The harsh geography and impact of social change,
as they have affected London's recent developments,
are the subject of Sophia McDougall's exploration of
its landscape. Here is an unforgiving and underserved
London, fraught with the consequences of holding the
Olympics. The aftermath of Olympic and Paralympic
cheer lingers on, but she quite rightly reminds us of
the spectres of well-grounded and related fears which
preceded il. (And how appropriate that she in particular
do so, whose Romani/as sets out from alternate history
modern Roman London.)
Tom Hunter gives us London through William Gibson's
Blue Ant books, a guide to some of the city's highlights,
as seen through an advertising agency's priorities. For

Gibsonian coffee advice in particular, this is the article to
tumto.
Another highlight of London with respect to science
fiction is Forbidden Planet, the bookstore where Danie
Ware works. After years of organising signings with many
of science fiction's best-known authors, her first novel,
Ecko Rising, is coming oul. Tom Hunter interviews her
for Vector, discussing the overlap of science fiction and
fantasy, the challenges of time management, and her
favourite online tools.
Andy Sawyer's Foundation Favourites column
focuses on a 1934 novel set in part in London. In a lovely
bit of circularity, the Person in Proud Man (identified as
a work by Murray Conslantine - read the column for an
explanation of the ambiguity), having moved 10 London,
spends time reading Brave New World there.
In their regular columns, Stephen Baxter discusses
Doctor Who, Paul Kincaid examines the logic of "The Cold
Equations~, and Terry Martin surveys recent and varied
intriguing comics. And, of course, there are numerous
book reviews to explore in The BSFA Review.

This is the third and last Vector of 2012. Normally,
there would be four issues in a year but, as you likely
know from the replacement mailing of letter and book,
a group of factors waylaid the prOduction of summer's
issue. Between giving birth, resigning. and family health
issues, three of us who were meant to be working on
the magazine were not as available as expected. This
issue was originally meant to be in support of the London
Worldcon bid; I'm delighted that it won without it, and
glad that this issue can now serve the further goal of
celebrating and publicising the bid's success.
Thank you very much 10 the many people who
volunteered to help out in the future with both Vector, and
other aspects of the BSFA more generally, as a result
of the replacement mailing. The BSFA is entirely run by
volunteers. We have no paid positions, and our success
in fulfilling our commitments and expanding our activities,
whether one-off booklets or articles, or ongoing work
such as producing the magazines or running the monthly
London meetings, is at the mercy of available volunteers
to do so. Please do enquire about volunteering in the
future, should you have the capacity for it, or consider
proposing articles for Vector or Focus, or booklets for
publication and distribution to our members, or content
for the BSFA's website.
SHANA WORTHEN
EDITOR
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FantasticLondon.co .uk
Edward Jarnes
hat will Fantastic London be? I intend it to be
a website that serves as an introduction to two
aspects of London, as a site for the fantastic
and the science fictional. It will map, and offer information about, the places in London where SF&F writers
have lived and worked; and it will do the same for those
sites in London which have formed a setting for SF&F
stories and novels. 11 wilL of course, be infinitely eJlpandable and thus never finished: the amount of relevant ma~
ferial is enormous. (Do I want,. for inslanre, to list every
science-fictional or fantastic sighting of Jack the Ripper
on the streets of Whitcchapel? Well, maybe J do....)
J expect many readers of Vl'("tor saw Mark Slater's
wonderful promo video for the London 2014 Worldron
bid, which featured scenes of London from SF TV and
movies. (If not. ~ http://bitJy/cS2ryS.) London was attacked and/or destroyed in numerous imaginative ways;
or at least Big Ben was. Why do alien inv,lders have such
a f,lsOnalion with Big Ben? (And, yes, I know that what I
really mean is the PalareofWestminslerClockTower....)
I know the answer, of course; it has an iconic status only
distanlly rivalled by Tower Bridge, St Paul's, the London
Eye and the Gherkin (all of which also fealured, usually in the act of being destroyed.. on the video). It stand~
metonymically for London,. with the added advantage
that it is attached to Parliament itself; which stands metonymically for the UK itself. Of rourse, any sensible alien
would steer its wobbly flying s.aurer (rourtesy of BBC
Special Effects) in its direction.
It may MVe been that video, which I think I first s.aw
at the Radisson Edwardian during the 2010 Eastercon,
that gave me the idea for a Fantastic London website. I
was, perhaps, looking for retirement projects, thinking
(erroneously, as it now turns out) thal I might not have
enough to do. Well, retirement has dawned, and I am living full-time in London for the first time in my life. Fantastic London is going to provide me with an exC\lse to
get to know the town better (for the moment I still have a
Freedom Pass). And the fact that a Fantastic London website could be up and running well before the Worldcon of
2014 made the notion ~m even more serendipitous.
I have created websites before, when I was teaching al
the University of Reading.. and again at University College Dublin. But this site will be rather more elaborate
than anything I have tried before, and I am going to be
doing a lot of reading about modem web design and construction.1 alsorontemplate calling on the vast deposit of
experience available in fandom. Paul Raven MS already
been very helpful, but he is in the middle of a university
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course, so I don't want 10 bother him more than I have
to. And in case any reader of this piece is foolish enough
to rush in with offers of help, please hold back! At this
very moment I am not doing anything with the pro;ect:
I am trying to finish a book on lois McMaster Bujold for
the new HMasters of Modem Science Fiction series published by Illinois University Press. (The first volume to
appear is going 10 be on John Brunner.) But when Bujold
is finished, later this year, I shall be working on Fantastic London in earnest. So far I have not got very far in
preparing to set it up. In terms of gathering information,
aliI have done is find out the addresses of every single
fantasy and s<iencc fiction writer who has a Bluc Plaque
outside his or her house. That was fairly easy: there are
thirty-four, ranging alphabetically from Kingsley Amis
(at 194 Regents Park Road) to Oscar Wilde (J;! Tire Street,
Olelsea). As you might suspect, few of those commemoH

rated in this way are best known for their science fiction
or fantasy; mostly, like Amis and Wilde, they were only
occasional contributors to the field. But there are plenty
more plaques to find. including all those without the official Blue Plaque status, like the one in the City recording where Sir/Stlbomas More was bom (the first English
science fiction writer?). Only yesterday, from the top of a
bus, I spotted the plaque 10 Mary Wollstonecroft in Newington Green - which will merit a mention if I can discover that her daughter (the first English science fiction
writer?) lived there with her at any time. There may be
some plaques around which mention fictional sites, but
the only one I can think of is the one at King's Cross Station marking the likely site of Platform Nine and Three
Quarters. That will appear on the Fantastic London site;
and so will Eva Ibbotson's Platform Thirteen at King's
Cross Station (predating Rowling by three years). D0ing some basic research, of course, ought easily to find
many addresses associated with writers whom no one
has thought fit to honour with plaques.
The sites associated with real people will be easy
enough, at least if they are dead. (I am sure living SF&;F
writers do not want me to map their place of residence.)
Fictional people or events will be more difficult. For a
start, I literally want to map these things. So if the author just tells me that someone lives in London, or in
~Isea, that is not good o.!llOUgh. I want aJJ~, or
at least streets. And that is problematic too. For instance,
Mike Carey tells us at the very beginning of the first of his
splendid Felix Castor books that Felix goes to a dient in
17 Grosvenor Terrace in Hampstead. As far as I can see,
there is no Grosvenor Terrace in Hampstead. But there
What the site is going to look like will basically deis a Grosvenor Gardens. Do I put a pin in there? Yes, I pend on my web skills, or the web skills of anyone who
think so. And I can certainly place where Felix lives, near is willing to help me. I think there should be a switch..
where I live myself (in the vicinity of Tumpike Lane Sta- so that browsers can go backwards and forwards from
tion); and the fictional Bennington Archive, where much the Real to the Fictional. I think there should be a map of
of the paranormal activity in the first book takes place, London in both piKeS, into which one can zoom at will;
is easily located too, in Churchway, at what used to be Google™Maps is a possible basis, but there are others.
the eastern end of Drummond Street, before the building There should be a text column, where one could browse
of Euston Station. Some writers (like Mike Carey) have through either authors or places in order to call up pins
a well-developed sense of place, and they are likely to or markers on the maps. Clicking on a marker should call
figure a good deal in Fantastic London. Others, I fear, do up a text box giving details about the text or author. I
not.
would like to link to photographs of these sites (copyI have only begun to collect and list the many fic- right free, and I will take many of them myself). I have no
tional appearances of London, from the fantasies of I'eter idea whether all this is possible; but J am going to have
Ackroyd through to the science fiction of John Wynd- fun finding out. As yet, I am unable to distinguish beham, The mention of Wyndham introduces another little tween the easy, the possible, the rather difficult and the
problem. So many London sites feature in The Ony of the just plain crazy. [am only a retired professor of medieval
Triffids, as 6ill Masen walks from Hyde I)ark Corner to history, after aiL
Piccadilly Circus and beyond. Do I pick Piccadilly CirWith the maps, of course, it will be easy to see if there
cus, where Bill is knocked out by a gang of unpleasantly would be appropriate Fantastic London w,llks to do, taklower-class people (Wyndham could be such a snob!), or ing the curious into the realms of their imagination. Farah
RussellSquare, where Bill and Josella practice taking pot~ Mendlesohn's Fantastic London Walks which she used to
shots at triffids, or nearby Senate House (the University do for a Middlesex University summer school (this year
Tower, as Wyndham calls it), where the resistance sets up they are being taken over by Tony Keen) visited some
its HQ? Perhaps I will be able 10 show fictional routes on of these resonant sites, but there are many more to find
my website map, so that I could show Bill Masen's jour- and 10 plot. First the website. Then an iPhone app. Who
ney, or the route taken through Peckham by Humphrry knows?
Place in Muriel Spark's 1he Ballad of Peckham Rye. But
If anyone has any urgently bright ideas, you11 find
I must mark Senate House; above all for being the model me at edward.jamestPucd.ie, But if you don't get in touch
for Orwell's Ministry of Truth, that '"enonnous pyrami- with me, you might have me approaching you instead.
dal structure of glittering white lwhichltowered vast and You have been wamed ...
white above the grimy landscapeH.
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The Shapes of London
Paul Comell
y favourite place in London is the slope in Baker Street tube station that leads from the Metropolitan Line platfonns down to the Eastbound
Circle. It passes a monument to the First World War dead
of the line. I love that slope because. amongst so much
that's paved over, it's a natural, varying incline, that
leads 10 a wide open length of platform. It's like the Tube
suddenly found the generosity of character to present us
not with a pipe between narrow entrances, but with a
hillside. My joy is increased by the fact that if one climbs
that hillside, one can step on a train to Amersham,. turn
left out of that station. and walk down another, this time
wooded, hillside, with an outlook on a market town in
a valley. The latter is the most perfect shock of the move
from urban 10 rural. The former is a magic echo of it. The
artery between them, the brilliant,. insane idea thal one
can move from one genre of existence 10 another with just
a step, doesn'l depend on mere physical geography. And
the monument attaches a mortician's note to that artery,
slightly pointing our imaginations towards young men
walking down country hillsides, ilI\d the trains that took
them to that.
All my life I've been orbiting London,. endlessly failing towards it. But the two occasions when I've actually
lived in it weren't very pleasurable. So 1 prefer to keep a
distance, fascinated by it, but not buying Time DUI and
listening to Capitol and doing all those other things I
deliberately did when I was a kid from Wiltshire, veT)'
much trying to be a Londoner. (I used to clip Mooesty
Blaise strips from the Evellillg StQ/ldard and put them on
the wall of my study bedroom,) But I still look at the small
inconveniences that those who live in the capital have to
deal with: the window boxes; the shared kitchens; the fire
escapes, with a certain associational thrill. I don't want to
live here, but I love looking at it.
I think a number of cities have a certain oomph to
them, a presence which. humans being prone to assigning personhood to a melon with a face on it, people tend
to refer to as charaeter. New York is so what people say it
is that it's actually hard to believe when you're amongst
it, a forest of tall trees for us primates to scuttle about
in ecstatically because we've laid down our grid system
and now this forest is ours. Wellington in New Zealand
is the sit down anywhere mate we haven't bothered fencing off municipal anything capital of the world, with an
Astronomer On Call for all your most urgent questions.
1l\e existence of this urban energy is proven by the cities
that don't have it: unshaped LA.; prosaic Tokyo; frigging
Adelaide. It's not entirely about liveability. London isn't
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a spectacularly habitable city. I think it's about layers.
About the continuing presence of historical or mythological detail which adds context to, or undercuts, the surface message of a place. like when one looks out across
Lord's cricket ground and feels that such a big meadow,
purely for play, shouldn't be here, but that its presence in
a too small space is made possible by the history invested
in it; Sachin Tendulkar stood just there. There are a lot of
London pubs with detail like that, pubs being machines
for sopping up historical context. The Fitzroy Tavem has
on its walls portraits of Dylan Thomas and ancient beloved landlords long dead. (Though not the sketch Aleister Crawley presented to one stunned punter, identical
to the one he'd been drawing himself.) You can tell a real
inn from a chain 'character' pub because the details purchased for the latter, the shiny things pinned to walls 10
stimulate the parts of the brain that have evolved 10 conbet the numinous, are without conlext: that's a battered
trompet from someone else's slory, not from the one
your consciousness is adding to, Londoner.
Until recently, a close tie for my favourite London location would have been the strange gap between miniJapan-run-by.Ko~ansat the back of Denmark Street, up
High Holbom towards the junction with Shaftesbury Avenue.1t was just fifty feet or50,goingpa5tSl.Glles-m-th~
Fields, of No Man's Land, where one felt strangely threat-
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ened by the sudden lack of any of the usual supporting
forces (money, planning permission, parish boundaries).
And it was indeed onc of those places where the homeless were (they follow churches, but they're also a fantastic marker of underlying influences, suddenly back now,
a pitch at every tube station entrance, meaning precisely
that we're historically back where Thatcher once had us).
That No Man's Limd was the chasm between two te<tonic
plates of London, perhaps almost literally, in that, since
we evolved in the Earth's electromagnetic field, I don't
see it as beyond the bounds of possibility that we might
sense and even mark said field, and it might be possible
that that fifty feet navigates two different sorts of rock,
perhaps a river or a sewer crossing. A dowser could tell
us. But now they've obscured the gap with big, deliberately colourful new buildings. And here no longer be
dragons. So I think perhaps what one felt there wasn't
geological, but political (though the distinction is fine)
Or perhaps those new buildings have very deep foundations.
I've been writing a novel about these forces that shape
London and Londoners, this time including what I lend
to call the M word, 'magic' not appearing in the book in
the same way that 'Mafia' doesn't appear in The Godfather.
In my fictional cosmology there is a mysterious aether in
Greater London, the flow of which is influenced by the
shapes of buildings and the underlying geography, but
also by the conscious and unconscious actions of minds.
My heroes, three modem police officers and an intelligence analyst, gain the ability to see the effe<ts of this
force, and from then on have to approach the metropolis
in a different way, They're used, or at least the analyst is,
to watching how the forces of capital and society shape
people and events. However, gradually, in a very SF way,
they adapt to also tracking this previously hidden fundamental principle of London, and work out how a magical
city functions from the top down. (My favourite section is
where they wonder how there can be ghost ships on the
Thames, when they could, in theory, raise and restore the
originals to sail beside them.) It's a book about analytical
heroes taking a new look at a mechanism they thought
they were entirely familiar with, urban fantasy deconstructed in an SFnal way,
It's been interesting writing that novel during its final stages while being once again in a position to head
into London at an hour's notice. I liked to walk to the
BSFA meeting pub, the Melton Mowbray, up through
Holbom and the Inns of Court, passing eccentric little

streets where you can find a cafe in the back of a camera shop that sits next to a magic shop. That indicates a
certain level of rents, another hidden force that SF fans
arc used to seeing the signifiers of. They're why, if you
want to find a comic shop in a strange town, you should
look for the Games Workshop and the tattoo parlour. (I
think it's Alan Moore's presence in Northampton that's
gone beyond economics to create a row of four shops all
selling comics in different ways, and it's a sign of Oxford
rent hikes that, despite a vast student population, it can't
support a single one.)
All of the above is, I suppose, psychogeography, the
study of the effects of the environment on individuals,
and, as coined by the Surrealists, something rather beyond that. ('Underneath the streets, a beach: I used to say
that a lot in the 19905, often when it looked like I might
be about to treat the former like it was the latter.) lain
Sinclair is the master of a genre which includes J.G. Ballard and Peter Ackroyd, (I can't match their quality, but
I work in their shadows.) Their versions of psychogcography reflect the fact that the archetypes which sit in the
brain of British people are no longer just rural idylls, but
now include magic shapes that glow with neon. I think
perhaps that's because of the sheer density of experience
in cities like London; so much happening in space as well
as time can't help but impact on and shape minds that
evolved in forests. I also think there are cities that let you
off the hook of that. You can map the cities without presence that I described earlier onto those pretty much one
to one, I think. The heroes of my novel find that the magic
they encounter fades out 'north of Watford'.
I still run back to the tube at the end of a night in London. Missing the last train feels like death. I think 111 always keep the metropolis at arm's length. But that's the
proper place for such power.
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Memories of
Future London
PhiliP Reeve
s a children's author, I am sometimes invited 10
visit schools, where young readers ask me sum
searching questions as, 'Where do you gel your
ideas from?' and 'What football team do you support?'
But one young lad recently asked something that set me
thinking. He wanted 10 know why the motorised city at
the heart of my first novel Mortal Engillts is London. It's a
perfectly reasonable question. I could have told much the
same slory based around a made-up city. perhaps one
rumbling its way across an alien planet. Bul from the instant the notion of a predatory city on wheels dropped
into my mental in-box, I knew it could only be London.
Part of the reason is thatlondon is the only city I really know. (I have never lived there, but I grew up in
Brighton and I was always aware of London squatting
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just out of sight at the far end of the railway line, frighteningly vast and confusing.. but studded with the sites of
magical childhood days out; museums; packs; the zoo.)
But partly, I think, it's because London is a Science Fiction city; indeed. for British Science Fiction. it's more or
less the only city. Alien invaders arriving in the US have
a wide range of urban centres to park their flying saucers
over. New York, San Francisco, Los Angeles and WashingtOll DC all have important landmarks waiting to be
death-rayed. For those invading the UK there is really
only onc destination; they must follow the itinerary of
the original alien invaders, HG Wells's Martians in 71re
War of the Worlds, and descend on London.
1M Warofthe Worlds was one of the first SF stories I ever
read. I never forgot its images of a ruined London choked
with alien weeds, where the last of the Martians stands
hooting moumfuUy on Primrose Hill the rubble and the
siren bllmding eerily in my mind with my father's tales of
life during the Blitz. And the Maman Invasion was just a
taste of things to come for poor old London. which does
.seem to have very bad luck inSF.1f it isn't being Icampled
by aliens it's being drowned or frozen by climate change,
or falling under the jackboot-heel of oppressive regimes.
I have a dim childhood memory of more positive visions,
where perspex skyscrapers rose decorously around the
Palace of Westminster - perhaps it was in DQlr Dart· but
they were far from typical. Most of the future Londons I
came across while I was growing up were much darker.
Or Who dealt with an infestation of robot yetis in the Underground, while QlIatermass unearthed Martlan spacecraft in South Kensington or dodged warring militias in
third-world London suburbs. In John Wyndham's The
Day of the Triffids a blinded populace is at the mercy of
killer shrubs, and in his excellent alien invasion novel
The KTIlkm Wllkes the melting of the polar icecaps leads to
catastrophic flooding. The journalist narrator, left behind
to report from the evacuated capital, lies in bed 'listening
to the echoing splash of the wavelets that the wind was
driving along Oxford Street'. Similar imagery recurs in
a more surreal and dreamlike fonn in JG Ballard's The
Drowned World. There the city has become a sun-struck
tropical swamp, where hoodlum explorers power their
motor launches through the flooded streets while divers
descend like astronauts to explore the sunken hulk of the
Planetarium.
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Of course, many of the writers whose work I em;ountercd in my formative years had spent their own formative years watching civilization collapse for TeaL Ballard
famously passed his boyhood in a Japanese internment
camp, but most British SF writers of that generation must
have served in the forces or grown up, like my own parents, on the Home Front. I suspect it lent a certain matter-

of-fact believability to their depictions of London under
martial law, or Big Ben and 51 Paul's in ruins. And when
the invading aliens marched (or, in the case of the Daleks,
trundled menacingly) across Westminster Bridge, it was
an attack nol just on london, but on the fading yet still-

potent myth of London as the capital of free Europe,
standing alone against whatever the LlIftwaffe could hurl
at it. If Daleks could succeed where even Nazis failed,
these images told us, they must be reaily dangerous. (The
same myth is up-ended rather more literally in Hilary
Bailey's 1%3 story The Fall ofFreuclly Stein",., set in a grim
post-war London under Nazi occupation.) Just as elements in The War of tile Worlds seem to foreshadow World
War Two and the London Blitz, much of the post-war
British SF that I grew up on reverberates with its echoes.
I think those echoes began finally to fade in the 1980s.
London changed enormously in those years too. Asa student, 1wiltchcd Dickensiiln labyrinths of old wilrehouses
in the east of the city being bulldozed to make way for
Blade RI/liner-ish towers far shinier ,md more brutal than
anything Dim Dare ever steered the Allastasia past. The
culture of the place has changed too. That mUSIn't-grumble, London-can-take-it Englishness which leaches out of
wartime Ealing movies to find its way into QlIater11l1lS5
and TIre Day of tile Triffids seems quaint now. London is a
world city, and Londoners are as likely to be poor Somalis or Russian oligarchs as chirpy cockneys.
How well this change has ~n reflected in Science
Fiction, I can't say: I stopped reading the genre around
the time those glass towers were sprouting in Canary
Wharf, and have returned to it only recently. A few reports from future-London did reach me, emerging out of
the shadowy border-zone which separates lit-fie from scifi. Ballard's strange imagination continued to transform
the city, focusing upon its outskirts, a world of high-rises
and slip-roads soundtracked by the thrum of tyres on the
concrete overpasses of the westway. Michael Marshal!
Smith's Duly Forn'llrd takes place in a City called The City,
divided into districts governed according to the tastes of
those who choose to live in them; the reader recognises
it as a future London only when the characters stumble
upon the abandoned and derelict Trafalgar Square. Will
Self's The Book of Dave visited more climate-driven catastrophe on the capital: the plastic-strewn lagoons where
his primitive characters live, worshipping a long-dead
London cabbie, hark back to Richard Jeffries's After LmldOll, which predates even Wells and imagines the City lost
beneath a toxic swamp. And is Zadie Smith's Mlite Teetll
set in a future London? It certainly seems to be heading
that way, with its sub-plots about terrorism and genetic engineering, and it remains as vivid a portrait of the
modern city and its diverse inhabitants as I have yet read.

But when [ embarked on the imagining of my own
future London it was the SF of my childhood and teenage years that inspired me, so it's scarcely surprising that
my mechanised city began as a dark place of clanking
machinery and state oppression, motored by memories
of HG Wells and wartime. While I was writing it I pinned
above my desk a copy of the most Science Fictional of
all London images (which also happens to be completely
real) . Herbert Mason's famous 1940 photograph of St
Paul's cathedral rising from a sea of fire.
I hope it's not too much of a spoiler to reveal that
London doesn't make it all the way to the end of Mortat
Eugim's: like the wndons in so many other SF stories, it
ends up in ruins. But somehow I couldn't quite leave it
there. Writing about it had reminded me of an the things
I love about London; those parks and museums; the juxtapoSitions of old and new, rich and poor; the diverse and
teeming cast of characters. I had to return to it in sequels
and in pre<juels, in which it has risen again. [n my own
books, and in Science Fiction generally, I see London as a
kind of Eternal City, forever being destroyed and rebuilt
in different forms. And I think that in this way SF reflects
an essential truth about the place. [t maybedirty, absurd,
and sometimes violent, but it has a spirit that weathers
storms and a complexity of character that attracts storytellers. Long may they continue to project its images
upon the future.
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London

IS

Fractal

Sophia McDougall
t'S dark and I'm walking a route north from Deptford
thatI'm sure I've taken before, but '.his time it doesn't
seem to be the same. I feel I'm gettlng further i'IUVlrd
rather than further along. dtepn into one of the city's spir<lls. rather than closer to the Thames. Between here and
the river, there shouldn't be enough room for this many
convolutions, this much detail. I recognise that old scrapyard -nolhingbut treeswllhin the walls- but where did
this little gil:rden with its frozen pond come from? Why
does the Gherkin, occasiOflally looming on the horizon,
above the lower, doser heights of Rolherhithe, always
SCCffi 10 be apparently in the same place. the same dislance away?
London is full of alternate realities: you can', travel
through it without brushing against them. In the onceBlitzed streets where 17'" century livery halls abruptly
give way 10 brulalist concrete, you can see a confluence of
Londons conquered, complicit or blissfully untouched by
the third Reich. London has time travel: the resurrected
Globe; the tcmpleof Mithras dragged up from under Walbrook Street to Temple Court; the anonymous remains
of Tudors, Romans. and ancient Britons that ttw Thames
sometimes recedes to show preserved in the mud. From
the Thames Path, you can peer through a rank of blackened Victorian arches sprouting buddleias, at the bright,
sterile palace of Canary Wharf. A green laser divides ttw
night sky above Christopher Wren's domes, marking ttw
Greenwich Meridian. 11\cre's nothing to unite these fragments except the modem heir to the Victorian smog.. the
ubiquitous fine black dust that coats nostrils, nail-beds,
and penetrates even closed and untrodden rooms.
The skyline only began to climb only in the sixties,
but now it's hard to imagine it static, London is always
climbing itself up the ladders of swivelling cranes, always
tinkering with itself. Very tall buildings are, apparently, a
reliable indicator of an economy approaChing crash. Just
completed, the Shard shimmers above the recession it
predicted. Below, the beggars that faded from the bridges and underpasses for a decade or so are back in forre.
London is a godawful mess. It offers beauty only in
patches and shifts of light,. rarely in steady, reliable expanses. It's no surprise that its masters have never been
quite satisfied with it. The city owes itself now not only
to disasters overcome but to endless attempts to make it
more like somewhere else. More like an ancient Greek
agora, more like a continental cafe culture, more like a
monolithic fortress on a distant planet... architects have
shuttled it back to a romantic past or hurried it into an
imaginary (uture.

I
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The Olympics are only the latest attempt to shift the
place's identity, to tidy it upa bit; there's an an iron (ence,
bristling security cameras, ringing the OlympiC park. and
chunks of Soho have been carved away for Crossrail. In
the long term. London can probably stand the loss and
the waste: it has absorbed far worse, and you can't ruin
a city this jumbled. Still, the spectilcle of a government
amusing itself by writing dystopian sci-fi into the actual
city: that missile-bearing warship moored in the Thames
and criminal sanctions for using the words "'Twenty
Twelve~ the wrong way on pub signs or on the internet.
London has something dreamlike encoded into it. It
will readily lend itself to visions of Hell, and it will never
credibly give you Utopia, but it has infinite room for the
weird. Shel1ey and Eliot saw the abyss in its massive, relentless busyness, Dickens imagined dinosaurs roaming
up the Strand. Virginia Woolf gave Clarissa Dalloway
a perfect summers day in a London at its freshest and
most glittering. but always on the point of hallucinatory
metamorphosis: a London populated, in the visions of
a shell-shocked war-veteran, by dogs about to turn into
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men, birds singing in Greek, while even the ostensibly
sane wonder if perhaps al midnight the city reverts to the
ancicnllandscape the Romans saw. Arthur Conan Doylc
subtly inserted imaginary sqUtllt'S and stretched Baker
Street more than double lis length to accommodate Sherlock Holmes (The street numbers only went as high as 85
in the 1890s, it was only extended up into the 200s later.)
London imitates fiction imitates London. The city lives
and breathes - sometimes literally - its own mythology.
Once it huge slab of fog settled on the Thames as I was
crossing Tower Bridge. Suddenly this truly was Unreal
City - landmarks were reduced 10 transparent outlines,
people 10 spectres - and they IUtltd it: every duster of
people I passed was happily chattering of London's legends and how this INS just Iih thnn; they were delighted
by ilie heightened sensation of walking from a workaday
pavement straight into story. Does anywhere else open
so mll'ny portals back, forwards and sideways across lime
and into? Other cities are grander, many are a fusion of
ancient and modem. but are any so varied as to allow for
the underwoTlds of Neil Gaiman and Ben Aaronovitdl.
lllld Philip Reeve's ambulatory predator-city, and Mary
Gentle's magical Tudor capital. alld Susanna Clarke's Regency scientist-magicians, and Anthony Burgess's ultraviolent wilderness, and J.G Ballard's submerged ruins?
But are we getting to know the multiple Londons too
well? It's been joked that adding "in Lomlon~ to the blurb

of a book has become the genre equivalent of adding Nil!
bed" to the prediction of a fortune cookie. For illstanl Ull't'some, shake jrer..e-dried werewol1res and oompirts, and iust
add Lolldoll! Are London's dark places - abandoned tube
stations, ancient catacombs, labyrinthine sewers - becoming too frequented? Need we fear that the shadows
and ghouls that live down there are growing exhausted
by the number of visitors?
It's true that there's more to the world of the strange
than London. Lauren Beukes gave us a brilliant, grimy,
complex Johannesburg whose traumas haunt its residents as a fantastic menagerie of animal familiars. Anil
Menon's Beast With Nine Billion Fnt is set in a:zo.w Pune
whose citizens exploit advanced genetic engineering and
escape their dissatisfactions into "Illusion" pods. Ekaterina Sedia's The 5«Tet History of Moscow explores a world
of folklore bE>neath the gloomy post-Soviet streets. And
the Anglophone writers ha\'e also explored the fantastic
side of Venice, Paris. istanbuL. but so little of the world's
modem literature is translated into English that it's hard
to know, from here, what else might be out there.
But while I hope more of the outer world nows at last
into this country and this city, I don't think writers need
to worry about digging too deep, or loading too much
into London. London can take it. London always has
more.

l"H\S SIDE OUT
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The future of London
already here, it's just not
evenly distributed

A user's guide to William Gibson's London

Tom Hunter
, , umdo/l is oue of the capitals of my imaginlltion. 11 el«ted
itself Tokyo lIud Neu> York lire some olws, IlIId / hulK
IIhlmch thllt Be,lill isonlllelmy. Lmldo'I1l'IISlhejirst
Europeallcilythlltlellerv;sited,w!Jell!wlls23.It'sw d if!e ren/now tllat sometimes 1C/l1I barely believe it's the same I,/ace.
There used to be gaps if, the buildings on major slrtets filled
with wild f1UU'lfflj, IInd n,omwus timbers bracing buildings
up. that had ban IktTt si/la flu' Blit:;. That am arrit,jng tny
TIIuchot t1u' tllilrndojhippy Lomloll-lIftersu,jngillgl.olllum.
That uus 11 lcind rf /7ubbling thing that lL"fJuld turn into IIu'
Bowit glllm rock, but tlwt jusl ronsistni of pt'DPle u'tllTing what
I consUkmlll'tTt absurdly comic~strip liU clothing in public.
I had thut first glim~. Imd IhDJ in flu' mid nghtits t started
coming bock 011 publishiug busilltsS. I uus htwing Q t'n)' diffrmllsort of CQr~ hue. IniliRlly in IN Unitnl ShJttS b«/lU~
I U'IlS writing sdnrce fiction 1 reetitoM no scious /lttention:
Ilrt New York Times didll't mnrlioll mefor thefirsl dtclldeof
my C/lr«r, yel NeuromQllctr U'lS rroiro.'('d !llVOur/lbly ill the
Lolldon Times. ['VC' heell/l more regul/lr visitor 10 Lolldoll Ih/lll
10 allY other country 011 this side. William Gibson, interviewed by Wired UK
Welcome to London.
More specifically welcome to London as portrayed
as a major setting. some would say character, in William
Gibson's linked series of novels PQttem Rtrogllition, Spook
Country and Zno History - known informally as the Blue
Ant trilogy.
Blue Ant is the high-speed, low-drag. advertising
agency with a penchant for sending Gibson's protagonists off around the world cool-hunting for various neat
MacGuffins like viral filmmakel1l, secn't jeans brands and
mysterious cargo containers. In other words, the kind of
specialist contracting role you're unlikely to find advertised on Monster.com anytime soon.
While firmly post-geographic in its staffing policy, we
all know secretly that Blue Ant's real base of operations
is in London.
N
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Rumour has it that a hapless intern accidentally left
their copy of the agency's own staff guide to London on
an iPad in a cab somewhere between Soho and Portman
Square after an unsuccessful OlympiC Legacy pitch meeting with LOCOG, and now through the strange and secret back-ehannels of the science fiction community we
can share that copy with you.
Here then,. exclusive to V«tor, is a choice selection
from Blue Ant's own travel guide to William Gibson's
London - a mirror world city SO close to our own you
could almost think his books aren't really about the futureatall.

The Blue Ant Guide to Bill Gibsons London
CamdenMarkel
Blue Ant dOl.'ll a [ot of its cool-hunting here, and il's a
great spot to do a little clandestine people-watching if
you're of that persuasion.
The area can get incredibly crowded though with
what Cibson calls The Childre'l'S Cmsade - the weekend
swelling of Goths and Punks who habitually descend
on the markets in search of new t,lttoos, bootleg music
and the kinds of leather jackets made popular by Keanu
Reeves in The Mlltrix.
1l1e astute watcher of people wiU notice that many of
the young rebels are actually not that young anymore.
Loudly pointing this out 10 the people involved lhough
is a mistake akin to wearing your studded leather jacket
inside out, and thus not recommended.
LondonT.1.~S

WilIiam Cibson characters don't do public transport unless they absolutely have to.
It's hard to imagine a properly Cibsoncsque protagonist heading to some cool Shoreditch media-haunt via the
214 bus from St Pancras International.
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No. The only way 10
navigate London while simultaneously
conveymg
the proper sense of urban
alienation is to travel everywhere by cab.
For extra poinls YOu
should try and avoid the
standard issue black cabs
from central casting and
look out for ones like this
from the beginning of Zno
History instead:
HPearlescent silver, this
one. Glyphed in Prussian
blue. advertising something German. banking servia!S or business
software; a smoother

simulacrum of ils black
anct'Slors, its faux-leather upholstery ill shade of
orthopedic fawn,"
That's the kind of cab it
William Glbson character
makes sure to travel in.
Oh. and don" forget
10 get a receipt SO you can
claim on expenses.
Coffee
Caffeine is essential if you're
to experience London the
William Gibson way e.g.
dark,. textured and slightly
gritty. The best plare logcl a
coffee in Patter1l Rerogllilioll
is definitely the espresso bar
on the top floor of Harvey
Nicks, however if you're under deadline it might not always be possible to expense
a cab across town just to get a shot, and anyway, while
Gibson takes artistic license and portrays the space with
an ennui-inducing sense of emptiness, our own experience is that it's usually rammed, especially at w~kends,
which makes it hard to recommend unless you happen
to be in the area,
This is one of the main reasons Blue Ant installed its
own permanent barista in the reception area of its office,
but as every employee knows one of the rules of working
for Blue Ant is you should try and spend as little time
actually in the office as possible. This is why, by the time
Gibson reaches Zero History, large parts of the action
take place in various branches of Caffe Nero.
No, we don't know why Gibson picked this particular chain over, say, Starbucks either, but he did and so
it must be important and we11 be camping out there every opportunity we get until such as time as its semiotic
codes are revealed to us.

Harvey Nichols
Shopping in London? You need to head to Harvey

icks.

Now, as noted above, your real-life chances of getting
a decent coffee here in a hurry are rather limited, but if
you want to have your central character wander about
the aisles to make a cryptic point about 21" century consumer society this is the place for you,
Exhibit A: William Gibson on Tommy Hilfiger

"My God, dOll'f they know? TIris stuff is simJllucru of
simulacra ofsimulacra. A diluted tiucture of Ralph Laureu,
who had himself diluted tile glory days of Brooks Brothl'rs,
who themselvtS had stepped OIl tht prodljct of ftrmYl1
Sired aud Savilt RoIL', flavori,rg their rtady-fo-wear with
liberal lashings of polo knit aud regimtlltal stripes. But
Tommy surtly is the mill poillt, tht black hole. Thert must
be somt Tommy Hilfigrr twnt hori:iJ/I, beyond which it is
impossible to be mort dtritlftivt, mort rtmoved from tM
souru, mort drooid of solll. Or so sht hapes, and d~n't
know, but suspects in her htart that this in jrJd is u->hat
accounts for his 1000g ubiquity. ~ Pattern Recognition,
Q\apter3
Our advice is, that on leaving Harvey Nichols, one is
careful to avoid the slow slide down Knightsbridge to13
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wards Sloaoe Square. LauTa Ashley is down there, and
that can get ugly.

Soh.
Media territory. London's home of the high OOIlrept,. the
elevator pitch and the long lunch.
Some people still mutter into their flat whites about
how the edge is now moving eastwards towards Old
Street's Silicon Roundabout whcn"l the rents arc cheaper
and the graffiti is less manufactured, but the smart mon~
ey knows that this is surely just a temporary ning. not
a permanent outpost, and SoOO's graVity will ultimately
win the day.
As with Camden, 5oho is ripe territory for people
watching, only here the prey of choice is the creative director, the graphic designer and the trend-setting secrelary hoping her self-published 50 5JuuI.ts afGr~ knock-off
will propel her to international stardom.
[fyou feci so inclined you might want to keep an eye out for
Blue Ant's own Bernard Stonestrcel. A chameleon-esque
creative who rcbrands himselfeverytime he flits between the
London and New York offices:
"In umdou his I()()k- SNms to be about Wt'Qrillg mallY
thousand polwds' worth of garmtllts tlult Qppt'Qr 10 Juror!
1la;JtTb«n worn btfOrthaving btcJ s/tpt in tM night btfOu.
In Ilt'W York M prtfrrs to look as though M'S JUSI btcJ
dttaikd by /I tight SCTUm of sp«iRfists. DiJfrmd culturat
puTllmttm.- Pattern Recognition. Otapter 2-

Tottenham Court ROiId
-My first impul~. whrn prtsnlttd with /lilY spanking-IIt'W
pitet of computer hardu'Ilre, is 10 imagine how it willl()()k- ill
ten years' time, gQtheTirlgdljSt ulIdeTa card table ill Q rllrift
shop." WilIiam Cibson
Tottenham Court Road is the happy hunting ground
for anyone equipped with some spare hours, a fully
charged credit card and an unbridled ted1-lust.
Here you will find a long parade of computing. photography and hardware shops, all pushing the kind of
offbeat a1so-ran technologies you'd more usually expect
10 find in a low-end Otinese marketplace for quasi-legal
knock-offs.
One of our fondest memories of Tottenham Court
Road was the time we recently spotted the fading box of
a first generation Wad sitting quietly gathering dust in
th~ corner of one shop window. The pristine white glow
of its Apple branded box slowly wilting to a deadened
yellow in the sunlight while the ghost of Steve Jobs hovered futilely nearby, hurling empty invecti\'e at the hapless shopkeepers.
This not only neatly crystalizes the truth of above
quote, it also leads us neatly on to...
The Apple Store, Covent Garden
No modem Cibsonian hero should venture forth without
a full complement of Apple products to assist their mission.
Such was the ubiquity of brand mentions in the Blue
Ant trilogy that some reviewers even began to speculate
that Gibson might even have been receiving some kind of
kickback for product placement.

"

11le real answer is somewhat more prosaic:
• ...50mt propk art quit/' pissN off about tM ubiquity of
Applt products. I got going with it purtly out of alilerQry
naturalism; it's I~ choia of IM milku of tM PftlPlt I'm
Iryingtodqlict. Tht'n150rtofrolltdwithllu2tbtcou~1
u'luttd 10 capturt tht t~dium of Ihe ubiquity of a give/I
brQl/d." William Gibson interviewed by Wired UK

Forbidden Planet
And finally, if this mini guide to aJlthings Gibsonian has
properly whetted your appetite, we thoroughly recommend at least one research trip to the Forbidden Planet
Megastore on Shaftesbury Avenue to pick up supplies
and seek out further information; and indeed here's three
suggestions for future reading you might want to seek
~t-

So YtSteTdJly by Soott Westerfeld: Hip YA thriller full of
brand-name inlrigue, hyper-eool trends and the downfall
of consumerism as we know it.
HQltillg StQtt by Charles Stross: Shows us that Edinburgh is quite possibly even weirder than London. Warning: Contains internet pom, spam mllrketing and second
person prose.
Distrust That Particular Fll1VOur by William Gibson: The
first collection of WiIliam Gibson's non-fiction includes
his classic travel essays on modem Singapore, Disncyfand
with tM Dftlth Prnll1ty, and Tokyo, Modn-n Boys and Mobile
Girls.
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Danie Ware Interview
Torn Hunter
f science fiction was a country. the Forbidden Planet
Megastore on London's Shaflesbury Avenue would
be one of its embassies. and Danie Ware one of its favourite ambassadors.
Already well known to the science fiction community as a regular panellist ilt SF rorwentions and a regular blogger and early adopter of all things social media,.
Oilnit'is responsible for luring some of the biggest names
of SF&F into I~ storC' then IYlllking them sign stacks of
books for fans until the small hours.
Now with the release of her first novel. £cko Risillg.
the tables are turning and it's Vector's tum to ask a few
questions (and to stand patiently in line 10 gel our copy
inscribed).

I

Vector: Ecko Rising Is described as a mix of science
fiction and fantasy' did you set out to deliberately
blur up the genres or is this more a case of the story
finding its own voice as you wrote?

Danie Ware: A little of both! When I started writing. I
wrote for love and curiosity, to see where it would lead
and because I was fascinated by the concept - what a
cynical. hard-bitten SF character would make of a fantasyworld.
When I came back to the project, that concept was
so much a part of the narrative that I made a conscious
choice to leave it as it was. At the risk of wandering into
the 'il's speculative fiction why can't we speculate?' question, sometimes genre, by its very definition, won't break
its own boundaries - and as E(to grew from 'what-if' to
'mash-up', so breaking those boundaries became one of
the central themes of the book.
V: Can you tell us a bit about the plot, and especially the main character, without straying too far Into
spoiler territory?

DW: Ecko's a misfit- he's damaged and difficult and dissonant. I-Ie's that part of all of us that rebels when given
an order, that refuses to do what we're told. Thrown
from onc reality into another, he believes he's plugged
into a program, a fiction, and that nothing around him is
real. In turn, this means that nothing really matters, and
he has no reason to pick up the sword of prophecy and
champion the good guys.
E(ko's given me the opportunity to look at fantasy
through darker eyes, glecful and sarcastic eyes, to give
it a savage new point of view, and it's been a lot of fun!
V: Although this Is your 1irst novel, you're already
well known on the science fiction circuit through

your work for Forbidden Planet. Old you find this was
an advantage to you, or conversely was there more
pressure in some areas as a known face as it were?

DW: A little of both. I think. Almost all of the top genre
authors in the UK have been guests at FP at some point;
I'm known to them, and that's a diffiClllt thing to try and
!ive up to.
More than anything. though. being immersed in the community is a creative encouragement in ilSown right_I had
stopped writing for eight years -just gave up- and it was
returning to the support and friendship of the environment that catalysed me finding my confidence - jusl that
little bit I needed 10 slart again. And really, everything's
snowballed from lhere.
V: Was there ever a moment when you thought about
writing outside the SF&F genres, or has it always
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been SCi-Fi first for you?

DW; I have an urban fantasy (ish) novel written and sitting with my a~nt. but as to writing outside the larger
inclusive circle of 'genre' ... well I enjoy making stuff up.
it's fun. Research isessenrial, but like crossing the genrestreams, it's about taking those building blocks and making something new, something distinct and a little unexpected. Making my own something.
V: What have you learned abOut being an author from
all of the writers you've met and organised events
for?

when I moved to London. I've missed it very much for
any number of reasons -and one day, I really want to go
back to bashing people with swords...
In the meantime, any spare moments are usually given to my bicycle or to the local gym. If I'm going 10 pick
up weapons again. then I should probably keep in train·
ing!
V: You're a well known presence / pundit on social
media - Is this something that has directly helped
with the writing, and are there any particular sites,
online tools ete you've found Indispensable?

DW: Evernote is a thing of wonder- you can record those
DW: Simply? That it's hard work, and comes with pre- Muse-like flashes, whenever and wherever you are. One
cious little glamour!
day, 111 even master the art of understanding my own
It's given me a more realistic expectation - certainly shorthand when I come back to the damned things three
I hope so. The bad reviews will happen, the empty sign- months later!
ings will happen; I've honestly seen it happen to the best.
I also use Pintercst, the picture-sharing site that's reAnd while your book may be iI piece of your soul, fought cently become hugely popular - it's like an Evemote for
forth from darlmess and lovingly crafted and all of that imagery. I can hoard pictures of characters, of locations,
malarkey... al the end of the day, both you and beloved illustrative plots of slory arc or narrative inspirations- all
masterpiece are just product.
of them easy to file and remember.
And yet, the funny thing? Sell-by date or no, the auJust be wary - there are times I've seen a particular
thors I'\'e met still do it for love. And though always un- picture show up repeatedly on my friends' pinboards,
voiced, thai's the greatesl encouragement of all.
and I do wonder if we're all writing the same thing after
V: Do you have any specific strategies for fitting writ- all, ..
Social Media is a wonderfully nebulous thing. Twitter
ing into your day, or Is It more a case of 1ittlng the
can be invaluable for research, for networking. for sellrest of the day around the writing?
ing Gust don't overdo it); both Twitter and Facebook are
DW: I'm a working single parent, with a daily commute. important for belonging to a community, and for knitI get up at six in the morning to be out of the house by ting that community closer, Both can throw up random
scven, and don't usually stop until eight at night. Trying wonders that startle and inspire, and both can equally be
to shoehorn time to write is less a strategy, more a ques· Dread Thieves of Time.
lion of just grabbing moments when I can. If I'm really
In my experience, Social Media ils own kanna - you'l
disciplined, I gel up very early and wrile in Ihe morning. gel from it exactly what you put into it. And when you're
and I can use the time when my son is visiting family.
writing. turn iloff!
Because of this maniacal juggling. research and structural planning are essential. though occasionally a char' Y: And "nally, the title Ecko Rising suggests we
acter will wander off and do their own thing. I just don't
have time 10 be conslantly redrafting stuff!
V: In between all of the writing, promoting and the
phenomenal amount of time we believe you spend on
social media, what do you do to relax? We hear a rumour about sword fighting...

OW: What is this 'relax' of which you speak? I spent a
dozen or so years in Dark Age and Medieval re-enact·
ment, a hobby I gave up (more be necessity than desire)
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might well be seeing more in the series...7

DW: I've just finished the first draft of the sequel. out next
September from Titan Books. After thai, we will have to
wail and see!

Ecko Risillg by DUIl;e Ware is out 1l0W from Titull Books
Follow Dllllie 011 Twitter al n.,itter.romIDalluuu
Make Duuie happy and buy sWfffrom ForbiddellPlullel,com

recurrent:
FOUNDATION FAVOURITES
AndySawyer

Proud Man
by Murray Constantine
he name "Murtay Conslanline" is perhaps best
known for Sumtika Night (1937), one of a number
of novels published under this or her real name by
Katherine Surdekin (18'J6.1963). In SUlllStib Night, Burdekin presented a future in which the Axis powers won
World War Two and, several hundred years later, Hitler
is worshipped as a god. Jews have been extenninated,
Christians are persecuted. and women are kept as breeding stock in concentration camps. Reprinted early in the
War as a Left Book Gub selection, SWllStibi Night surely
must have been read by George Orwell (several critics
have noted rem;jlrkable parallels between OrweU's NineInn Eighty-Four and the earlier book), and its republication by the Feminist Press in 1985, with a scholarly introduction by Daphne Patai, marked the novel as one of the
most important feminist dystopias.
Patai and the Feminist Press have also reprinted Proud
Man, an earlier (1934) novel by "Constantine whose
feminist message made (or so some internet sources say)
some contemporaries look beyond the androgynous
pseudonym to suggest that the author was a woman,. although the definite identification of Burdekin and "Constantine" was not made until the 1980s by Piltai. Swastika
Night extrapolates thl;' potentialities of fascism to envisage a future where it has "won", although the novel also
establishes a suggestion that, through the critical intelligence of the Englishman Alfred and the survival of a
book which counters the myth propagated by the wor~
shippers of Hitler, it also suggests a counterpoint of resistance in face of the regime's increasing decadence. In
Proud Man, Burdekin employs another science-fictional
technique, the description of contemporary society by a
visitor from the far future.
As with Olaf Stapledon's Uistand First Mm (1930), the
novel's narrator is a human from the far future who by
some means is able to contact and understand the Hpresenr' in which the book is written. Unlike Slapledon's
wEighteenth Men", the narrator (usually referred to, from
the lille of the first section of the novel. as "'The Person
is what they (gendered pronouns are always difficult
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here, so I will use the English "singular they"') see theirself as a "troe human being": androgynous, vegetarian,.
and far evolved from the subhuman-ness of people like
us. In what seems to be a dream, the Person decides. or
is chosen, to investigate these subhumans. and wakes in
an island called England, wht:'re they discover that one of
the major characteristics of sub-humans is that they are
divided into two sexes. wlike animals. birds, fishes and
insects w (p. 22) and that this separation is wperhaps the
root cause of all the subhuman wretchedness (p. 23).
They are taken in by a farming family.
At. first, the Person wears female clothes. because presenting as physically female, because of the smoothness
of their skin and the length of their hair, seems easier, and
they are not used to dress conventions which as which
gannents it is proper to reveal (W upon subhuman males.
particularly of the class 10 which this family belonged. female undergarments have a maddening influence. driving them to commit follies or even crimes". (p. 81) 11ley
move in with a priest, Andrew Cifford, who though still
one of us subhumans is wise enough to understand that
there is something singular about the narrator, who in
turn sees him as a particularly perceptive and evolved
character. Debate between the two sheds much light on
human gender and sexuality (more so as, because he is a
priest, Cifford is not himself particularly sexual). However, because he is a priest, living with someone who seems
to be an attractive young woman causes social tensions,
and Cifford has also been wrestling with his understanding of the nature and existence of Cod and the discussions between him and the Person bring his doubts closer
to the surfare.In the end, Gifford decides toemigrateand
join his brother in Australia,. settling enough money on
the PefSOll to allow for an independent existence for a
year.
"The Person takes lodgings in London.. and continues
their education about the subhuman rare by reading in
the British Museum.
"There. they meet Leonora, a struggling writer who beH
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comes fascinated with the Person's enigmatic difference.
They move in together and Leonora lakes the Person to a
p<lrty where they meet Philip Mitchell, a renowned artist.
whose genius cloaks a dismissive attitude towards women: Nhe tried to recollect what women generally said to
him, but discovered that he rarely listened to what they
said.~ (p. 205) Co[wersations with Leonora and her §Odal circle teach the Person much more about the (sub)
human race; a visit to the British Museum's collection of
Egyptian antiquities shows both L.eonora and the Person
(and, perhaps, us) that differences between them are not
necessarily that of superiority or inferiority. To the Person. the Egyptian sculpture is, simply. dead. Figurative
art is a closed book. The Person's semi-telepathic abilities, which enable the thoughts and feelings of the subhumans which surround them 10 be read, preclude any
exercise of the imagination: ~If you know what a person
is thinking you don't have to imagine it,~ (p. 221) Wanting to find out what subhumans think of the future, the
Person reads science fiction, in the shape of Aldous HuxIcy's Brat'!! New World, which had been published in 1932.
By setting his characters in a remarkably different world,
but making them exhibit "nothing but common subhuman characteristics", Huxley displays "intelligence, clarity, coldness and no imagination" (p. 227) - whose very
characteristics shown by the Person in their dealing with
subhumans. The Person's charity - shown throughout
the novel - is a chilly one; a natural reaction caused by a
sense of duty rather than empathy.
The Person encourages Leonora to complete her novel. which is acrepted for publication by a mator publisher. When the father of her dead child comes back into Leonora's life, though.. the Person decides to move on - this
time as a man. "You can have,w they are told, Ha mudl it had tinle to say about gender tensions. While much of
fuller, freer, and more interesting life as a man than you Proud Ma" is concerned with the relationship between the
could while you were still being a woman. because youll genders in the mid-twentieth century (and these aspects
be moreaoceptable toeverybody.H (p. 249) This tumsout of the novel are still relevant today), part of its appeaJ is
to be less true than Leonora thought, because many of the the way Burdekin has (very succes.sfully, I think) created
men The Person meets are either sexually attracted (we a viewpoint figure who points out contemporary human
are directed back to the Person's androgynous beauty) frailties without being piously superior. The final section,
or damaged in their self-esteem by the superiority and involving Gilbert the serial killer, could have been excruself-confidence shown by the Person, which confirms the ciating tasteless and full of cod-Freudianism. Instead,
ordinary male's doubts of their own excellence. How- it leaves us with a sense of atonement and understandever, they meet Gilbert, a psychologically damaged rich ing, The psychology is, perhaps, not the most accurate
young man who, the Person's telepathic power reveals, part of the novel, but there is genuine tension here - one
is a murderer, a killer of young girls, tormented both by of Gilbert's servants has a nine-year old daughter who
his crimes and the probability that he will kill again. The becomes friendly with him - and the melodrama about
Person helps Gilbert to understand the cause of his ma- Gilbert's apparent hatred of women ends with his ri'alinia and, with his new self-knowledge, Gilbert decides to sation that "It goes on and on until someone can end it"
confess to his crimes. On the way to the police station. (p. 313) and his decision that it can indeed be ended. The
Gilbert and the person are involved in a traffic accident; Person's final meditation suggests that, in the three inGilbert is (very probably) killed, and the Person wakens dividuals encountered (the Priest, the Woman. and the
from their dream back in their own time.
Man), a germ, at least, of true humanity can be found. But
Proud Ma" is an odd TlOvel- half tract. half psycholog- such a germ can only be nurtured in individuals rather
ical thriller, and mudl more of a unified whole than that than mass movements, and will subhumanity learn 10
description suggests. At times, it reads like the Katherine jettison its sexuaVgendered ~guilt-feeling'" and evolve toBurdekin has read UlsI and First Mm and noticed (as did wards the true humanity of the Person's species?
Stapleclon's friend Naomi Mitchison) that while that epic
For the Person. and for us, the jury is still out.
future-history had mudl to say about human evolution
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recurrent:
KINCAID IN SHORT
Paul Kincaid
The Cold Equations, by Tom Godwin
nd so we come to the story that virtually defines
hard sf. Whid\ means. in turn. that for many people
it virtually defines science fiction. As James Gunn
declared: 'If the reader doesn't understand it or appreciate
what it is trying to say about humanity and its relationship
to its environment, then that reader isn't likely to appreciate science fiction' (1M RDad to Sdc,a Fidiotl Vdu,"" Thm::
From Hem/till to Hut). It isa story that, for much of its history. attr..cted little but praise. and yet it has become. O\'er the
last dl."(3de or so, highly controversial. Within the pages of
1M Nno York RLvttwofSciella Fidiot! a fierce argument pro
and con the story raged over several issues. In 1'here is no
such thing as science fictiofl' (Reading Soma Fiction edited
by James GUJlll,. Marleen S. BaIT and Matthew Candclaria),
Mark Bould and Sherryl Vinl use a dose analysis of reaction
to the story 10 undermine the notion that there is one readily identifiable thing that is science fiction. After all of that.
what more can there bc to say?
Tom Godwin's '11le Cold Equations' was first published
in Asfolmdill8 Science Fiction in 1954. Godwin had begun
placing stories with John W. Campbell only the year before,
so this was a \/Cry early work; but though he would go on
writing into the 19705, he TlCver again achieved either the affect or the renown of'1llc Cold Equations'. But then,. no-one
else ever wrote a story that so perfectly encapsulated what
hard sf w3sall aboul.
11 is a story that has been anthologised so many times
that it is probably safe to assume that anyone with an interest in the history and development of science fiction
willlrnow it. It is quite simple in structure (which is part of
the point). Our protagonist, Barton,. is the pilot of an EDS
(Emergency Dispatch Ship), ferrying urgently needed medical supplies to a remote outpost, when he disco\/Crs a stowaway.TIle stowaway'sextra weight means that the ship will
use up too much fuel and therefore will not be able to reach
its destination. TIle stowaway, however, turns out to be an
innocent young girl tTying to reach her brother. Neverthe1ess, she must be jettisoned, or the medical supplies will not
reach their destination and too many other people will die.
There is, in this. a sort of pen.-erse form of Utilitarianism, the
grt'atcst good for the greatest number; but it isn't this that
makes it the archetype ofhard st.
Hard sf is, essentially, a right-wing form. By that,. I mean
that the underlying principle of all hard sf is that the law is

A

all, the law of nature is inflexible and must be obeyed at all
times. There is no appeal; Marilyn must die, because absolute and unquestioning obedience to the law is the be-all
and end-all of existence in a hard unh-erse. The relationship
between humanity and its environment that Jarncs GUM
talked about is one of subservience, the individual, one's
self, does not matter in this universe, ignorance of the law is
a capital crime. Although '"The Cold Equations' is one 01 the
very few hard sf stories lhat makes it explicil; more usually
some oompetent man (and il is invariably a man) will find
some way to bend the law, like a cosmic Dirty Homy. But
when it comes right down 10 it,. for most people you either
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do as you are told, or you die. And in this instance, it is no
coincidence that it is a girl who must die.
1hc equivalence between the law of nature and the law
of man is made expliril right at the start of Godwin's story;
'It was the law, stated vt'f)' bluntly and definitely in grim
Paragraph L. Section 8, of Interstellar Regulations: Any slowauvy~ in Q1l EDS shall ~ jdtisctld immtdiiddyfollour
ing disawtry. 11 was the law, and there could be no appeal.'
(443. Godwin's italKs) And,. ~'er'l though 'she OOI.lkl not be
blamed for her ignorance of the law' (445). the consequence
is madeexplicit when the girl learns he1' fate: ''''You're going
to do it - you're going to make me die?'" ~I'm sorry." He
said again. "'Youll newr know how sorT)' I am. It has to be
that way and no human in the uni\'ersecanchange it. (447)
All of this is established in the first few p<Jgcs, and that
is the entire story. l1l£' piect> actually continues for another
10 pages before the giT! dies, pages of delay, pages of trying to find some other solution, pages of gathering resolution. All of this is futile, we know right from the start that
there can be no exception. ll1e law is the law. The rest, in
a very real sell5(', is just aftermath. And when, at the cnd,
Marilyn walks into the air lock 'with her head up and the
brown curls bmshing her shoulders, with the white sandals stepping as sure and steady as the fractional gravity
would pennil and the gilded buckles twinkling with little
lights of bluc and red and crystal' (458), W(! know that she
has accepted the law also. She has, in James Gwm's terms,
understood her relationship with theenvironment. We may
regret the necessity - 'Youll ~ know how sorry 1 am' but when it comes down to it. we are all subservient to the
cruel dictatorship of nature. And of course it is right and
proper that we obey without question the great lawmaker.
Or so Godwin would have us believe. Or perhaps it
might be more appropriate 10 say that so John W, Campbell
would have us belie\-e.
Beause 'The Cold Equations' isn't reaUya story, it is an
expression of fonnallogic:
N

A-+B,S....,C,A '·C
(If A then B,ifB thenc, A thereforeC)

Weare swept along by 'The Cold Equations' be<:ause the
logical stmcture is so simple and seems unassailable. Let us
put in the values for A, B and C that constitute the story.
For A, Godwin tells us that the EDS is so finely calibrated that it carries only enough fuel to get the pilot to his
destination.
Consequently, B, any stowaway would use up too much
fuel and prevent the pilot completing his mission of mercy.
Thus, in tum,. C, any stowaway must be removed from
the ship.
Accept those simple propositions, and Godwin stales
them so finnly and so quickly right at the start of the stol)'
that we do not think Ioqucstion them, then anything else is
merely window-dressing. Godwin makes the stowaway an
innocent young girl to play on our emotions, but in fact you
could substitute any number of others in that rok! without
changing its basic shape one iota.
Consider, fOl" example, how the story would read if the
stowaway was Barton's wife or mother, What about an innocent young boy? Or a doctor who may have discovered
a better cure for the sickness than the serum Barton carries?
Or the first and only a1ien being humankind had C'."e!" encountered?
20

You can go 01'1 playing this game ad infinitum. Each
variation on the character of the stowaway gives a slightly
different emotional charge 10 the stol)', but the logical structure, which is the whole point of the piece, is not affected
one bit. The resolution is known before ....". have the slightest inkling of who Of what the stowaway might be, and the
sen5C of the story is such that the identity of the stowaway
cannot have the slightest effect on the inevitable sequence
of events. The iron law of nature, and the even more rigid
law of 'Interstellar Regulations', could not demand our unquestioning obedience if they could be circum\'Cflted tosuit
the individual. (Actual1y, John W. Campbell dearly understood the logk of the story, but it is possible that Godwin
did not. The legend has it that Godwin re-wrote his stol)'
time and again to try and firv:l a way in which the girl might
be saved, but each timeCampbeU insisted that she must die.
This may go some way towards explaining why Godwin
never achieved the same success again.)
Of course, the fact that the victim isa girl- and Godwin
goes to considerable lengths to emphasise her youth and
her innocence - is clearly sexist and leaves an unpleasant
taste in a more modem mouth. Especially as she is without
agency throughout the stol)'. llte only active thing she does
is to stowaway on the ship before the story opens, and l:!ven
that is curiously passive: 'I just sort of walked in when no
one was looking my way' (445). She isoddly inert even after
being told she has to die; though she protests to the cnd - '1
didn't do Illlythillg Iod~jJr-l didn't do Ilnythillg...! (458,God·
win's italics) -shedOl'Srl't act. In the end she simply accepts
her fate. Of course, the logic of the story demands that she
should, because if the laws are all powerful then we must
accept: thei.r decree. 5he isa 'girl who had not known about
the forces that killed with neither hatred r'IOI" malice' (458),
butonce introduced 10 those forces she can do no other than
bend her knee before them.
H()W('\"e!", to protest that the story is sexist. 10 attad it
because it is a girl who must die, 10 argue that she might be
saved by throwing out the fumihJreor some such. is tomiss
the real fundamental problem with 'The Cold Equations',
which is that its logic is faulty. Let us go back to that quotation from James Gunn; 'If the reader doesn't undl:!rstand it
or appreciate what it is trying to say about humanity and its
relationship to its environment. then that reader isn't likely
to appreciate science fiction'. The simple truth of the matter
is that Gunn is wrong.. because the story is absolutely nothing to do with humanity's relationship to its environment.
Everything that conspires in the death of the girl is directly
traceable back to human agency, not to the law of the uni~~.

Value A in the logical statement that is the structure of
'The Cold Equations' - the EDS is so finely calibrated that it
carries only enough fuel 10 get the pilot to his destinationis the least questioned part of the story. Godwin passes O\-er
this point in less than a paragraph. We accept it because it
is stated so simply, as a given: 'The cruisers were forced
by necessity 10 carry a limited amount of the bulky rocket
fuel and the fuel was rationed with care' (443). Who would
question that? It is the key point upon which we suspend
our disbelief in order 10 accept the rest of the story. And yet
it is upon this precise point that the story stumbles and falls.
Let me make this absolutely clear. it is human agency
that designed and created these ships; it is human agency
that decided the ships should operate this way; it is human
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agency that wrote the computer program that rations the
fuel for each ship; it is human agency that wrote the Interstellar Regulations that govern the ship; it is human agency
and human agency alone that determines the situation in
which the girl must die. l1tis has nothing 10 do with the law
of nature, nothing to do with our relationship with the environment.
If hard sf has one characteristic hero. it is the competent man, and that competence is most often displayed in a
knowledge of engineering or of science. And yet the thing
that lies behind this situation in this most ardletypal ofhard
sf stories is incompetence. Because the EDS is a prime exampleofbad engineering. and if theengineering wasn't bad
there wouldn't be a story.
TIle ships are deliberately designed to have no provision for anything that might go wrong. If this truly were a
story about humanity's relationship with its environment,
then humanity should show a damned sight more respect
for the dangers of cold, hard vacuum. If you were to design
a ship that had one shot, and one shot only, to meet lifethreatening emergencies across the universe, would you
make certain that any slight variation in the original plan
would doom the ship, the pilot,. the cargo and, of course,
those waiting at the other cnd? Of course not, that would
be to display such a cavalier attitude to the laws of nature
as to amount to criminal negligence. Iiut thal is what we are
asked to accept as the basic premise of this story.
There are other oddities in the situation Godwin presents. 'Eachcruisercarried four EOS'sand when a call for aid

was r€<.'eh-ed the nearest cruiser would drop inlo nonnal
space long enough 10 launch an FDS with the needed supplies or personnel then vanish again as it continued on ils
course' (443). Think about what that implies. The amounl
of'bulkyn:x:ket fuel' the cruisers carry must be finite, but it
can't be thallimited if they art' to be able 10 respond 10 any
emergency, no matter how far the EnS will have to Iravel
or how much it will need to carry. And there is no obvious
provision here for the £0510 rejoin the cruiser. The cruiser
ctWltinues OIl its way through non-nonnal space driven by
its nuclear converters, bul il surely cannot scatter EnS'sand
pilots carek!ssly across the uni\o"erSe, particularly if il only
has four EOS's 10 start with. So, OIl('(' the mission of merry
has been completed, however long that might take. the pilot
faces a long and fuel-costly chase in order to catch up with
the parent cruiser. This is not a situation in which a Spartan
attitude to fuel is desirable, or even possible.
In contrast 10 what James Gunn says, therefore, I cannot
help but fecI thal'The Cold Equations' is, however unintentionally, a story about inhumanity used to disguise a failure
to relate to the environment. The laws of the universe may
be rigid, bul in this slory humanity has not leamed how to
live within the law.
Quotations taken from 1lle Cold Equations· by Tom God ... in in ~
MmoII1fW~ ~ EAllul_I1fH••d SF edit«! by DavidG. HartwE'll
andKa.thtynCrall'le'l",LondOl\.Orbit.l'»l,p.llge<442--1S8.Thequ~·

tion from JamesGunn is cited in W introduction. p.IIge 442.

New year, new home
The monthly London BSFA Meeting has moved. From January you'll find us at The Cellar Bar, The
Argyle Public House, 1 Greville Street (off Leather Lane), London EC1 N spa
Gathering from 6pm, interview at 7 pm.
23rd January 2013':

Dave Hutchinson, interviewed by lan
Whates

27th February 2013:

Elizabeth Hand, interviewed by Farah
Mendlesohn

20th March 2013":

BSFA Awards discussion

24th April 2013:

Lavie Tidhar, interviewer TBC

22nd May 2013':

Aliette de Bodard, interviewer TBG

26th June 2013:

Catherynne M. Valente, interviewer
TBC
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Note that this is a month with five Wednesdays. The meeting will be on the fourth, not the last,
Wednesday of the month.
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Note that due to the proximity of Easter to the fourth Wednesday of the month, this will be held
on the third Wednesday.
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No Marvel or DC
ean understand why there was a call to review more
mainstream mmics, particularly if, as supposed. the
readers of ~Picture Thi5~ weren't necessarily that interested in comics (but then why read this column at all)
- but I believe the readers of Vtctor M\"e Oil far brooder
and more inquisitive mind than U'rtain people give them
credit for, and even if they aren't great comic lovers. they
(1ft interested in what's happt!ning in the world of sequential art. [ might not always be right, in fact my percentage in that respect is probably quite low, but at All.
Fiction this year a couple of people told me they were
enjoying this column, so maybe I'm on the right track. To
them, thanks.
So. I'm not going 10 start with a DC or Marvel classic, or something bright and sparkling from the 52s, but
a couple of sci-fi one--shots from Markosia. Who? you
might ask. Well MarkO$ia is ill prolific UK comic publisher (I've previousJy mentioned Scar Comics, another UK
company) who are arguably one of the most successful. I
don't know if this success is finandal or purely perceh~,
butlhe)' do seem to have a good following amongst those
looking for something that the big boys aren't produdng..
although OC's adult imprint Vertigo did go some way
towards changing readers' expectations nineteen years
ago. That's not to say superheroes haven't a place any
more - the box office says they have - just that most pe0ple seem to have realised that comics are a great medium
for fantasy, in its all-encompassing capacity.
What surprises me a little is that many small-press
publishers still try to emulate the big boys' spandex
characters, when these long-established companies have
already flooded the superhero market. In my mind the
smaller publishers should be edgy and pushing boundaries rather than thinking they can do spandex better. Generally they can't,. which leads me into TM l)Qrk, my first
graphic novel review from Markosia. It is, on the surface,
a superhero story from Chris Lynch. who had two comic
shorts published in Murky Drpths and, I'm privy to know
(of course) that he had another story accepted for a fulure Murky Depths, which sadly won't now sce the light
of day.
The Dark, that's the supcrhero's name, has a butler,
or as near to a butler as you could get Without it actually
being Alfred (that's Brure Wayne's butler - just in case

l
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you don't read comics or watch films and know nothing
about Batman - it's possible!). The Dark is in constant
contact with Howard, the butler, but Howard is actu·
ally an embodiment of the computer system used by The
Dark, who also has a cloak that feeds him painkillers and
ghoes him his superhuman powers. So far this all sounds
like a stereotypical super hero. But 111 quote some blurb
from the cover, ~As a wave of drugs [with a collective
name of Memetcch] that create living stories sweeps his
city, one man fights back as The Dark. A vigilante who
wields fiction as a weapon (shades of Mike Carey's U,,·
written], he is the last hope for a city where nothing is
what it seems:' and suddenly this all starts to become
interesting. There are some journeys back into the past
to show us how things became as they are in the present, which become increasingly more difficult to fathom
as the timelines converge, but this is an intentional part
of the plot. What's dream and what's reality, who is The
Dark? I suggest you read it and find out. Do I have any
criticisms? Nothing that detracts from the story. The art
by Rick Lundeen is dear enough - in fact Rick was artist on "'The Escape Artist" in issue r9 of Murky Drplhs
- though sometimes I found the lettering a little tight
within the bubbles, but then I am a bit of a perfectionist.
When I asked Harry Markos, the powerhouse behind
Markosia Comics, what science fiction graphic novels
he'd recommend from his titles, he suggested the above
and Tile I"dif!erellce Ellgi'le. No, not Babbage's ~
engine but it is more likely inspired by William Gibson
and Bruce Sterling's classic. Just the title. There's no Victoriana here. It's an enjoyably narrated romp of multiple
universes that have been created by the said engine, the
engine being created by one AIan Blake, who is also the
narrator. TIle whole story, a flashback, in effect, is told as
he tumbles to earth from a skyscraper office. The dlange
of character from a laid back slob to, well something else,
is executed weU. Blake is an ~ordinary twenty-something
suburban slacke...., as the blurb says. His wife has just
left him in favour of the cat and he loses his job, which is
hunting out technical bugs in the engine. It's a four-eomic
collection of 100 pages written by Cy Dethan. Oon't expect the slick artwork of the big boys - although even
they don't get it right all the time, and in any case it can
be argued the art is always relative to the likes of the

reader - but Robert Carey's pencils are nicely coloured
by Mel Cook; clear enough and suiting the story. There
are moments of excellence that help to bring the story up
to a standard thal makes it worth hunting out.
While the two comics above were suggested to me,
I've had my eye on H~ F/llIs for a few years and decided
that. as it's al50 from Markosia.. I'd give them a hat trick of
review$. Hope Ftdls is from the duo ofTony Lee and Dan
Boultwood.lbey've worked quite a bit together and had
a series in the original DFC comic (re-Iaunched I'I"Ct"ntly
as TM P~a, couldn't they think of a more original title?) caned !he Prince Of Baghdad w • At the time, Dan's
art really suited the age group of DFC so I was a little
unsure how it would work with a more malure story, I
needn't have worried. With this dark tale of vengeanathat Tony conjures in Hope F/llls, the name of the town
where the action takes piaa-, it makes you think more
of Mike Mignola's art and the likes of Hellboy. This is a
very accomplished piece of plotting from Mr Lee and I
can understand why a film might well be in the pipeline.
Yeh, sure, we've heard it all before, and Tony has never
bt..'Cn afraid of talking up an opportunity, but watch this
space, I've already mentioned that Dan's art works very
well with this story, but not that he drew it four years ago
and his style hasdevt'loped, nor that Tony not only wrote
Hope F/llls but lettered it too. What's the story about? On
tile surface it's a story of revenge. A girl is raped and
murdered and someone wants the culprits to pay, but
who's actually pulling the strings? Would God really be
this vindictive? You most definitely need to find out. I
totally recommend this one.
There's another one I totally recommend, Morning
GlorUs from Image. I mentioned it at the end of the last derstand why, in the first comic of the first collection. all
w
~Picture This • As a punter of books and comics I'm a
the kids fall asleep in the car that comes to pick them up
mug for a good cover and during a browsing session in to lab.- them 10 the school. If a comic shop was nearby I'd
my local Waterstones (my nearest comic shop is a good probably be buying the comics before the next collected
forty·five-mmute's drive away - in case I haven't men- works was published ... but as I think that might be in the
tioned that before) the first collection caught my eye with next month or 50...
Vertigo time. Paul Comell time. SaU«F' COUlltry time,
cover art by Rodm EsqueJo.1 was intrigued from the start
and when I turned the last page of the first comic in the When I saw Paul at All.Fiction he told me he was curcollection I was hooked. It starts by introducing the read- rently putting the finishing touches to part seven of Sauer to six young. and good looking. teenagers who have cer Counly. AI the time of writing this, only two parts
been accepted into a prestigious school called Morning had been published. I'd already decided it was about
Glory Academy that has some unusual teaching meth- time I picked up on something more current and being
ods (a massive understatement!). The mystery continues a follower of Paul's Tweets I downloaded Sallcer Cormto build with few answers being revealed. I'm terrible Iry: Rrm, Part 1 the day it appeared on Vertigo's hit list
with remembering names and in this instance [found the and am currently awaiting the third episode after finding
characters drawn by Joe Eisma, and [do love hisarl, to be myself more than a little interested to know where it's
very similarly depicted. Maybe they are supposed to look going. The story? Well, if you were standing for the US
alike. Their hair colours are different and one of them is presidency would you tell yOUT voters you've just been
Japanese but I had to read the whole collection again abducted, and returned, by aliens? Would you want to
(and still referred to it) before and while I was reading know what happened or just pretend it didn't? Goverthe second collection. Oh yes, I couldn't wait to get my nor Arcadia Alvarado is sure the aliens aren't benign and
hands on Morning GloriLs 2. This collection delves into the feels that if she can become president she11 be in a better
pasts of the t~gers. The last comic in that collection is position to resist them. 111 be following this.
a big reveal about where the school is, It makes you un-

recurrent:
RESONANCES

Stephen Baxter
Where exactly is Zoe Heriot's
Wheel in Space?
aving grown up with lJ«tor Who, and having
enjoyed the current revival I have now oommitted my own tie-in novel, 7M Wheel of fet (BBC
Books. August 2012). Featuring the second Doctor with
Jamic and Zoe, it is both a prequel and sequel to (that's
time travel for you) 'The Wheel in Space', the 1968 serial
written by David Whitaker from Kit Pedler's story, which
introduced super-brainy astrophysidst companion Zoe.
As a consequence I've had 10 immerse mp;ell in Whovian Ion" past and present.
And I have become awan" of ooe aspect in which the
current incarnation of Who arguably suffers compared to
the past, which is the lack of a science advisor.
For example, as Kim Newman remarked to me after
watching 'The Hungry Earth',broadcast inMay 2010 (the
one where a drilling operation in Wales bothers the Silurians): 'Didn't the contrivance required to limit the guest
cast stand out as strange- here's a village with a church,.
a graveyard and a major scientific project that stilll"OnSisls of fi\"e people who are related to/intimate with each
other, whereas in 'Inferno' (1970), the deep-boring drill
was a huge pro;eet with a vast complex of support staff:
Who was always at the fantasy end of scientific plausibility, but I do think that in the past we used to sce more
fleshed-out and realistic
depictions of science and
engineering.
It was so in 'The Wheel
in Space', in which the Cybennen attack a deep-space
station. Granted, there's
plenty of technobabble and
scientific nonsense, such as
a nova hurting meteorites
down on the solar system,
and communications with
Earth without any lightspeed time-Jag... And that's
even before the Cybermats
get going.
But still the Wheel itseU

H

has clearly been thought oul. It contains sensible-sounding chambers including a control room, an ops room. a
loading bay and a power room; it has well-defined funelions including managing deep space traffic control, issuing space weather alerts, serving as a 'halfway house
for deep space travel' and as an early warning system for
those pesky meteorites. And just as with 'Inlema', it was
staffed by a large guest cast, twelve in all to my count, all
with specialised roles, induding one unlucky actor called
Freddie Foote who played a servo-robot.
When" did this detail come from? Sun"ly from the
head of Kit Pedler. 41 years old when 'Wheel in Space'
was broadcast, Pedler was a bona fide British scientist;
he was head of an electron microscope department at the
University of London. He became an unofficial science
advisor on \l\lho in the mid-l960s, hired to inj~t a bit of
scientific credibility. He wrote three serials in which he
introduced the Cybermen. and provided the storylines
for three more, including 'Wheel in Space'. Later he ereated and ro--wrote DoomUWltch for the BBC.
I'm all for science advisors. Of course in the Pertwee
years lhe Doctor himself was a science advisor for UNIT,
on and off; I imagioe that Pedler got shot at tortured and
blasted into space rather less often than the Time Lord.
Nevertheless his contribution waS invaluable in providing a certain basic credibility.
But where exactly was the Wheel in Space? Fora space
cadet like me, when listening to the serial (only the audio
is available; fourof the six episodes were tape-wiped) the
strongest clue comes in a spectacular bit of hard-science
dialogue given to loc. Here's a brief excerpt:
BILL DUGGAN: And this is my little kingdom. Here,
how do you like the Greenhouse?
JAMIE: Oh, do you coll~t these?
BILl.: No, they're floating seeds. lhe only place they
flourish is down here in the power room. Of course,
the old man kicked up a mad dust storm at first but
now Doe Corwyn said they was good psychology or
something. Anyway I just like f1o...."('rs. Hey... That one
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comes all the way from Venus. Imagine that. All that
millions of miles away.
ZOE: 24,564,000 miles at perihelion and 161,350,000
rniles at aphelion.
JAMIE: Oh. 1 was dying 10 know that...
Wow! Boffin terms like perihelion and aphelion.
and numbers 10 five decimal places! So that's where the
Wheel is - to within a thousand miles! Zoe's statement is
very precise, and sounds convincing. and makes scientific sense... Well, almost.
The lines seem 10 imply that the Wheel in Space follows a highly elliptical orbit around the sun (unlike the
planets' orbits, which are almost circular). 'Perihelion'
refers 10 an orbiting object's closest approach to the sun;
'aphelion' means the furthest distance from the sun.
These 'peri' and 'ap' terms have very precise meanings.
,md are based on the name of the body at the rentrE' of the
orbit. 'Helion' rders to the sun; if the Wheel was orbiting
Earth for example the relevant terms would be 'perigee'
and 'apogee',
But what does Zoe's sentence mean? Since Venus follows its own orbit around the sun. it isn't very meaningful to say how close the station gets to Venus when the
station is at aphelion; it would depend entirely on where
Venus is in its own orbit at the time.
If you forget about Venus for the moment and take
Zoc's numbers as referring to the station's perihelion and
aphelion themselves, what you get is a sensible picture
An orbit spanning 25 million miles to 161 million miles
would take the Wheel from insid£> M£>rcury's orbit to
outside Mars's, so nicely crossing the whole of thl! inner
solar system, a useful patrol for a station like the Wheel.
But that's not what Zoe actually said, She was saying
som£>thing about the station's proximity to Venus. You
can spin a lot of thcori£'S about how maybe Zoe's number
about perihdion refers to the closest the station ever gets
to Venus, when Venus happens to be close to the station's
perihelion point... or something.
Consider this, however. Earth's orbit is 93 million
miles in radius; Venus's is 68 million milei. So the closest Earth ever gets to Venus is when the two planets are
on the same side of the sun, and sun, Venus and Earth
are all in a line. And that closest distance is (93-68-) 25
million miles. Similarly the furthest Earlh gets from Venus is when the two planets are on opposite sides of the
sun, and theseparation is (93+68-) 161 million milC$.And
these two numbers, you will observe, are precisely those
quoted by Zoe.
So her statement would make perfect sense if the
Wheel is in Earth orbit! - save that the t«hnical terms
for closest and furthest approach of Earth to Venus aren't
'perihelion' and 'aphelion' bUI 'inferior conjunction' and
'superior conjunction'. But the Wheel being so close in
makes no sense for other reasons; it wouldn't be much
use as a 'halfway house' for ships heading for deep space
if it was stud in Earth orbit.
Sigh. The little.scene I quoted above is nice for other
reasons; Zoe's clinical logic is contrasted strongly with
the.image of the interplanetary flowers, But the dialogue,
whIle it might have originated with something ['edler

provided, is in fact gobbledegook. perhaps a result
of a final round of scriptediting. And after all thal
we don't know where the
Wheel in Space is, and
never will,
Never mind! llUs was
a good serial, and it introduced in Zoe one of my
favourite
companions,
which is why I've been
writing about her now,
And I still believe the new
\IVho could benefit from a

~d~f~~~~~~~pra:
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sibility, even if the odd bit of gobbledpgook still creeps
through.

I was sorry to hear of the death in February 2012 of Sam
Youd, best known for his work under his pseudonym of

John Christopher. His Tripods YA trilogy was memorably televised in the 1980s, and I recall being scared out of
my wits as a teenager by his unflinching catastrophe tale
The Death of Grnss (1956), and impressed later by his The
World ill Will/er (1962), a tough account of another apocalypse, the coming of a new Ice Age, Now there's some
good sf backed by rigorous science. He was involved in
fandom before his wartime military service, and was a
correspondent of Arthur C OarJre for most of his life;
after the war he was part of the 'White Horse' London
circle, and indeed he has cameos in the Tales of the While
Hart stories. And Sam Youd was born in 1922 in Huyton..
now in Merseyside, only a mile from Roby where I grew
up; in fact strictly speaking it's a combin£>d township,
known as Huyton-with.Roby. Evidently a hotbed of Brit·
ish sf. I regret that I never met him.
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THE BSFA REVIEW
T:

iS issue of the BSFA Review is something of a
science fiction special and covers the whole spectrum
of SF. I am also pleased 10 welcome several new
contributors to these pages: A1ison Page and Finn Dempster
covering recent novels and Roger Luckhurst and Aishwarya
Subffimanian discussing a pair of academic volumes. Oh,
and jus1 fOf good measure we have Tricia SUllivan writing
onGreg Egantoo.
In keeping with the cwerallheme of Vector, the BSFA
Aeviewopens with W Hurst's review of LDndon P8cf.iia' And
Other Nonfictioll by Michael Moorcock and Alan Kausch:"I'

Moorax:k's London were an OJ9anisrn, I suggest it would be
either a d1ameIeon Of an amoeba. All amoeba because the
city grows and absofbs what it grows around. a Chameleon
because it takes on appearances, possibly intentionally,
becoming something else." This quote gave me the Impetus
to pulllhe only one of China Mieville's books which I hadn't
read yel, Looking For Jake and Other Stories, off the shelf.
London has been a looming presence in aI Mieo/il!e's
WO!t< since his debut novel, King Rat, a ShOddy attempt 10
fuse 101< mylhoIogy with the its street Cllture. It was also reWnagr1ed for the Bas-t.ag novels !hat made his name as the
violently febrile New Crobuzon and is there n his standaIone
WOI'ks, above Of below ground, for adults and for children.
It also recurs again and again in this collection and, to
someone.....no has made his home here, there is something
transfixing about his ruined. post-collapse capital:
"Primrose Hill was continually tunnelled through by some
great maggoty imago; Kentish Town was a wasteland 01
heat and bumt<lUt houses that smouldered endlessly, in
some arcane transmirror pyrosis. But Camden, where
they had to go, was the I\JMing gfOl.lld of apocalypse
scun, the worst spivs fmm the CIead marxet's staJ.
hoIdefs,theleastpoliticisedofnspu'lks."

It is an acquired taste tIloI.ql, sattier than his novels; his
stories are more out of kilter, wein1erthan his novel and the
hand of M John Harrison hangs heavy. They are also more
personal and funnier: "I know 1never came to you. You lived
in fucking Bame!. I'm ooly human."
Mieville lost out on the BSFA Short Fiction Award to
Paul Comell this year and those two stories as well as the
other shortIisted works were coIlec1ed in a booklet that was
sef'ltlo merrilers with the last mailing. This is becoming an
annual tradition and one we are keen to continue. In our

final review, Iormer Vector eotor Kevin Smith reviews the
booklet and lindsnothingtoentlcehim badtinlothewortdaf
science fICtion. As he puts it "Have the authors loSt the wr:1'N
lac10r or have 17" Since nominations and votes come from
the membership, I would hope people found something
in the shortHst to excite them, but I'd be interested in
comments from those of you whO didn't take part in the
selection process itself and for whOm the booklet was your
first exposure to the stories. And I'd certainly encourage
you all to start thinking about your nominations lor next year
now; !he more people take part, the stronger the award is.
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London Peculiar And Other Nonfiction by Michael Moorcock and
Allan Kausch (PM Press, 2012)
Reviewed by l J Hurst
f Michael Moorcock's London were an organism, I

I

suggest it would be either a chameleon or an amoeba.

An amoeba because the city grows and absorbs
what it grows around, a chameleon because it takes Ofl
appearances, possibly intentionally, becoming something
else. The twenty page memorial which begins this book, 'A

Child's Christmas in the Blitz', exemplifies these tendencies:
the title itself an echo of Dylan Thomas (who probably drank
In the Soho bars in which journalist Moorcock himself would
drink ten years later), the text revealing that Moorcod< was
brought up not in London at all but in Croydon, miles south
of the city, and the Blitz recalled is not the B1itzol194Q.l
but the later bombardment of the V-weapons in the last
year of the War, the euphemistically named "UttIe Blitz",
when Mooo:ock, who was born in 1939, was Just reaching
school age. later, Moorcock would discover that Croydon
suttered when false F1lelligence was led back to the Nazis,
telling Itlem that their missiles, which were suooessfuly
falling on london, were actually falling beyond. As the
V-aimers recalibrated, the consequence was that London
was saved from a seconcI devastation but Croydon and
the southern suburbs suffered badly. Moorcock and his

school friends played among the mounds of rubble which
sprouted red weeds as the summer came.
This Is not to suggest that that Moorcock was not aware
of what was happening elsewhere - he had an uncle who
worked in 10 Downing Street, whom he visited on trips
into town, though the principle reason for the family visits
was found in Hamley's and Gammidge's, the grea! toy
shops of the capital, wtlere he added recruits to his army
of lead soldiers. Many years later, Moorax:k would use a
contemporary quotation from the ;oumalist HV Morton as
a preface to Mother London, speaking of the great air war
of 1940 as the "Battle of London". Morton would not have
beerI alone in that phrase but Winston Churdlil probably
wanted to be more Inclusive as W9l1 as more aJli1erative
when he renamed that struggle the Battle of Britain, one
of the few times that Loodon lost out. Answering a later
question, Moorcock's mother told him that his memory was
not false, when he was only months old she had held him
up to the window to watch - to the south-east - the Battle
of Britain being fought in the air.
The other reason that Moorcock would have been
aware of events was that he was an earty reader and an
autodidact. By his mid-teens he was publishing his fanzine
Burroughsiana, had an office job which sent him out of the
office and wallOOg through the East End la the docks yet
slillet him read and then an editorial position with F1eetway
Pt.t>Iications. It was pnl$lJfTI8I)/y a little later, after his first
marriage, that he made his home in l.adbroI<e Grove.
'Jack's Unforgettable Christmas' recaDs Jack Trevor
Story's visit and his subsequent breakdown following a
disgraceful arrest by the Notting Hill police as StOl)' and
his partner tried to make their way home in 1969.
After Into the Media Web, an enormous volume from
Savoy which collected Moorcock's non-fiction from 1950
to 2006, this book attempts la collect the rest. It is divided
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into six sections: 'london',
'Other Places', 'Absent

Friends', 'Music', 'Politics'
and
'Introductions and
Reviews'. 'Other Places'
features
accounts
of
Moorcock's life now that
his homes are in Texas
and Paris, while 'Absent
Friends' includes accounts
of his friends and influences
Including J G Ballard (from The Voice', a seminal article
in New Worlds to a posthumous memorial in The Tmes),
Ted camelt and many other authors associated with the
New Wave of the Sixties. Those London pseudopodia
reaching out can be seen when you realise that Jack
Trevor StOl)' speot his last two decades in Milton Keynes,
that Barrington Bay1ey died in Telford New Town and that
J G Ballard himsetl mov9d out oflondon to Shepperton,
allegedly because he had heard frank Muir describe the
town as "the Malibu of the Thames Valley". Beyond sf,
Moorcock's absent friends were Andrea Dworkln, Angela
Carter, Angus Wilson (sexual rebels) and Arthur C Clarke
(included, though too egotistical to be a friend).
sections are porous and non.<Jefinitive. Many of the
articles in the sixth section include autobiographical
reminiscenoesand, while Ballard'snameoccurs throughout
the book, other names seem to be held back. You will not
find Moorcock's account of the works and his memories of
Melvyn Peake until you're five.eighths of the way through
London Peculiar and among the reviews, for ins1ance.
A fasc:nating ciscovery is Moofcock's acquaintance
with a man whO brought more lhan all()(her suburb into
London: A C "Bob" Sheriff, whO first brought war to the
London stage as "Journey's End". Ten years after that,
with an infervening period in Hollywood, he brought
the moon to earth in his novel The HopIdns Manuscript
(1939). Hopkins goes up to town to attend the meetings
of the Royal Astronomical Society in Burlington House,
Piccadilly, gaining early knowledge of the cataclysm to
come, yet as Moorcock points out, retums nightly to a
village where they calmly play cricket In the light of the
falling satellite. The long Sheriff review links back 10 the
comparatively ShOrt 'Politics' section, where Moorax:k or
his co-editor A1lan Lausch have placed the introduction
to Before Annagedd:ln, his 1975 anthology of Victorian
and Edwardian catastrophe fiction. Other appreciations
inctuded here ate Conan The Barbarian, sexton stake,
and Edgar Rice Burroughs, while individual authors
include Wdliam S BurroughS, AIdous Huxley and Alfred
Jany. One cannot hetpthinlOOg, though, that he wiShes he
had known W Pelt Ridge Of Gerald Kersh, two authors he
covers in the 'London' section, regretting that he could not
have called them absent friends. London Peculiar, like a
great city, contains much, can stili be explored and - as a
quick exasperated re-reading of that first 'London' section
has revealed - has more to yield.
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Reflections On The Magic Of Writing by Diana Wynne Jones,
edited by Charlie Butler, (David Fickling Books, 2012) and
Enchanted Glass by Diana Wynne Jones (HarperCollins Children's
Books, 2010) Reviewed by Jessica Vates
ast April the family of Diana Wynne Jones held
a celebration of her life and work in Bristol at SI.

L

George's, a concert hall converted from a church. In
this suitably formal setting a solemn yet consoling event
took place. As well as some fifteen speakers, there was
a musical interlude from the ballet of Black Mafia played
by her nephew. and excerpts from the screen versions
of Archer's Goon and Howl's Moving Castle. As the
afternoon progressed, those who had come as fans and
did not know more than what had already been published
of Diana's personal life came to see the complete portrait:
a mother who put her family first; the connections between
people and dramatic events in real life and the characters
and events in her writing; her travel jinx; and her excellent
cooking. She was a ·real witch·, loved to laugh and write
scenes which made her laugh.
It was especially fascinating for me to see and hear
her family reminisce, and all were enthralled to hear
Ursula Jones reading from Diana's last, unfinished
novel. This was our first opportunity to buy Reflections
On The Magic Of Writing, containing nearly all her major
articles of literary criticism and work on the craft of writing
fantasy, which grew out of the work she did, after her fatal
diagnosis, to sort and pack up her manuscripts for Seven
Stories, the museum of children's books. She chose the
running order, and her Preface is dated November 2010,
four months before she died.
Some of these essays have been available on her
website for several years so we already know about
her unconventional childhood, her battles with her
domineering mother, her struggle to get to Oxford and
her love story, all from the essay 'Something About
the Author'. We also have 'The Heroic Ideal' about the
allusive structure of Fire And Hemlock and her tributes to
JAA Tolkien and CS Lewis, whose lectures she attended
in Oxford (unlike some other children's fantasy authors,
she was very generous about their virtues).
The majority of essays, long and short, are about
how and why she wrote and include many arguments in
defence of the genre of fantasy. 'Two Kinds of Writing?'
stems from editorial criticism of her first adult fantasy A
Sudden Wild Magic, in which she defends her decision
to blend elements from fantasy and SF. (Now we find
bookshops labelling their all-through SFF sections as
'Science Fantasy' - Oiana pioneered the blend, along
with Anne McCaffrey.) She also writes powerfully of the
responsibility of authors to their child readers and I found
this opinion particularty valuable:
•... if you ask ten adults which book they remember
best from their childhood. Nine of them will certainly
name a fantasy ...they acquired many of the rules they
live by from this book that so impressed them. This
may not necessarily mean rules of morality - though
it may - but wider things like what ways of behaving
are wise, or unwise... The book endowed them with
experiences which they could not get any other way."

The book concludes
with
a
conversation
between Diana and the
editor
Chartie
Butter
from just a few weeks
before she died and two
extremely moving tributes
by her sons This book is
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an essential purchase for
her fans and for literary
critics of the fantasy genre
as well as for public and school libraries.
At the celebration, although we learned of a full life, we
regretted so much that she could not go on to give more
to her family, and to her readers. In the conversation with
Butler, Diana revealed that she kept a drawer stuffed with
beginnings which did not develop into full and finished
novels. Her last full-length fantasy, Enchanted Glass,
came from that drawer years later and what we would
have missed if she hadn't given it another chancel If only
the original reviewers had not given away the main source
of the literary allusions, I could have enjoyed guessing it
myself until the big reveal arrives two-thirds through. I will
just give you the clue that the fantasy is a tribute to a
dramatic masterpiece which also inspired Terry Pratchett
and Neil Gaiman.
Our hero Andrew Brandon Hope, an unmarried and
slightly absent-minded academic, inherits a large country
house from his magician grandfather, as well as the
"field-of-<:are", the area in a ten-mile radius around the
house, described as a "ragged egg-shape· and -a large
oval". As Andrew meets the eccentric servants and local
villagers, a twelve-year-old boy called Aidan turns up.
His grandmother, a magic'user from London, told him to
go to Melstone Manor after she died if he needed help.
Pursued by supernatural spirits, he needs a refuge. Like
Andrew, he wears glasses, and points out to him that
they can both do magic when they take their specs off.
Andrew and Aidan set out to discover the boundaries
of the "field-of-care" and to find out who threatens Aidan.
The ·enchanted glass· is a clue and source of power: six
coloured panels set in the back door, depicted accurately
on the book's cover, gradually come into focus to reveal
six helpful magical characters from the village who
support Andrew and Aidan against the power who wants
to take over the Village. The climax is a grand Village filte
which descends into chaos as good and evil fight it out,
and Andrew finds the supernatural authority within him to
win the battle.
This standalone fantasy is a sheer delight, mixing
inventive magic (such as foretelling the future by the
racing results) with the latest technology: -You'd better
give your wards a boost. You can do it on the computer
these days." Oiana pays tribute to her craft when writing
about Andrews recognition of his power: ·magic was one
of the great forces of the universe... it was a great power,
to be used with great care-.
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The Last Werewolf by Glen Dunes"

(Canongate, 2011)
Reviewed by Oan Hartland
n Bret Easton Ellis's 2005 novel Lunar Pari<, his dog
takes a chunk out of his thigh, The book is a gruesomely
playful fictional autobiography. in which elements from
Ellis's sloried real and fictional pasls come back literally
10 haunt him, The dog has worried at Ellis·t!le-narraIOf
throughout the novel and in its final pages, in a kind 01
vicious climax, turns demonic: "Its eyeballs bulged until
lhey were pushed out of their sod<ets and hanging down
Ns muzzle on their stalks. I...] And, etlortlessJy, a mouthful
of teeth sank into my right thign again and bit down:
ElUs's encounter with a demonic canine is a fitting
jumping"Off point for Glen Duncan's The Last Werewolf,
a horror so indebted to the American's particular brand of
post-modem schJock that his most famous novel gets its
own prominent reference. ·Poor Hans," sighs Duncan's
narrator, Ihe titular lycanthrope, of his bookish sidekick:
"He hadn't much liked American Psycho. savage satirist
or twisted luck? he'd asked me. when he'd finished it.
Both, I'd said. It's a false dichotomy." It is a self-referential
moment of oonsiderabIe chutzpah in a book sometimes
literally aammed with cojones.
Duncan's novel tells the story of Jake Mar10we (his
Conradian name merely the firsl 01 many such thefts and
references), a 200-year-old werewolf who for muctl of the
month lives a blessed lifestyle 00 the back of centuries'
wonh of shrewd investments but 00 one night of every
thirty viciously dismembers another human being for food.
The text is littered with casual bon mots such as, "Two
nights ago I'd eaten a 43-year-old hedge fund specialist:
and Marlowe's dark humour comes to predominate - in
large pan because, unusually fOf" his kind, he feels the
pangs 01 conscieoce.
As Duncan's title gives away, however, Jake's kind is a
dwindling species. As the novel opens, the ody other living
example has been hunted down and killed by WOCOP (the
World Organisation for the Control of Occutt Phenomena).
Werewolves are no longer reproducing - a virus has
rendered it impossible for victims to survive their bite and, hunted as symbols of evil, they are on their lastlupine
legs. This gives Jake's curiouSly literary interests - his
narration, a palimpsesl of references from Shakespeare
to Lo/ita, is ostensibly a copy 01 the diary he keeps - a
crucial importance. "I'm talking about testimony: enthuses
a character fascinated by and attracted to werewotves, a
species not most widely known fOf" their lunalic eloquence.
"I'm talking about bearing witness to yourself. What is this
- what are the journals - if not the compulsion to tell the
truth 01 what you are? And what is the compulsion to tell
the truth if not a moral compulsion? It's perfectly Kanlian."
That Duncan can have his characters throw around
Immanuel Kant in ooe paragraph and do bloody battle
with vampires and witch-hunters in another is a sign of the
pop culture abandon with which he writes. Jake's narration
is replete with references to how it would COfltinue were
it a screenplay. Here he is ronsidering ducking into a
nightctub to lose a Iail: -In the movie version I'd go in and

I
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sneak out of a toilet window
or meet a girt and stan a
problematic love affair that
would somehow save my
life at the expense of hers."
Here he is falling in love:
-FOf" her as for me there
was a vague awareness 01
all the things we diOO't, in
our periect certainty, need
to say, as if pages 01 TV
movie script - I can't believe this is happening ... I knew
from the first moment I saw you - were SCrolling 00 an
autocue both of us were ignoring." This trick is probably
over-used but it emphasises Jake's jaded sense that
our contemporary culture has become flattened by overnarration: "The Old World snob in me: he grumbles about
a victim, "thinks he screamed - or rather wenl maaah! in
falsetto - because he was Americanly conditioned 10 do so
by lifeklng over-ingestion 01 television and movies.Jake's werewolf hindbrain has a mantlll - tuckkillealwhich governs its monthly perambulations and this vic:lim's
death is quickly foIowed by some athletic weresell. That
more graphic violence and copulation can be found in
other books - not least of all Ellis's - would be less of a
problem if Jake didn't seem so keen on COflvincing us of
how depraved he is. Ultimately, however, the source of
Jake's self-revulsion is less the nitty-gritty of his monthly
dirty deeds and more in the horror of his first kill: "I killed
and ale my wile and unborn child. t killed and ate love." In
the course 01 The Last Werewolf he finds love again and
learns some rather heavy-handed lessons about "the thing
that was ours. and in
that wasn' God but the asped of
which infinitely genefOU$ archetype there was neither her
nor me but arty the rapture thal calls you home to unity."
Duncan can get carried away with himseff, lt1erl - in
panicular, with WQCOP and werewotves, vampires and
COflspiracies all jostling for time amidst the jack-knifing
plot, the book becomes a game of one·upmanship, with
cliff-hanger after c1iff.hanger resolved by the sudden
appearance of another dimly·remembered character to tip
the balance. With flashbacks and even a bold turnaround
in the novel's final furlong, The LBst Werewolf begins to
look over-stuffed.
Fonunatety, Duncan's other project is achieved far
more elegantly. The novel refIQurss the wereW'OH as
a literary id and horror as the place where influences
can be blitzed together into new shapes and odd
juxtapositions. AI one point, Jake envisions himself as
an "objet d'une voyeuse" but the abyss also looks back:
-in the post-everything world," he remarks, perhaps with
one eye on Ellis's occasionally featureless satires, "it
turns out humans can't kick the story habit." If so, this is a
hedonistic over-dose for the inveterate addict - and of a
high, witty grade at that.
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The Godless Boys
by Naomi Wood (Picador, 2011)
Reviewed by Paul Kincaid

NAO.\lI WOOf)

Ttlf
f I were to say that thiS. novel is sel on an .island off
the English coast it would be true and misleading.
In her first novel, Naoml Wood has changed a lot of

I

things to set up her story. She has changed the country's

geography (no comparable island exists where she
places it); its political structure (she talks only of England.
never Britain); and, most significantly,lts history. At some
point in the 19405 a religious revival look rool in England,
almost immediately taking over the government and, in
the 19505, eXiling troublesome atheists to the island. In
the Forties. of course, Britain had just lought a world war
which had left the country exhausted and broke but since
there is no mention of either war or austerity in Wood's
novel we are left to ponder just when history changed.
(We are similarly left to ponder whether the Christian
revivalism was Protestant or Catholic and what exactly
might have happened to Jews, Moslems or followers of
any other religion; but such nitpicking might be to do the
novel a disservice.)
The fact that we find ourselves inevitabty raising such
questions indicates that there is a certain thinness in
Wood's creation. The prose and the story seem similarly
lacking in substance at the start. Earty in the novel
there's an exchange between Eliza and the undertaker
she works for in which Eliza denies she is being bothered
by Nathaniel's gang, "wondering why she had so quickly
lied". And we wonder, too; there's no reason for it and we
know too little of Eliza's character lor this to make sense:
indeed, even later in the novel when Eliza's character has
been much more, and more sympathetically, developed,
the lie makes no sense. In response, the undertaker says,
"Who out of any of us would want union with England?",
but this is Wood telling us how the islanders feel, she
does not show it. In fact, we are never entirely clear on
the legal status of the island and other than this statement
we see nothing to suggest that other islanders share the
gang's belief. One of the incidental pleasures of reading
The Godless Boys, however, is watching Wood acquire
confidence as a writer and the consequent increase in the
solidity of story and character as the book progresses.
After another upsurge in anti-religious activism in
the mid-1970s, another bunch of troublemakers were
dispatched to the island, and now, in the novel's present
of November 1986, Sarah Wicks has just discovered that
the mother she thought had deserted her ten years before
was actually involved in an arson allack on a church.
Assuming her mother was sent to the island and fUll of
the naive bravado of a fifteen-year-old, Sarah smuggles
herself onto the island.
What she finds there is not what she expects. The
islanders, living on a restricted diet (the mainland will
not export meat to them) and with limited provisions,
have become narrow in their focus. There is no way off
fhe island so there is no aspiration open to them. This
closing in of mental horizons has had a particularly
devastating effect upon the children born on the island. A
handful of teenage boys, led by Nathaniel Malraux, have,

out of boredom, formed
themselves into a violent
gang, the Malades. With
tight jeans, red braces and
shaven heads, they seem
like a belated manifestation

I

I

of skinheads, though they \..;",'::::::~J
might owe rather more
to the droogs of Alex
Burgess's A Clockwork
Orange,
with
their ~-----~
uniformity and their curious language. The Malades are
convinced that English spies are constantly trying to
infiltrate the island to convert the people to religion so
they see themselves as the island's last line of defence.
(There is mention of an island police but no sight of them;
another way in which we don't seem to be gelling the full
picture.) In the main, gang activity consists of throwing
stones at the houses of anyone they suspect, on the
flimsiest of evidence, of holding pro-English sympathies
but as the novel progresses their violence becomes more
overt and more dangerous.
When Nathaniel encounters Sarah, therefore, it is
far from a meeting of minds. She has no conception of
the narrowness of island life or of the barely contained
violence implicit in the Malades. He sees her as the
English infiltrator he has so long predicted but at the same
time as the exotic outsider that his narrowing horizons
have craved. She innocently sees Nathanlel as a route to
finding her mother; he plots to trap her on the island as a
collector might trap a butterfly. Out of these unpromising
beginnings, a romance begins to develop that is tender
and convincing and that, in its very ordinariness, throws
into sharp relief the extraordinariness of both their lives.
Meanwt1ile, around them, we witness vignettes of
island life. Eliza, whose every avenue of love and hope
seems to have been shut off, and now works as a
prostitute while island life closes around her like a prison.
Nathaniel's mother, whose horizons have narrowed to her
chair and her television since the death of her husband.
The once-fervent atheist who finds himself turning back
to religion in old age. The fishmonger who feels he has
lost his one chance of romance with the prostitute. And
Nalhaniel's malign lieutenant who craves ever greater
violence against a world in which he has no place.
The stories intersect, building towards a tragedy that
is both inevitable and surprising. By the end of the novel
characters who, at the beginning, had seemed like little
more than rough sketches have become people whose
elusive and complex emotions are very real to us. And
the contrivance of the setting is all but forgotten as we
become caught in the tangled human story that Wood
has to tell. This is not a great novel, the awkwardness of
the beginning counts against that, but it is a novel that
grows and develops as we watch. The result is tender,
humane and memorable; I wonder what Naomi Wood
might turn her undoubted talents to next.
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The Clockwork Rocket by Greg Egan
(GolJancz, 2011)
Reviewed by Trlcia Sullivan
'~l was the day my grandfather exploded', might have been

a catchy beginning for this novel, the first in Greg Egan's
new Orthogonal trilogy and set in a finite, torus-shaped
universe in which light travels at different speeds according
to its frequency and the past and the future are destined by
cosmoIogicaI topology 10 ooIlide. Hem we are on page one:
After squeemg and PfOdcW'9 the old man aI CHef with
more hands than most people used in a day, Doctor
LMa arn:u'lC8d her ciag1oSis. 'You're suffemg from
a serious Iiglt deficiency. The crops here are WtuaIy
monochromatic... a man cl )'OlX age needs urrtlef and
gamIxlge, saffron and goIdenrod, jade and WDan.'
The nature of light is critical in this stOf)', though at lirst
don't know why. We meet Yalda as a young, alienated
individual in a society of predetennined sexual pairs. Her
father's Iove~ with her desire to COf'I'llrehend the world
propels her out. of a life of fann labour and into education.
where she excels. "Thfou!tI maltlernalics YaIda cIiscovers
lhat her planet is n dangefol arri'liation. until one of her
students dreams up a locis quest a space voyage that ......
exploit the singular nabxe 01 their IJI"Iiverse to abN infinitevelocity travellers to spend generalions 'M:ll'ki1g on science
YotIiIe ~ lour years pass at home. The noYeI is fll'5t boaI in
the DrthogonaIbilogy follows Yalda from youth la profes5Of,
activist and ultimately the leader of the Peerless: literally a
mountain launched into space as a 1abora10f)'.
If extrapolatioo were an eKlreme sport, Greg Egan would
be the Eve! Knievel 01 sciencefiction writers. In The Clockwork
Rocket his WCltI<bJilding begins al the level 01 physical law
and moves through chemistry and biology but not in the
same oroerormamefas in Earth'saJtutal history. A pecuIiaf

we

aitical detailS. The greatest
difficulty here lies in the fact
that the reader is only just
leaming how this alternate
universe WOfks v.tIen the
drama Egan has imagined
!or it comes alto the stage.

Keeping hold cl the SlOry's
prerrises whie JoIowing its
trajedory demands hard
graft. Everts lri:lId Itwougl
argument and <isoovery and trial and error, the COllYOIutions
cl scientiIic progress, The narrative is oIten dida<::lic, with a
lair amount of 'as you know, Bob' expIicalion and even more
e ~ 01 on-the-11y problem-wrestling like this:
'There's a maximum frequency 01 light: Giocoodo began
tentatively. 'In the equation of light, the sum 01 the squares
oIlhe!requencies in lhe lour cirections must equal a fIXed
nun'tler- so none ollhe individuaIlrequenciescan have
squaIeS that are bigger than that 0lKl'Der. "a Iuxagen is
ITIOYilg back and bth with greater Ireqoency than that..
it canlcmate Iiljtt in step with its motion, because there's
nosu:::hltling.'

YaIda said, 'Thafs correct. And eventualy we'll WOfl<
through the calculations !or the amount 0( true energy
that an oscillating luxagen passes to the light lield, and
we'll show that when the frequency crosses the threshold
Giaoondo's just descrbed, the energy flow drops to zero.'

Readers borad by physics and by the drama imerenl in
scientific progress probably won't get past any 01 this, much
!he <iagrams that litter the pages cl the I"lOVeI and are
necessaJY if one is 10 have a hope cl grasping lhis business.
Some freakishly cilficl.Jl conceplS are on otfer, probably best
served 10 those with a strong background in physics. fm not
ashamed to say that I bied but lots of the ideas roared riglt
over my head leaving the ~ cl my ears singed and I suspect

~o(Earth-ikeprotofli.lstriasodetyl4)Onless

alien biology features in a way that boIh departs from Egan's
usual rigour and convnents l4)On matlefs here at home with a
distinc:l: poiticaI thrust. The departure from rigour occurs in the
absence 01 explanation about the cIeveIopment 0( a civilizalion
whose merrbers have the iMate capacity to reshape their
IIesh yet rely on technology familiar to humans. There is a
notable absence of the religious and the imaginal. And no
time is spent on the drivers of socio-intellectual evolution in a
species who avoid the primate Iarge-brairVdliktlirth dilemna
by having no mothers at all. On mating, females divide in
lour and are amihilated, leaving Iathefs to raise the yo,ng.
This has enormous sociaIlXII"lS8QUElI' that are critical 10
the J*lt As YaIda says 10 a female coIeague, 'Nalure wants
10 split your body in lour and pulp yourbrm. We should be

-""""'..

After I got done laughing with appreciation at the beauty 01
!his metaphor !or human reproduction, I began to appreciate
the seriousness 01 Egan's approactl, its depth and ambition.
This is a novel that takes issues of power, equality, class
and reproductive freedom very seriously. It is not merely an
engineer's fiction written in ignorance 01 personal Of social

that even the well«tucated among the SF readership wilt find
that this novel makes demands on one's mental ginastica.
And yet the scope, the heart, the wit and the moral substance
01 the WOfl< are driven by Its dillicult ideas,

...Yalda put out the larTll and sal r.lhe dark. The my
certainty lay with the waves that wrapped the cosmos
like the wrilIdes in her prison sieeYe: they WOlAd come
flAcirdein~withlhemselves,aIongwith

everythingthey'dbuitNoCtW1getseoouldbereliedl4)On.
No one InJIy contrnIIed their own body; no one ruledfMM
thesmaUestpartcltheWOl1d.

And in the end, The Ckx::kwor1l' Rocket is a novel that
together beautilully, synthesizing narrative from
the cosmic, the personal, the social, the political and the

comes

philosophical. Jt seems chur1ish to complain about a little

duNdness in the delivery wtlen the sum tolaJ of a story is
Yet, al hear! The~Rocketisanengineer'sOOll'el, as magnilicentlyambiliousasthis.11ook IoIwardtothe next
one wt-kt1 revels in pmbIem-SI::lIW1g in aI its intricades and book.

a>r<effiS.
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Machine by Jennifer Pelland
(Apex Publications, 2012)
Reviewed by lan Sales

vN: The First Machine Dynasty
by Madeline Ashby
(Angry Robot, 2012)
Reviewed by Andy Sawyer

C

he robots in Canadian author Madeline Ashby's
nov~1 are self-replicating artificial humanoids
deSigned by a "global mega-church" as postRapture "helpmeets" for those humans left behind after
the ascension of the just. Why, ifs not clear-though given
what we learn about how these robots are conditioned to
engage with humanity, something beautifully ironic and
poignant could have emerged. That is not what we get
but vN is an interesting though flawed work.
Armj isone such construction, the daughterol robot Char10tte
and flesh-human Jack. vN mOOts like Armj and her mother eat
special robo-food and are fitted with a '1ailsafe" - a kind 01 First
Law whidl not only prevents them from harming humans but
actually causes them to shut down if violence is observed. On
Amy's graduation from kirdergarten, her grandmother Portia
turns up and attacks Char1otte. Armj eats her in her ful'ous
attempt to defend her rnothef but Portia somehow survives
as a consciousness linked to Amy's. Aeeing, Armj eocounters
Javier, a "serial rterator" who has given birth (vN reproduction is
not geodered and vNs exist in netv.oorks of identical c1ades) to a
dozen unauthorised oopies 01 himself and becomes involved in
a rather hazy political plot. The revelation that in her the failsafe
has broken down is key: each side, human and vN, sees her
as a potootial weapon to be used or destroyed.
The novel only takes us so far and like many sf futures, vN
suffers from something of a lack of focus. The moot-world is well
evoked, with vN vagrants IMng off junk and tensions between
vNs and humans. There has been a violent quake on the USA's
West Coast and, somewhere, a (semi?}-autonomous city-state
of Mecha exists as a possible sanctuary. But is this cutture
all worId-wide? Does every country in the world 'tlave" vN
humanoids? Alllhis may be explored in subsequent volumes
but some generic flattening undermines the interesting things
Ashby is doing with the "robot" icon.
Still, there are fascinating things here in what is implW3d about
families here - notably the relatiorlship between Armj and her
artificial-numanoid mother and human father and between her
and Portia, the predatory grandmother. There's also a skilful
creepness. Ifs dear that these robots are - as 'real' rOOots
may well be - used as sex toys. The term helpmeet does
not necessarily have (in its original Biblical context) a sexual
implication but rt certainly derives this as a term for maniage
partners and, equally certainly, New Eden Ministries, Inc.
means this. The ungrQ\oVrl "child" vNs are of course tempting
for those whose interests lie that way. The development of the
ability in Amy's clade to overcome their failsafes is ingeniously
linked to her family history and the darker side of desire for
robot sextoys that will 00 whatever you want.
Thereis, though, alotaboutthenatureollove(notall sexual)
in the novel: ObseSSive love, the kind of love that may be sifTllly
exploitative. And here the most interesting figure may be Jack,
Amy's father. "Charlotte didn't do drama ... now he suspected
he'd find human women too warm, too loud, too mobile: Or,
on the same page, "at one point IArmj) and Char10tte Y.'OU1d
be indistinguishable. Jack 'NOOied about that sometimes. What
if one day, years from now, he kissed the wrong one as she
walked through the door?"

elia Kra.jeWski. has a fatal genetic condition. Since
it's unique to her it will take some ten years before
a cure IS possible. Unfortunately, by that point she
will have suffered irreparable brain damage, Happily, in
the USA of the late twenty-first century, it's possible to
puf Celia's body into stasis until the cure is ready. So
that she does not miss out on her life during that period,
her mind can be uploaded into a bioandroid body which
mimics her appearance in all particulars. This decision
has unintended consequences: Celia's wife leaves
her, convinced that the bioandroid Celia is not the real
Celia. There is a great deal of popular support for this
position - so much so, in fact, fhat those in the bioandroid
programme must keep their participation secret or they
might be subjected fo violence.
It comes as lillle surprise, then, that Celia begins to
doubt her own humanity. She cuts herself, but beneath
the skin is some sort of ceramic surface. Unwilling to
accept that her identity is unchanged, Celia feels a need
to explore her machine self. She visits online clubs where
"bot freaks" hang out, and so meets the Mechanic, a
hacker who can give her what she wants, Through him,
she meets a group of "mechanicals" who have altered
their bioandroid bodies such that they no longer resemble
their biological originals. One in particular fascinates
Celia. 1101 has changed its bioandroid body to resemble
an artisf's dummy: it recognises no gender, nor its
previous humanity, Another, Gyne, has a body that can
morph between male and female.
It is the letishistic side of Cella's situation which
occupies much 01 the story of Machine. At one point,
she accompanies two of the mechanicals as they act as
"love doll" prostitutes. Later she plays the part 01 a love
doll herself. Machine is at its best when it's exploring
this response to Celia's machine identity. In contrast,
the exposition explaining the origin of the bioandroid
programme is inelegant and unnecessary. The popular
reaction to bioandroids is clearly based on the US's antlabortion movement, but stitl feels a little too arbitrary to
convince. In fact, the world-building throughout feels a
lillle too light but this is a minor quibble.
Machine is skill fully done but Pelland has chosen an
odd way to explore her theme and it's not an approach that
will appeal to everyone. There's a disturbing prurience to
the mechanicals and the changes they've made of. and
the uses to which they put, their new bodies. Rather than
explore how her new body makes her stronger, hardier,
or no longer requiring food or oxygen, Celia chooses not
to make herself more than human, but instead less than
human. That she does so by changing her appearance
to look more robotic, and through participation in the sex
trade, seems only fitting.

T
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Rocket Science, edited by lan Sales
(Mutation Press, 2012)
Reviewed by Alastair Reynolds

an Sales has

fll'm ideas about sdence fiction. You can'
make it up as you go along, we're sternly inbmed evGfYlhing we write, we shoUd research. This is suctl a
finger-waving, puritanical outkxJ,k that it's tempmg to bin
the book betoI'e you get to the first stOlj'. That would be a
mistake, because there's muct1 to enjoy in Rocket Science.
What Sales has done here is 10 assemble a selection of
entirely new fiction and non-fiction pieces, with a lOOSe but
not exclusive focus on near-future space explo(ation. He has
cast his net wide and there are many new authors here, with
an impressive mix of genders and nationalities. It bodes very
well Iorlhe fulure.
Proceedings kick oft with leigl Km'neI's brisk 'TeI Me
A Story', a series of ~ of UX1aI coIorisation from one
generation to the next It may SOl..Wld IKe Iailt praise ID say
lhalastoryisc:t1amW1gbulthafSexadlythecasehefe.1 also
8f1oyed BeriI EIngsen's surreal but l"lOte-pel'lea 'Dancing
On The Red PIanet', which is p.etty rruch exactly wnal you'd
expect from the 1itIe.
There's danmess here, as wen as light. Stephen Palmer's
grimly sardonic 'A Biosphere Ends' documents a robotic
investigation into the failure of a human Mars settlement CJ
Paget's The Taking 01 JOSA 2083' is a gritty slice of deepspace warfare in a solar system constrained by plausible
physics and nasty geopolitics; it reminded me of Paul
McAuley's Quiet War series. lain Gaim's 'Conquistadors'
seems to be building to a celebfalion of gung-ho capitalism,
before Itlrowing ina brutal lesson about lhecostsofwimng,
and Martin McGrath's bleakly clever 'Pathfinders' pUled a
last one on me.

Adrift On The Sea Of Rains by lan Sales
(Whippleshield Books, 2012)
Reviewed by Jonathan McCalmont

S

tranded on the moon. a group of American
astronauts watch with horror as the Cold War tums
hot and the Earth begins totearitself apart Painfully
aware that reserves ollood and good will are running low,
they begin experimenting with a new technology in the
hope that it will somehow allow them to find a new home.
First in a series 01 four self-published novellas, Adrift
On The Sea Of Rains offers an unusual but compelling
combination of immaculately researched hard sI and
literary liction. Central to the book's strangeness Is that,
despite drawing on two very different literary traditions
10 tell his story, Sales makes no attempt to integrate the
prose styles associated with these traditions. This coUision
01 styles results in a series 01 arresting passages where
beautifully formed and intensely poetic images lOOm
up unexpectedly from a log of numbers and acronyms.
Initially quite unsettling, this discordant style proves highly
effective once Sales begins exploring similar tensions
within his characters. By juxtaposing the inhuman and
technical elements of hard sf with the humanistic and
lyricat elements 01 liIerary fiction, Sales suggests lhat
his characters may welt be burying themselves in the
technical aspects of their jobs in order to escape from
feelings which, though perfectly human, have no place
amidst the square-jawed heroism of the American
space programme. This ambivalent attitude towards the
characterol ApoIlo-era astronauts also provides the basis
lor an unflinchingly brutal assault on the myth of lhe 'right
stuff. In fact, it is hard not to think 01 science fictional
archetypes like Robert Heinlein's capable Man when
OespiteSales'sJoreword,thereisn'tactualyatuJe sales takes all the machismo and patriotism of a Sixties
<l1TICUltofsdenc::einlheliction.Plentyolac:aJl'iltelyportrayed astronaut and forces it to decay into a hideous radioactive
stuffaboutlhemed'lanicsol~tobesure,butless
sludge of pride, resentment and petulant sentimentality.
i'l the way cl genuine specUalion. The human adaptive
Though packed with invenlion and fleeting displays
IT'IUtation desabed in Deborah Walker's 'Sea of Matemty' of true lilerary grace, Adrift On The Sea Of Rains is a
may or may not be plausble but it's bolstered by reference somewhat unbalanced piece of writing. For example,
to real fungal biology and (for me, at least) the necessary while the experimental juxtaposition of different prose
conviction to carry the story.There are no bad stories here styles Is successful on the whole, Sales ODes occasionally
- even the clunkie$t, Philip E Kaldon's 'The New Tenanf, lose himself In technical detail, resulltng in readers having
has the saving grace of being likeable, which is no mean to pick their way through needlessly dense thickets 01
achievement. But perhaps the beSt story in the book, and the acronym-studded exposition. This sense 01 imbalance Is
one that closes the volume, is the piece most clearly fIXated also evident in his tendency to lavish attention on world
on the past, 5ean Martin's 'Ofeaming at Baikonu(. Despite buikling while expecting readers to lill in the gaps when
treading some of the same litemry territory as Ar6( DU1can's it comes to Characterisation. Particularly annoying is the
'The Olief Designef' - both stories concem the turt:uent life way that Sales ends the book with both a bibliography
cltheSoYietrocketengi'lOOfKorolev-itisveryrnuctlitsown and a potted history of his fictional space programme
acHevement, and c:antahs some extremely effective writing. when those pages might have been better put to
Aslorthel'lOl"l-fJ::tipieces, r'd~happityreada better use unpacking the human elements of the story.
whote book cl them. Karen Bumtlam's 'The CorfllIexity cl the Thankfully, though undoubtedly a source of frustralion,
HlITltlte Spacesuit' is the best 01 a generaIy exceIent I:u1ch. these imbalances prove relatively unproblematic when
DU1can lLnan's tisIory of "waveridef entry spacecratr', weighed against the scope of Sales's ambition and the
dotted with Iootnoles, is inteffiSting enough but seems fike adroitness of his execution. The ApollO Quartet promises
an ec:centric dloice for a book presumabty aimed at a wider much but in order to deliver on this promise sales must
audience than astronautic:s enthusiasts. But sean Martin's team to trust his instincts as a literary stylist as the muse
elegiac story rounds things 011 handsomely and Sales is to be of technological correctness is only holding him back.
coogratulated on his initiative In assembling this anlOOlogy,

I
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Pandemonium: Stories of the Apocalypse, edited by Anne C. Perry and Jared Shurin
(Jurassic London, 2011)
Reviewed by Maureen Kincaid Speller
y are we so obsessed by the thought of the wo~
endmg? For those of certain faiths, apocalypse IS

W

not so much an ending as a new beginning, the

revelatory lifting of the veil, al
will finally see what the rest
thought of the world ending
have to keep pUshing al the

wtlich point they, as believers,

of us cannot. For others, the
is so incomprehensible, they
idea, trying to imagine what it
might be like. They make elaborate plans for c:<:lPng with
every lXlSSible eventuality, enjoying the exquisite thrill of
horror this provokes, before comfOl1ing themselves witn the
fact that it hasn't happened yet and probably won't. Some
people. like me, suspect that the apocalypse has either been

quietly underway for years already and has already gone too
far to be stopped or else that il will quite end suddenly, in a
breath.

Most apocalypse scenarios assume that people are
significant participants in it yet what struck me most forcefully
when I saw Jonn Martin's apocalyptic paintings at the Tate
Gallery's recent exhibition was how insignificant humanity
was to the whole business, Tiny figures crowded round the
edges of the paintings, almost tumbling out of the frames in
some instances, but it was the huge boiling skies, the volcanic
eruptions, the floods that were the stars. This apocaJypse
seems to be an intensely visual experience so how might one
write about it? Pandemonium: Stories of fhe Apocalypse, a
collection of short stories partially inspired by the exhibitioo,
takes on this challenge with, I have fo say, mixed results.
Several stories are directly inspired by Martin's work
but none are entirely satisfactory, David Bryher's 'Architect
of Hell' features the correspondence of Mulciber, architect
of Pandemonium, to Martin, to whom he has tumed for
inspiration. Bryher seeks to account for Martin's extraordinary
vision of fhe world but fhe story seems slight, perhaps
because Martin himself is never present. Scotl K Anderson's
'A Private Viewing' is a more harrowing story of revenge,
suggesting not only that last year's riots were harbingers of
the end days but thaf Martin's paintings themselves might
have fhe capacity to provoke madness. Archie Black's 'Sadak
in Search of the Waters of Oblivion', its title taken from one
of Martin's most famous paintings, leads the reader into a
hideous post-apocalyptic future as a group of explorers travel
south through the former United States. Both are well written
but felt more like exercises in craft than attempts to stir up
genuine emotion.
In fact, deeply-felt emotion is something this collection
seems to lack. Instead we see superficial people behaving
badly when the end times arrive and a parade of the selfish
and dueless pass by, from Lauren Beukes's overweening
'Chislehurst Messiah' to the guests of the ghastly dinner
party disrupted by the end of the world in Magnus Anderson's
'Another Abyss', not forgetting the survivors of Anay Remic's
Tlo.vOOll-'vclOv'. It appears this time around that the bastards
rather than the meek will inherit the earth.
Curiously, it is assumed for the most part that this
apocalypse will be a Christian one. This allows for a certain
amount of poking fun at those who sincerety believe in the
Rapture (suc:tl as in Chrysanihy Balis's 'The Harvest') but also

permits a deeper questioning of faith, present in Jonaihan
Dliver's challenging 'The Day or the Hour', Tom PoIlock's
nicely observed 'Evacuation' with its conflicting love stories
and, less successfully if more poIemicaJly, SL Grey's 'OMG
GTFO', the only story to touch on the other Abrahamic faiths.
By contrast, Kim Lakin-Smith's 'Deluge', Charlie Human's
'The Immaculate Particle' and ..Ion Courtenay Grimwood's
'The Last Human' eschew the contemporary world for
fantastical settings but while all are competent stories they
sit oddly in a collection which, for the most part, focuses 0fI
the familiar. The apocalypse seems to prefer to stay close to

home
Inevitably, the fictional equivalent of the terrible desire to
laugh at a funeral comes to the fore a number of times, as
authors try either to treat the End Times with a light touch or
else reinvigorate the trope with a new twist. Den Patrick's'The
End of the World' seems to fall into this category, as does lou
Morgan's 'At the Sign of the Black Dove' and. much more
successfully, Sam Wilson's 'Postapocalypse', which sets
science and belief against one another in a very entertaining
way. I have mixed feelings about Osgood Vance's 'Closer',
nol because it isn't well written and in its way touching but
because apparently we can'l even manage the end of the
world without an sf baseball story!
Which brings us final!)' to Sophia McDougall's 'Not the
End of the World', the lasl story in the collection and by far
the best. It unfolcls slowly, as we meet the inhabitants of
Frau Hall's boarding house, situated somewhere in wartime
Germany. The various inhabitants go about their war work,
worry about the possibility of being called up, are fearful
without being clear what it is they are frightened of. Time
hangs heavy, the days run into one another. Only gradually
does it become clear that something strange is happening,
starting when EIIy sees a slream of soap bubbles floal past
her window, something almost unimaginable in her austere
world. This slory dips deep into the well of emolion without
ever becoming sentimental; the dignified composure of
those who know what is happening is set against the blissful
ignorance of those who don't but who are safer than they
can possibly imagine. In its understated way, this story says
more about the nature of endings than all the other stories
put together.
What this anthology demonstrates is that apocalypse
itself is a very slippery concept. We think about it probably
more than we care 10 admit, particularly given the present
state of the wor1cI, but it is difficult to find anything to say about
it without resorting to well-wom tropes and images. With
single stories we overlook this so it is only when an anthology
brings togelher a group of stories on the same subject that
we realise just how difficult it is 10 encompass the nature of
apocalypse. We are too small to see the whole picture. We
can only ever experience it in fragments and those individual
pieces don't always fit well together because our personal
visions of the final ending are so different. We joke to keep
it at bay, or we torment ourselves with the emotional horror
of it all. Only rarety can we find the grace to simply accepl
whatever comes, as and when it arrives.
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The Broken Universe by Paul Melko
(Tor, 2012)
Reviewed by Finn Dempster

n

Bro«en UnivfNse is the second book in a series
and this flawed but undeniably ~keable novel begins
direc1ly where the first book ended. Thus we join
John, Henry and Grace amidst the blur and noise of gunfire
and dimension-hopping; the young group telepol1ing from
Universe 7651 to Universe 7650, engaged in a dramatic,
multi-dimensional battle. Their adversaries are the villainous
Alarians - a marooned race of dimension-hoppers with a
loathing for mere "dups· (a derogatory term lor non·AJarians
like the protagonists ""'" are each just ooe of an unlimited
number of duplicates existing across multiple universes).
Srumbling somewhat to keep up with Ihis lull-tilt
narrative, we learn that !he trio, whilst seemingly of our time,
are in possession of a IechnoIogy that aJJows them passage
between the muttpe uriverses, endless versions et Earth
where the differences can be minute or vast. The AIarians,
rich and powerful but SIUCk where they are, are murderously
determined to get their hands on this tedmology and regm
the ability 10 travel between universes and dominate worlds.
Both groups have been exploiting small diffElfenoes between
slightly differing universes to their financial advantage; John
and his friends had been satisfied by the modest income
generated by their pinball maChine company Pinball Wizard
but even this small anomaly was detected by the watchful
AJarians; Grace had the misfortune to be captured and
tortured by the AJarian leader, whom she killed upon her
rescue by John and one 01 his cIoppe:Igangers, the amoml
John Prime. Somewhere in this mix, hiding in the shadows,
is the mysterious orgamation called the Vig, seemingly
responsi)Ie feN" poIialg multidimensional travel. can these
friends tx:lrllnJe to keep tIU techlology out of the AIarians'
hands, even as they eJq)klre further versions of Earth
rectuiling ever more doppe9angers to the cause? can
Grace,lXlhinged by hef ordeal, be helped back to normality
before hunger feN" revenge consumes her? And can ..Jotvl
Prime be trusted at all?
This novel has its problems. Bacl<story is certainty a
necessity here but often isn't handled very well, Melko
simply serving up the facts we need to knOw in slabs of
prose which are rich in information but unappetisingly bland
and undramatic:
Visgrath and the AJarians were marooned lriverse
trave/IefS. Decades prior, they had been trapped in Universe
7650 by an organisation of muItiverse police caIed the VIQ.
They had had no transfef gates nor the atlIity to bl*t one
had been toroed to make the best of I.

am

However, whilst we might t1ave hoped for something
more elegant than this, these passages saNe their purpose.
Later chapters wII show both that MeIl:o can de/iY'ef
backstory with flair and that the simple, unadomed language
style he uses throughout this novel can be an asset: "Bullets
slammed into the bam wall, making holes of sunlight.Pacing is another problem. Having thrown us into

the middle of an action-packed thriller involving multiple
universes, kidnap and murder, pan-<:limensional fascist
colonisers and transfer gates, we are then introduced to
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the rather more sedate world of the group's importIexport
company PirDal WIZaIds, an abrupt slowing of pace which
invotves a sigrificant receding of any real sense of menace,
although it is good fun watching the gang importing, say,
a crate of comics each worth a fortune in their current
universe. life and death conflict gives way to a lengthy
baltle over corporate ownership rights, with the Alarians
and their new leader Gesalex (already saddled with rather
stagey monikers), reduced to blustering, contract-waving
buffoons, easity thwarted. We watch with an impatient
sense that bigger things should be happefling as the group
busy themset\I'es ordering spare parts for pinball machines,
hustling for bank loans, organising payrolls, and other
workaday concerns. (It is also noIeworttry that company
membefS are frequentty refemld to as WIZaIds'; the transler
gates are indeed essentiaIy magic: portals, JoIY1's portable
device a magic talisman. Those looking for hard SF are thus
advised 10 look eIsewhefe.)
This section 01 the book has its purpose - with whole
pages given over 10 diak)gue, we do become a<XJU8inted
with the characters - but much 01 this we just don't need;
Melko has yet to master separating the wheat from the
chaff. This flaw is also apparent in the dialogue itsell. Much
of the story is told via conversation and this does succeed
in lending the narrative a sense of immediacy; a momentby-moment spontaneity which neatly reflects the chaotic,
cateh-as-catch-can story through which these characters
hurtle. But again, loo much chaff gets throt.JStl:
, don't know,w Grace said. "Or ra!hef, I have no plan.
What better evidence than myself?'"

--

'Whon?"

..

"How about tomorrow?"
"F"me,W Grace said.

If onty more of the conversations had been condensed
to their essence and repackaged as a tidy little line of prose.
In a similar vein, I respectfulty suggest to Mr Melko that
the numerous and annoying interjections and filler sounds
("Uh", "Umm", etc.) - presumably included in the dialogue
for realism - be removed. The drag factor of all this is
considefabIe; the 100" page is receding in the rear view
mirror before events pick "" speed and the novel gets into

_.

But I'm happy 10 say that for aI its flaws (and oontrary
to the title) The Broken UnivfNse actuaIy works - and
works weI. MeIko's sequel may be a diamond in the rotJlt1
but it is a ciamond for all that His biggest strength is his
charactefS, his ability to
the pages with !M'S and gals
we care about. There are the occasional weak characters
- backroom technical expert Henry and his doppeIgangers
don'! realty bmg a bottle to this party, particularly as the
theme is not realty science - but happity, these superfluous
cyphers are eclipsed by several genuinely compelling

r.1

individuals: John the young, idealistic, Iikeably flawed
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everyman: the emotionally damaged Grace with her intemal
struggle to maintain a hard, protective shell about herself;
and, perhaps most ~lling 01 all, the sinister John Prime
who, altf'lou!tl not evil, has a pathological se/l-inlerest whidl
is almost as bad. The on-going tension engendemd by the
uneasy alliance between Prime and the conscientiousne
'orignaI' John (who in the previous novel was IOfald 10
watch as Prime suc:cessfuIy darned rnucn 01 ,JoM's own
~ - nduding long-term girtfriend Casey - for his own) is
as taut as piano wire, aD the more so because John feels an
unwelcome tasc:ination with his dark reflection. a reluctant
admiration for John Prime's egocentric, guilt·fIee quest lor
aaJUisition and power. This plot line is a fizm9 fuse; what
wil happen when it runs out?
Aswilh thepadng, the stn.r::turedtheslorycan be

In The Lion's Mouth by Michael Flynn
(Tor, 2012)
Reviewed by Duncan Lawie

F

rom the bad( cover, this book appears to be the
third in a series, though it isn't reliant on any prior
knowledge on the part of the reader. The ending,
however, is beautifully designed to encourage you not to
stop here,
In The Lion's Mouth is space opera written as a dub
tale; it is told through a wary interview between Ravn
Olafsdottr and three other women and the framing device
hasa dynamic of its own, powered by Ravn'sconliclence in
c:haIengW1gasthe~l*:Jtisrathereclectic.MeIko her material and the desire of the others to hear the whole
bravefyeschewsthesafetynetwhictla tigrtefcentralnarrative story. She is an agent of the Shadows, an organisation
rBght have provided, preferrilg to throw belieYab1e chaJacter.> modelled on medieval chivalry, which maintains order
mto strange realms wherein their existing moral compass across a Confederation of many solar systems. The
spins uselessly and letting !heir flawed decisions lead the way. Confederation itsell seems to encompass the larger
In keeping with this spirit of realism, he allows his characters, part of a humanity which has lost understanding of the
sympathetic and otherwise, to fail, to make the wrong decisions; technology of its ancestors. Even without comprehension,
no idealised heroes here, just on::linary people doing their best. though, enough is replicated to allow a space opera to
(IronicaJIy, some 01 the more pl'Cblematic areas 01 the plot operate. Ravn tells how she kidnapped a man called
are those where the courage MeIko has in his corrvictions Donovan and 01 her attempts to turn him into her ally in
Ierrporarity fails twn and he briefly retreats to the shelter 01 a secret war. He is the father of one of the interrogators,
convention,aswilhlheoontrivedresolutionlOlhedynamic with another being the mother and all three interrupt to
between JoITl and his fllSl Gasey, OON with Pm1e, and the reinterpret the tale, thereby providing further bad(ground
iienticaI Gasey he is with by the slart 01 ttis novel.) This information.
The voice of the book is a sell-amused melding of the
approac::hresullsinatangentialJ*l*lEltU:onelhatismore
believable for that very reason. EvenlSl.ri:lk:Iasc:haoCi:alyas languages of romance and saga with echoes of Nordic
werTig1l8)lpeCtwilhreal~whoare~ and Celtic, of medieval French and the formal English
with ruacatrg power 10 expIoi, lrtnown adversaries 10 once used to franstate the Great Worits 01 Eastern
oontend wilh and the more ~ tU: eq.JaIy pressi'lg issues cultures. The blend feels doth-eared at lirst, as though
aloYe, kJstand moneylonegotiate.1heI'eis a price 10 pay for the author has no understanding 01 the culture he is
this realism; we must accepllhe presence in the text 01 haIf- attempting to replicate. As the novel goes on it becomes
explored concepts and narratiYe cuJ.de-sacs. with some pIot- clear that this is no accident. that the far future setting is
lines and ideas U'lder<leYeloped or aoppect a/togethef (there a messy blend 01 Eanh cultures and that the language
also remahs a curious fixation with fl'ianoos.1ong after events reflects their imperled knowledge 01 their heritage. The
v.o.Jld seem 10 have evotved beyond the ac::coootaney books). Ilowery flavours are those 01 pseudo-courtly speech that
Forexarfl)le, raised but regetlabIyforgotlenls the intriguing medieval re-enactors might spout today. This language is
notion that the group mirjlt identity murdel'ers caug,t in one further bent by misunderstanding 01 the lost sciences 01
univefse with doppeIgangers still at large in oIhers and then the Commonwealth, They speak poetically of -quondam
states· but adding the word entanglement lets us see
nudge the authorities in the right direction.
But the price is worth paying. In retum we get moments what is intended,
The novel's voice draws the reader into conspiracy
01 drama that are more inteflse because they feel natural,
the group afTiving at these moments through a believable with the author, in enjoying the book as a light hearted
process 01 trial and error. Besides, even when only partially presentation. With such adornment, the story itself
formed, those unexpk;lred ideas add ~ity, keeping feels at first something of a lrippery with Ravn acting
us gues.sng whictl 01 the many ~ doors the ct\aractefs wII the bumpkin, unlikely to be a serious participant in tile
choose... or be pushed Ihn:Jt.J!Il (they also S9lW as tastefS, story. As the novel progresses, though, it is clear that
~lJStololowwhereMel«>mi!t1leadlJSwitholher the telling intentionally undercuts the seriousness of the
books in the series). Aa::txdIw;jy lhere is geruine drama when tale, The Shadows are split by a rebellion against the
John, havi'lg become aware of the ~'s lack 01 drection, Conlederacy's ultimate rulers. It is a small scale, knightly
decides 10 make a declaration 01 r.ent, pn:lp)Sing the ~ war, fought out of sight 01 the common people. Each
death or survival matters. Flynn's mastery over his writing
tl.m lheiranentioos 10 rrore phianIIYopic.
wa't IOdog:xxi I want 10 do ltingswith ttistectnologythat is revealed in the breathless action writing of the climax.
His control is maintained by the recovery 01 a lighter tone
wII better people's IYes. I
eYElI'l get my mind atClln:l
the I'unan sufIeri'lg in any one lriYetw, Iat aIonB an i'lfrie with the merging of plot and frame at the conclusion.
rurber 01 them."The antq:lation and exc:iternel'1 engendered Further misdirection winds down the story whilst setting a
tl'j thase Ii'les is hei\tltened tl'j the knowledge that whatever is hook to pull you on into the next volume.
10 loIow wI be anything but predctabIe; expectatic:r6 whdl tl'j

charitablearns:'

can'

theendofttis~noYeIareanwllJlied,
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The Troupe by Robert Jackson Bennett
(Orbit, 2012)
Reviewed by Jim Steel

N

ostlIgiaain'....nat

~~ba~

for readln wOO tx::ll*l
remerrber !he fist haI ci lhe
Twenielh CenlLry Of, at !he
very least. remerrbef <*Et
~' frsthand
remnsces
cA the time. AOOert Jacksm
BemeUiswritingforpeqlle
wOO can temerrbef reacing
8tadxJry Ytten they were
)'OIXl99I'. The O:ffereoce is
irrp:lrIanl And while the first
c:hapterorsool The TItll.J'S
reads like a weak pastiche 01
8I'ad:Jury - Something Wi::*ed This Way Canes is the otMous
!I:luchsi::ne - ~ soon beromes dear that the novel is merely
buidi"lg L4l speed beforetake-otl. Once it is n !heaR", we can
see it for....nat it tnAy is 00:1 it is scmetIWlg that has its 0'M1 shape

andcWeclion.
George is a sixteen-year-dd piano player and a prec:a:i::lusIy
good one at tIat. He joils a b::aI vaudevIe IJ"OI.4le as a pit
musician Md seems periedIy happ; with the posiIion. !-is
tiTWlgand~aresogoodlhal:"dlheactsareerhn:::ed
andh~rise. Then, aftefsbtrror1t"s. t-ea-nuceshis
departu'e. It l1ms 0lA !hat George has beErl kxR1g tor news
a"1llCher vaude'otIe ensentia: h SBus T~. SiIenJs
passed holIj1l George's bMl anx.nd sixIeen years ago cn:l
had a &lg with tIs molher. He is, q..de ctIYiousty, George's tc:ng.

a

""'_.

warner

SiM..!s's IraVeIng tI'<q)e is rroch
lhan George's
frs! one and is soaked n magic: a puppeteer with strangely
iJe-h ~ a stroogNoman, Y.T3PP8d n bardages, wOO
can also predd the future (but no longer does so as an ad
srce it ermurages l.K1desiraI:Es); a beautituI Persian dal'K:er,
a rit,trt-hand man who cxty oorrvn.neates thoucjl a slate and
dlaIk; and Silenius's office, whK:tl appears in f!N9rY hoIeI they
rT'OI6 to. The troupe is also being hunted by dark creatures and
it beo:lmes awarent that our mundane reality is merely a veil
that covers the true cooditioo ollhe worid. There is a Gnostic
stnJggIebei1g waged. SiIerus,despite his IXlderhandways, is
ClOthe side of good- ~crly because he has no real choice in
1t'emalter.

The Kings of Eternity by Eric Brown
(Solaris, 2011)
Reviewed by Gary Oalkin

R

Ki'JgsdEIemity
is a nDWJI wiIh one
foot happty n !he
manstream and one n the
gerve. As such, it is a book
wtEh may baffle !hose
whodon'1getil,anovel
lXlaPOkJgeticaIlor us - us
beinglhosewhohave!1O'Nll""
up wiIh gerve fdion but have
also read and appreciate
literary fiction.
Eric Brown's novel is
about writers. In 1999,
Daniel langham is IMng In
seII-ifTlx>sed exile on the
Greek island cl KaUithOO. AA
aa:!aimed literary novelist, he is troubled that the sucx::ess of his
books has attrac1ed the attentions cl an unofficial biographer
who may have bIackmai n mild. V'v'hen we meet Daniel he is
in the midst cl a r9rtmaJe, tulIed by a reptilian alien assassin;
on the next page he uses his mereItt to detemWle that the
"'EngIist'IM:m was, then, Yoml she dained to be-. AItef Ihese
twltscAthefartastic, OMieI'sstcwyL.Radsloralorgtimeasa
tentative bIe SOy. The Ef9shwoman is CaJmne Plan.. an expatriol artist, and. ooilcidenlaIyor
she owns first ecitions
cAallJarje/'s roYeIs. Can Daniel trust her and, ~,can
CaroIne trust him?
Mematng and ratheflongefchapters, lake pIac:e n 19$
and later years. Jooalhon l...an!;,mm. Daniers gr<njfalher,
isa)'OlllgnoveistpallemedaftefL.awrenceD.Jmll.Al!he
begh*lgcA his stay he is worried by the lack cA sucx::esscA his

ro.

frsl1tlreebooksand~nanaffairwilhaFrenc:nac:tress,

CIaIa DeFries, a relationship made dfIb.JIt by his jealousy.
Wors1. of aI is !he news that Jooathon's father is termi"laly I.
Welcome relief from an these !roLtJIes oomes with an
invitation to his COlXltry manor by old friend and editor Jasper
Camegie. Also invited is the science fiction writer Edward
Vaughan and soon the intrepid trio is investigating a mysterious
blue light and strange figures in Hopton Wood. 01 course.
at this point one might l!link 01 Ryhope Wood from RobefI
HoIdstoek's Mythago Wood, while the very name Edward
Vaug-.an SLmITlOI"IS the essence of 20"' century Engfish
pastoral romance n the figures of Edward EJgar and ~

VatJg'lanWiIliams.
To say more wcUd be to spoI the mnense pIeasues of
d:sc:oYerilgE\rot.m'singeniousandveryEnglishplot. 7heKllgs
d Etetrity is a sdentilic romance n every sense; a homage
tl dassic ~ science fiction; a melarddy exploration of the
Briistl artistic SOU (readets of BrtMfl's Meri:fan Days and
other noveIswl be farriiarwi!tl hiscxil::nicl ex-patriotartisls);
a IenderkMl story (or even two); and, n the final chap&ers, an
exdOOg ttder. E\rot.m moslaffel::ti'9Y manages !he (jffOA. teal
is,nlact, F'ersianal'YJru:'OOolnld'nord9"tla...ooraoebals. ofltJsW1garealisticnDWllofct\aracte(wi!tlsornejoyUyretro
ltis~lhatlhe~r;jYesnolhoulJ1lt:l,nmersedasgervetmpes. TherestJt,rnirusaCCJl4lleofCXll"O"lJityerrors
lheyare widTltleirown em, butilisaooncitionlhatreTft:lslhe wtW:t1 shol*j have been caucp: n the edit, is a !tlorot.9'lIy

Ttisisaperledly-pacedl"lClVEllandBemeU1h:::ln:::Ju!t1
de:serYeshisgowh;jreplAalion. The1l"l:lL4le-SilenJsandtis
sier1leUenarCatarTjrnte-areatierJl:*'gklasserrtJleasec:ret
song lhat wI end I1e cosrric cxnld. They <*eacty t-eve some
dtlepartSlYIdltis~pn::MdestheI'lafT11iil.oeOive. Thesrrel
cast cl tle traveII1g partyalsa leaves BemetI EIr'lOUjl room tl
explore tleir d'Iaraciets ttn:xqIthe ITlooer1 eyes of George,
and hy are all1au'Dlg cmalions. It's no gdden age fcnasy,
CdE!t'e, the Slger, has tl repeatedy pan tU tl kx:aIs lhat she

Ieaderlhatt'lefearealsortsclhomJrsandru:alare~. ~,cMisedand~read.
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Random Walk by Alexandra Clalre
(Gomer Press, 2011)
Reviewed by Anthony Nanson

172 Hours On The Moon by Johan Harstad,
translated by Tara F Chace
(Atom, 2012)
Reviewed by Anne F Wilson

o you ever feel oppressed by the relentless
coercion to spend ever more of your time online,
staring at the screen, jumping through the
hoops imposed by organisations of every kind? Do you
detect the synergy between this and the interests of big
business allied with govemmeflt to control and exploit us
as compliant worker-consumers and at the same lime to
distract us with a barrage of images and words from the
ongoing demolition of our economic security, our health
and the beauty 01 our physical surroundings?
Random Walk extrapolates all this into a lutureprimitive dystopia in which an all-powerful company,
e-Tel, manages the population 01 a flood·ruined Welsh
city by means of a tracking chip implanted under your
skin at birth, a Receiver that floods your perception
with virtual·reality Xperiences, a Box that runs your
home, satellites able to detect the heat of living bodies
from space and ruthless Guards who'll kill anyone who
tries 10 sleal from the polythene·lented Food Aelds
outside the city because they lad< enough work credit
to buy food. Not everyone is oompliant, however. Remi
spends his nights running across rooltops on a mission
to disable e-Tel's information transmitters. Eight-year-old
Osian has thrown his Receiver in the river because he
couldn't bear the noise in his head. Usa has come from
the wild countryside where people grow their own food
outside e-Tel's control. Only now she has the chance of a
privileged position inside the company machine.
In this wor1d, information technoklgy has ceased to
have any positive aspect. It serves only tyranny. Sites of
resistance must be found elsewhere: in the physicaJity 01
bodies able to leap across rooltops and of minds able
to pick a 'random walk' to dodge surveillance computers
seeking predictable patterns; in the bonds of affection
between people, expressed in the touching of bodies and
the speaking 01 Welsh words - 'bach', 'cwlch', 'ealon', 'ly
nghariad' - redolent 01 endearment.
Sadty, the novel's execution doesn't match the
cogency of lts insights. I found the prose rather flat and
monotonous and more imaginative work is needed toevoke
a convincing luture world. beyond the basic apparatus of
e-Tel and the circumstances of the protagonists. The city
is supposed to be burdened with teeming masses but the
presence 01 other people is relerred to so rarely that in
most scenes my mind's eye saw the characters moving
through what seemed an empty city. Moreover, there's no
sense of how the situation there fits in with what's going
on in the rest 01 the world - and the story doesn't really
work as what Ursuta K Le Guin calls a 'psychomyttl',
isolated In its own pocKet universe. since it's explicitly set
in 21· Century W~. The part I enjoyed best was, in lact,
the self-justifying speed1 by e- TeI director Oswakl White,
the equivalent 01 O'Brien in Orwell's Nineteen EightyFour. There's a telling irony in his insistence the Random
Walkers must not be allowed to become a critical mass
that would cause the social order to change.

72 Hours On The Moon, a Norwegian Young Adult
space horror novel, is a puzzling book. The premise
is that first moon mission since the seventies which includes three teenagers as a publicity exercise wakes a Resident Evil and people start dying. wm any of
them get home alive?
It's puzzling lor a number of reasons. Firstly, the basis
for the teenagers being on the mission is shaky. The idea
is that they will generate publicity 10 secure IUnding for
a second, more serious mission. The ostensible reason
for the initial mission is to lind rare minerals lor use in
computers but the real reason is that a signal has been
noticed for the first lime since the Seventies. NASA
knows that this is incredibly bad and dangerous and yet
they send a team to Investigate it with three teenagers
on board.
The teenagers are the winners of a worldwide lollery
and the first part of the book deats with the louery,
introduces us to the teenagers and describes their
training as astronauts. I didn't find the characters very
interesting: Mia, a Norwegian, was entered into the lottery
by her parents and doesn't really want to go: Antoine is
French and has recently been dumped by his girtfrieod;
MOOri just wants 10 get out of Japan. If I were running
a Iollery to choose three teenagers to go to the moon I
wouldn't expecl the first three names out of the hat to be
suitable, actually prepared to go or necessarily to have
parental permissioo. Here the first three picked turn out
to have oompliant parents and they all agree to go. The
training seems to be conducted in English but they take
intensive scientifIC training in a foreign language in their
stride. We aren't even told il they have any aptitude for
maths or science.
The novel does, however, pick up when we get into
space. We are briefly introduced 10 Ihe adult characters
and then they land, find the secret lunar base and shortly
thereafter people start dying. The gripping question is
who, if any. out 01 the original group of eight characters
will make it back to earth. At this point I was rather glad
that I didn't much care for any of them. Unfortunately, the
adult characters do not put up much of a fight, preferring
to take reluge in drugs or suicide when they perceive
everything is Iosl. Again, this was frustrating; I wanted
them to try harder to survive. Aren't astronauts chosen for
resilience and ingenuity in the lace 01 improbable odds?
We also never find out anything about the Resident Evil,
except that it (they?) enjoys killing humans. People muller
various things about the moon being hell, abandoned by
God or a home lor fallen angels but none of these ideas
are explored.
The novel won the prestigious Brage Prize in Norway
wtm it was first published in 2008. I'm not sure why, unless
some of its excellence has been lost in translalion or
perhaps because of the linallwist, which is not signalled
and is more confusing than scary. To be honest, I much
prelerred Alien.
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Manhattan In Reverse by Peter F Hamilton
(Pan MacMlllan, 2011)
Reviewed by Martin Potts

Final Days by Gary Gibson
(Tor UK, 2011)
Reviewed by Stuart Carter

n

S

houldn't the end 01 the work! be a bit lTlOf8terrifying?
Lord knows other science liction doomsayers
have kept me awake at night long after reading 01
humanity's umpteenth destruction so why did I sleep SO
sourdy after reading FrnaJ Days1
Ifs an intriguing QUeStion because the cover blurb 01 Gary
-alblAi1elillesby~pI.tlished-~dipi'*:lt'is
M;1t's 0:Mn and Coor1JcrMoo,fh...werses Md as sud'I v.iII Gibson's latest novel reads like SF crack cocaine. We're
bed\18'llnlerestlofansdtheseseries. Thecolectionrefleds talki'lg advanced alien WOllTlholes leading to CttMJIlu-esque
HarTWb1's ott visiIed oorrt*1atia1 cl !he Iheme cl !he e-.d.Jtial pyramids in a dimly glowing universe billions of years into
d I'u'narici'ld andMlha rruderrTJySlefy pIol. aldeivered\Wh the Mure. We're talking interstellar human colonies joined
t'isc:on3l..mTlatestorytelWlQ ski. ForrTr,oselll was parti::Ua:Jty to the homeworId but then cut adrift by terrorist attacks on
crawnto1het'M:l PaiJaM,ustorieswhid'ltJ::kadallhese boxes the wormhole portals. And, most terrifying of all, a wormholedriven excursion into the near future which reveals a burned
and like the rest, lheydo not fal 10 deNer.
The longeSt stOfy is the first, Watd'li'lg Trees Grow', whch and dead Earth. Just one human being is discovered alive,
follows an inYestigatiol'1 by EdwaJd 8I.chanan RaIeigh which albeit frozen in a cryogenic facility on the moon. Brought
spans over 200 years (1832 10 2038, hence the litIe). set in back to the present, a desperate race ensues to discover
an aJtemalive history v.tlem the Roman ErrPre f"IE!WI' fell, the what he knows and how to stop the end of the world. An end
mystefy ttvead presents a tmelne with lascM'lali'lg c:oledures which is already beginning...
Doesn'tlhat sound like one hell 01 a book? I want to read
n tunan blgevity and societaI stru:::ture dorrW'Iated by farriy
~. This is IobYed by 'FooM:Ite', sec n lhe Nit;jt's lhat book now!
OmnlriJerse, whid'I teIs the backsbyof a farrjy aI1Jaded 10
Sadly, Ihis book isn't that book. After a promising start
cdcrisab1 and f1e poili:aI and social pressues whid'I J:u9h lhat involves a tense undercover sting operation on an offa larriy i1IO a new ife. Indeed, HanWIon has said he erj::lyed work:! c:oIony and ch~lingly daustrophobic exploration of
those far-Mure pyramids, FrnaJ Days somehow ~tes
~lheE~CcnsIiJiionwhid'lwasbeingp.tjshed
as he wrote l Ofause we are aware of the eatadysrric its tqrtty-wound energy to become a ra\hef listlessly generic

retease cj ~ tJ REMwseis SVifianas ttis
is Peter Harr*ln's ftst short SOy ooIection i'l1lWleen
years (toIcIY.t1g 1998's A Ssa:ni 0I.n:e At EdI:lr$. As
an8lAhorf8l'll)M1(lljbt"is 1'uQev.adCCU't, ilisi9lrest1i'lgD
haYe an oppcr1Lrity k) read !'is shorter fiction. The seven sbies

-

a:nseqJllRl9Swhid'lfoIow,whid'lao:tstllhe~dthe

'11 At F'nt..,'isavetYshortgenetic$sbywiltla rice sensed
tuncu and is loI::Iwedby lheeYefl shorter 'The ForeverKaen'.
These work very weI i1 a lXlIedia'l su:::h as !his v.t8e !hey can

bereadlOgelherandbclhmakell"lei"poi'ltsveryvd..
Thec:olecticnf1enlmlsklh ~lA'livefselor
ilsfl'lalllYeestories. Theflstis"8lessedbyAA~whid'l1
wcU:I suggesl is an essential narrative for ary:ne who EJioyed
the VOO triogy and i1deed WI have rnaxiTun I'r1)aCl r:rit if
you have readlho5elhreellCM'!ls. StyIistic:atylhisstory insIantIy
hasthefeeldtheQ:nYTlonwea/lhandtheclasholoorrpeting
i:::IeoIogies,nlhiscasethe'1-figle('~wti:::hpursue

irTvoortaJity via a shared existoo::e and the "Advancers" v.tlich
attempt ~ individually via achievements in drugs and tecl'Ylology.
An irrportant story (~ was originally in The New &ססoo QJeta,

edted by Gasmer Oozois and JonaIhOn StratIan), its in::kJsion
~ adds gavitas to Ihis<dectial.
'The Der'rlCI'l Trap' and 'Mart\attan n Reverse' SLflel'bIy
use !he popJar d1arader Inve:sIigak:r PC'IIJa Myo, v.to first.
~ in Pen:b'as Sfar, kllR8VEll new mysteries and aI
her abiilies (plysCaI and merWaf) are caIed~. 'The Demon
Trap' is fle b1geroflhe two in1, for me, is !he SlnJnger, a
'HcMQ.nlf puz:zte ofgeab~ and scope wtid1 plays
\Whperspec:liveand~IJeelbolhbenefilfranbei1g
~ aIowi'lQ!he reader kl Slbnetge iW:) Myo's chara:::ter
and are an at:Jsort*1gwayk:lendflecolection.
Very er1O'fabIe b Han*:rllans, hs 00Iedi0n COI.Ad also
pn:I'o'Oearepreserta1iYeRroci.l::liatk:lMstyleandthemesb"
IhJse new kl tis wrD'Y;l and perhaps dau1ed by ~ on
!he b1ger novels and shol*:I oertairiy be ~ by all who

~fleSFstotstory.
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chase.-.
The operWIg deep Mure sequeooes and disc::uss;ons
of advanced physics bet1h:I them seem to augur weI.
Gibson's writing here is reminiscent 01 Stephen Baxter at
his punishingly realistic best evoking the horror of a dead,
dark lXIiverse and the inexplicable remnants of civilisations
so distant in lime from us !hat we can barely even imagine it
Some lnterosting ideas and I9chnology ate introduo9cl
in this Mute before, back in the present day 01 the book,
characters and situations are set up with a slick noir tension
lhat Richard Morgan would be proud of. Crikey, imagine that
- the bastard child 01 Baxter's hard science and Morgan'S
hard, er, physlquesl And so we follow Saul, the good cop
who has lost his family (with the twist that they're not dead,
just trapped at the other end of a broken wormhole) simply
trying to hold it together against an uncaring work!, and Jeff,
the witness from the end of the universe, who discovers the
remnants 01 his explof'atOlY team have all died to protect the
biggest secret of all time, and !hat someone is now lOOking
lorhim.
Then aM !hat energy is lost with a too-soon reveal 01 the
big secret-the end 01 the work:!-!hat is utterty lacking
the necessary punch and horror. It should jump out and
scream in your face -Everyone is PJ9 to die!fr but ends
up feeli"lg more like a PowerPoint presentation, "'Nand, End
01- Some Though!:$. -Ifs a shame because, as I said, both
the jacket bkllb and the first few chapters show a great deal
ofptOrTise.Unlortuna.~FrnaJDaysslowfyrnotphsintothe

novel adaptation of a Hollywood bkx:kbuster, ~te with
big explosions, lots 01 guns and no apparent heart.
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Champion Of Mars by Guy Haley
(Solaris, 2012)
Reviewed by David Towsey

Age of Aztec by James Lovegrove
(Solaris 2012)
Reviewed by Sandra Unerman
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ard science
ficOClfl have had a

M

is is an action
adventure set in a
in 'Nhich the
Aztec ErTllire has achieved
domination 01 the Earth.

Ioog relationship -

2012

sometimes fruitful, sometimes
roc:ky(dyou'lIforgivethepun).1
can1readal"lOVelthatinvolves
the red planet, or even hear ~
mentioned, withoutctlildhood
memories beWlg tn;;Igered:
Ihe chances of anything
ccming from Mars are a
millioo to one,' he said.... Into
this arena. steps Olampion of
Mats, Guy Haley's third novel.
HaIey's is a varied Mars;
the novel jumps between

~~isthelourthnovel

in the Pantheon seres, I read

~~~sta=. a

human

a;~JeL~l'.~""I.L:

sacrifce is disrupted by a
terrorist, the ConQJistador,
....ro kills several priests and
escapes. A lemaIe detective,
Mal Vaughn, succeeds in
der1tifYr"9 the Calquistador
as a wealthy business man,
Stuart Reston. He escapes
lrem her trap wf1tl the help of
Mayan guenillas who smuggle him out of the counlIy. He joins
thelr plot to assassinate the Great Speaker, the head of the
Empire, in TenochtitLan and Mal follows in pursu~. But Stuart's
plans are overtaken by the appearance of new enemies 01 the
8rlMre as the Aztec gods retum to earth. He and Mal join!ofres
when they meet the Great Speaker and discover he is not Vv'hal
theyexpecl.lnthebattlesthatfollaN,thefulureaftheEarthisat

numerous different times in
lheplanet'sluture.Thereadel'

is shown !he l:eginnirgs cl a lerraforming ~, the start of
large scale migration and many illustrative moments of culh.Jres
that span thousands of years. There are some who might find
this mnstanl jumping cistrac:thg or disoriernating. Othefs might
quicldy establish favourite story threads and be dsappoinled
when they have to leave them. I found the obvious sense of
manipulation unsatisfying- as a reader I cb11 want to feel
prodded or poked into a specilk:: response. Changing Iran one
tine to another was often utilised to create a dfffharger moment
Lovegrove has worked tIlrol.q1 the impk:aticos 01 his
and I quddy became aware of this technique in Qlampion of attematiYe history with coovirtilg detail. The JX)Iice Iorce are
MaIS which distanced me from the story. Regardless, this is JaguarwarOOls who expect to be SlITlrTlarily executed Wthey fail.
certainly a pacy and action-orientated novel and HaIey manages Many vdims at the regUar bIocd sacrifices are rl.Jnteers, eager
toc:aTt>inelargetheoreticalideaswithafastrT'lOYingplot.
for rnartyTOOm. The brutality and q:pression 01 the regime is an the
The novel is lied togetherbytheronstantpreser1O:l of one rrore pov.oerflj because 01 the casual way ~ is taken for granted.
character (who beafs many names) and his ~ AI (who A businessman n Sdi treats as If'lI'erTlaIkab the corrment that
progresses from being called CybeIe, to KybeIe, and finally "ndhing'NOrlhctltarilgccmeswilhoullossolltle."
Kaibeli). In this future, human souls are backed-up like hard drive
Stuarfs adventures are fast-paced and lively bull found his
data - reminiscent of Richard Morgan's Mered Ga/t:'lal- and character difficult to grasp. As the Corquistador, he behaves
reincarnated illo new bodies atthe wtlim of a group of controlling as a sort 01 deadly ErroI Flynn, figh~ng irTp:lssibIe 00js at
artificialintelligences.ltisthecombioa.licxlofthiscentralcco::eit public spectacles. But once he leaves England, he becomes a
and the resultant human-AI relationship that provides the most pmgmaticman, reactive rather than an initiator, who jOOgesother
interesting element of this novel. Kai:leli's love for her human people's behaviour by rational standards. These contrasting
charge - including the pl'lysCaJ, thanks to the use of "shealhs~ sides to his personality did not add up to an effective whole
is a OO'JllICated and well-expbred idea. AAyt:xle ....ro is familiar for me. Mal is more intefesting; the gxxl child ....ro has been
wf1tl Haley's work will appreciate the subtlety, integrity and care brought up to believe in the'NOrlholserviceasaJaguarwaITior.
wf1tl whk:t1 he characterises artifidal
She is haunted by her betrayal 01 her brother, a petty criminal
However, there is one sig1Wk::an\ problematic area in destroyed by the Jaguars, and the more doubts she has about
Champion of o\-1ars: the prose is Largely stuttering and disjointed her mission, the harder she pushes hel'seIf.
and this became parOCuLarty apparent when read aloud. Words
The 'oYOf1d 01 the novel is nota primitive one; the Aztecs can
suctl as jollity" and "deIiqo..Jesoo(f' sirTl*'l don't scan well. oontroI the dimate and travel by air. But thelr most ifTllressive
Intriguing and unique scenarios are often described in a dictl6d tedY1oIogy has been used to trigger the eruption 01 volcanoes
manner suctl as a futuristic light scene that is 'botl1 tooibIe and and to develop weapons lNhich have led to the destruction of
beautilur. If I see another author liken combat to dancing I win most of North Amerbl. 'vVhen the godsappear, thelr technology
be sorely terfllled to wear a tutu to a karate class. Still, whilst is even more advanced bul their behaviour has not maturad.
0laJrJ)i0n of Mars isnl the smoothesI of reading experien::es, Battle seems to be their way 01 IWe, as ~ is for the Errpre.
thefe are eoolJItt1 exciting ideas and characters to compensate The I"lCNeI implies that humans would have a better chance of
and I would reccmmend ~ to anyone intef'eSted in the explorn.licxl crea~ng a worthwhile civilisation left to themselves bul events
of AI.
move sofas! and the battle scenes are sodominafll thatthere is
not rT'll.d1 room for exploring this theme.

-..
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Girl Genius Omnibus: Volume One - Agstha Awakens by Phil and Kaja Foglio
(Tor, 2012)
Reviewed by Glyn Morgan
t is an interesting experience, reviewing a graphic
novel which was originally a web-comic and so has
been in the public domain for quite some time, then
10 open this hardback volume and see the legend on the
inside of the dust-jacket: "the acclaimed, multiple Hugo
Award-winning steampunk fantasy aclvenlure: So nol

I

only is this a review of something thaI's technically old,

it's also of a work that has already been acclaimed and
won awards. All of this only adds 10 my embarrassment
when I confess that I'd never heard of Girl Genius.
It's not as if I'm under exposed to comics either and
yet somehow Girl Genius has completely passed me by.
What a shame because what I've now discovered is a
colourful, entertaining and compulsive world that I was so
eager 10 revisit that the moment I finished this omnibus I

went straight to the website and continued reading from
where the omnibus ends at the end of volume three of !he
ongoing saga.
Girl Genius is a tongue-in-cheek romp through a world
that span out of control after the Industrial Revolution
tumedintoanarmsracefuelledbyMADSCIENCE1(capital
letters are apparently mandatory). Most of this madness
comes in the form of standard airships and gyrocopters,
mechanoid constructs and clockwor1o: helpers, but it also
covers genetic engineering and the occult. Amongst all of
this chaos there are those who have a particular aptitude,
a gift known as 'the Sparl<: Given the title of the worl< it
should come as no surprise to learn that the protagonist,
Agatha Clay, is herself a Spant - and quite a strong one
at that. The crux of the plot centres on Agatha's attempts
to avoid the influence of the Machiavellian Baron Klaus
WulfenbactJ who has imposed his rule over Europe in an
attempt to bring order to the chaos which had been left
behind by the most recent conflict.
The art in Girl Genius is probably the most divisive
issue laced by anyone who comes to read the comic: it's
bright, colourful and normally succeeds in the delicate
balance between detail and blank space which can
be the difference between clutter and sterility. It's also
odd, I'd hesitate to call Phi! Foglio's art unique but it is
certainly an unusual blend of styles. There's a definite
manga influence, especially in the characters: the
variation in their features, particularly the eyes, as well
as the proportions 01 their bodies with lists the size 01
heads and overly broad shoulders. It might also be my
imagination but I think I detect a hint 01 influence from
the art 01 Franco-Belgian comics such as Asterix. I was
particularty struck by a resemblance between the Baron
and the way AJbert Uderzo used to depict Julius Caesar,
which given the European setting of the comics and the
nalure of those two characters might not be an accident.
Regardless, the art style can take a while to gel used 10
and when I showed it to some friends whilst reading for
this review, more than a couple were instantly turned off
by it. Personally t/ound It grew on me, particularly once
the narrative gets up to a good pace.

"

The wOOd that the Foglios have created is certainly an
interesting one, with varied and multifaceted characters.
Most of the supporting cast refuse to be pinned clown into
any sort of good/evit moral dichotomy and eccentricity
appears to be endemic. The Jagermonsters are a
particularly amusing addition, although sometimes it
can take a while to decode the unique speech patterns
of these clinically insane, comic-relief killers. Another
favourite character is Krosp, emperor 01 all cats, who
no doubt has contributed significantly to the webcomlc's
popularity given the internet's lascination with all things
feline. Agatha herself is a greal naive protagonist; she
begins ditsy and detached enough Imm reality that
the Foglios are able to introduce key concepts 10 both
her and the reader without it seeming forced yet she is
also a strong female character often capable 01 getting
herself OUI of trouble (although the trouble is quite often
01 her own construction) using her own insight or 5I<ill.
Simultaneously, although there are many strong male
characters and the comic cites romance amongst its
triptych (alongside adventure and, of course, MAD
SCIENCEI), she is never subservient to anyone and
remains a strong individual even when embroiled in
relationships with others. All of that said, I did wonder
whether she needed 10 be found in her underwear quite
so many times in the course of the omnibus. I understand
that it becomes something of a running joke and that
plenty of strong female characters, from Lady Godiva
to Ellen Ripley, have appeared in similar states but at
the same time when coupled with the art's body style
01 ample bosom and a rear-eod that seems to stidl: out
amazingly far, it sometimes seemed to border on the
gratuitous; another influence 01 manga pertlaps.
There's much to love in Girl Genius, although when
writing this review I did a quick re-read and it surprised
me to find that many of my favourlte moments were In
fact ones Ihat I'd read online beyond the cootents 01 this
omnibus. Perhaps that's inevitable: this is the setup,
the introduction to the characters and the world, and
it does a fine job in all regards. It achieves what must
surely be Its primary aim, to leave us wanting more, and
thank goodness there is already so much more online
because I certainly wanted 10 know where Agatha was
going and what the fates 01 herself, Krosp and the rest
of this ensemble cast were going to be. Yet it's hard to
say who this volume has been printed for. newcomers
from lraditional graphic novels might be put off by the
hefty price tag (£24.99) and I've often wondered how
many fans of a webcomic series are actually willing to
invest money in buying hard copies 01 something they've
already read and can access for free onfine. But however
you're going 10 discover Girl Genius. I would encoorage
you to do so (even if it lakes a while for you 10 warm 10
the art style) because you'll be glad you did. I know I am.
GirlGenius can be readonline at: www.girlgeniusonline,
com.
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Doctor Who and the Daleks by David
Whitaker, with an introduction by Neil
Galma"
Doctor Who and the Crusaders by Oavld
Whitaker, with an introduction by Charlie
Hlgson
Doctor Who and the Cybermen by Gerry
Davls, with an Introduction by Gareth
Roberts
Doctor Who and the Abominable Snowmen
by Terrance Dicks, with an introduction by
Stephen Baxter
Doctor Who and the Auton Invasion by
Terrance Oicks, with an introduction by
Russell T Cavies
Doctor Who and the Cave Monsters by
Malcolm Hulke, with an introduction by
Terrance Dicks
(BBC Books, 2011)
Reviewed by Tony Keen
n 1973, Target Books decided to launch a range of
Doctor Who novelisations, starting with three books
originally published in the Sixties and featuring the
First Doctor (William Hannell). To further their range. they
commissioned additional further books from the original
writers and Terrance Dicks, then script editor of the
television show. This was an extremely signifICant moment
for the history of the show as, over the neXllWeflty years,
Targat managed to novelise almost every story broadcast
(and a lew which weren't) and demonstrated that there
was a mar1l.et for Doctor Who in print. With the material
running out due to the show being cancelled in 1989,
Target's then-owners Virgin began the New Adventures
series in 1991. This kept the show alive and gave early
opportunities to writers such as Paul Cornal!, Mark Gatiss
and Gareth Roberts, who would all be significant la the
show when it returned
in 2005. In a very real
sense it can be argued
that without the Targs!
series. there would not be
Doctor Who on television
at the moment and recent
audio book releases of the
novelisalions have shown
that there is still a mar1<et
for these.
BBC Books, who took
the license back in 1997,
have now republished six
of the early novels: the two
First Doctor novels wrillen
by original script editor

I

David Whllaker. the first
two new novels Target
published (Auton Invasion
and Cave Monsters) and
the firstlWO they published
featuring
the
Second
Doctor (Patrick Troughton).
All have their original
Chris Achilleos covers
(generally
considered
superior to tater covers that
replaced them) and are
accompanied by additional
material including new
introductions,
extra
background
and
the
differences
between
screen and novel versions
of the story. With the exception of Charlie Higson.
whose introduction to Crusaders indicates that he's
not sure why he's been asked, the introductions are
excellent. Nail Gaiman. Stephen Baxter, Geny Oavies
and Aoberts all expand
on why these novels were
important to them when
they were young whilst
Dicks writes with typical
British understatement in
a manner which is quite
moving about his friend and
mentor Mac Hulke. All the
original illustrations have
also been retained, though
the captions - which were
always lines taken from the
novels - have gone.
It is impossible to respond to these novels as I
and many others once did
in the Seventies. These
days, Doctor Who epi·
sodes are shown. made available on iPlayer, repealed
on BBC Three, then later on Watch and then come out
on OVO in a lew months. In 1974, none of this existed.
As Gaiman says, if you missed an episode, it was missed
forever, unless you were lucky enough that the particular story got a repeat in the
summer. There were occasional references to past
adventures of the Doctor
but you couldn't. as you
can now, orcIer thOSe on
OVD or CO. The only access to what the Doctor
had been like before and
to any of his past adventures was through the Target books. These books
shaped the way lans in
the Seventies viewed the
Doctor's past. The ro·
mance between the Doc·
tor's eaniest companions,
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lan and Barbara, was not,
in facl, much in evidence
in anything broadcast between 1963 and 1965 - it
was the creation of Whitaker in these two books.
Sometimes the impression
given by the books was so
effective that, when we finally gollo see the original
screen versions again, we
were disappointed (I had
this experience with Day
of the DaJeks, nol included .
in this sel but reissued in
2012; a friend also had it
with The Daemons).
Of
course,
pure
nostalgia is unlikely 10 be enough 10 keep these books
coming out on a regular basis, they need to be worth
reading in their own right. Which they are. Perhaps they
are nol as sophisticated as readers expect now but
they are nol loo long and easily accessible; a voracious
teenager could consume one of these novels in an
afternoon and not feel bored.
Whitaker was a fine
adapter of his source
material. In The Daleks,
he blends in elements
from other stories as
he introduces the cast
as well as giving the
characters more depth (the
relationship between lan
and Barbara has already
been mentioned but the
Thais are also made
believable
individuals)
and fixes the narrative
problems of the anticlimatic television story.
He does the same in The
Crusaders, which is more
sadistic that one might expect from television now. Davis
gives the Cybermen a distinct sense of menace that the
men in the rubber suits in screen with electronic voices
never quite have and Dicks is here in his strongest writing
period, before the demands of writing most of the novelisations and restricted page counts forced him to rely on
stock phrases and minimal additional characterisation.
Finally. Hulke seems to have been most aware of the
freedom that the novelisation gave him to improve on his
original screenplay and takes serious liberties with it, all
of which benefit the final result
I would consider these books perfect for any child
interested in Doctor Who: after all, they never did me any
harm. They are also still a nostalgic pleasure for grownups and it is excellent news that a further six novels will
follow this summer.

Shada by Gareth Roberts, adapted from a
script by Douglas Adams
(BBC Books, 2012)
Reviewed by Alison Page
here's a common trope in the work of Douglas
Adams: a gap in things shows where the real
thing is. The thing you can't remember is the most
important thing of all. Absence of evidence is evidence of
something so awesome and mighty that it can erase its
own trace. The most interesting thing about Shada is the
missing thing behind it: it is the novelisation of a mulliepisode Doctor Who serial scripted by Adams which was
partially filmed and never shown.
There are many absences in the story. The meaning of
'Shada' itself has been forgotten by the Time Lords. There
are several spaceships cluttering up Seventies Cambridge
and, for different reasons, none of them can be seen.
The goodies and baddies are all hiding in plain sight and
the most important events have been erased. The most
intelligent man is one who can make himself forget. The
mosf powerful book is one which cannot be read.
And there are many absences in the story behind this
story. Adams wanted to write a different script which was
rejected by the BBC and wrote Shada as a hasty substitute.
Filming was abandoned because of a long-ago technicians
strike, one of the last union actions of the Seventies. In the
hiatus, Adams stopped working on Doctor Who alfogether
because it was eclipsed in his priorities by something more
powerful- The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy. The story
behind Shada is a story of things Ihat were not to be. The
filmed sequences are available online, strung together to
make some kind of narrative with missing scenes recited
over rudimentary animation. lI's not Adams's best work,
though it has some good ideas - ideas which he extracted
and reused in other. superior works
The novel has a simplistic rather childish plot. Jt is a
Romana-and-K9-era story with a sprinkling of Time Lord
history and Gareth Roberts has done the best he can
with the material. He achieves a soft Adams-lite prose,
faithfully recounts the individual scenes in order, corrects
some problems and even tightens up the story a little. He
has peppered the story with some clever little references
to the culture of the 1970s and the 2010s. He has salted it
with a gay pickup and a computer orgasm but it's basically
a kids' book. The most vivid descriptions in Shada are of
the physical presence of Tom Baker as experienced by
the other characters and as I was watching the filmed
sequences I was similarly struck by the Baker's energetic
intrusion into the scenes. TV novelisations would be
quite different if they were evocations of the emotional
experience of watching a program.
But that's not what Roberts was asked to write. The
novelisation of science tiction television is a thankless
subgenre where the poor writer is not delivering their own
vision and must notlel the story Ity. Noveiisation, however
unsatisfactory the concept, is justified in the case of Shada
because of its existence as an absence and in response
to the continuing interest of fans but the full story is the
least interesting thing in the constellation of missing things
which are ·Shada'.

T
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Maps Of Utopia: H. G. Wells, Modernity,
And The End Of Culture by Simon J James
(Oxford University Press, 2012)
Reviewed by Roger Luckhurst
imon James is a Senior Lecturer in VICtorian
Literature al Durham University as well as _3
stalwart of the HG Wells Society where he IS

S

currently editor 01 their journal, The Wellsian. At £50,
this sUm hardback volume has the eye-watering price
tag rommon 10 university presses with small print runs:
there are no economies of scale anymore as libraries cut

their budgets and the open access movement gathers
pace. Yel James's book is definitely worth tracking down
by anyone who wants a rare rounded view of Welts that

extends across his whole career, from the early essays
and reviews in his student journalism of the 1880s to the

late, ill-tempered, end-of-tetherish rants from the 19405
Wells's career was so diverse, capacious and full of so
many odd, unclassifiable things that we still need these
exercises in mapping, Toootten, SF critics concentrate on
a handful of scientific romances from the 1890s and the
increasingly didactic utopias he penned atter Anticipations

or The Reaction or Mechanical And SCientific Progress

Upon Human Ufa And Thoughtin 1901. Yet James shows
us how these need to be read as interwoven between
the attempts al Realist fiction, the world histories, his
non·fictions, social satires, autobiographies, pamphlets,
manifestos and all the other fantastical sportS and squibs
that he poured onto the page.
What James offers is a consideration 01 !he WeIsian
aesIhetic. That m9lt come as a surprise: one Ihing WeIs is
famous for is apparentty repudiali'1g any claiTl at artistry. He
'o'Oiced his suspic:ionsabout hirj'lartandwasfon::eful in his
'liewsthat!he ethos 01 a literary or cIassbIl Ed..cationwas
disastroos when disconnected from at least some scientifIC
Irai'ing. We knOw tI'is from his famous spat with Henry
James, whictl began with f~rtation about scientifIC romances
in the late 18905 and ended with Wells's lumy but tactically
catastroptlic panxty 01 Henry .lames' labyrinthine prose style
in Boon (1915), Mer this publication, a brief exchange 01
letters followed, in whid1 Wells entirely retreated before the
magisterially wounded .lames and declared his own works
'abortions' without literary merit. Wells was still nursing the
wounds when he returned to the debate in his Autobiography.
To these fall'lOUS exehanges, Simon James adds some
tnJly startling statements by Wells. He despised the cultural
weight given to cIassicaJ education, lamenting the scieotilic
ignorance of Wil!iam GJadstone (a knowledge that was
I'ldeed woehA and MfuI) and mocking George Gissing's
reverence for ruins when they travelled to Rome. laler, in
t 941, whilst liberals wn.ng their hands about the possibility 01
war-damage, he dedared privately 10 George Bemard Shaw:
, defestRome, I don'caJe if allhetreasures in !he woridare
ground 10 powder: No wonder thal!he Eng Ut taste-maker
FR Leavis declared in lhethirties that WeIs <ispIayed aI the
asadvantages 01 having no edJcation in "hLmane letters".
Tl'is was I'lOl: mere ~ on Wets's part it was a
c:alr::Uated gesture of apparent ptmstnsm desi5J1ed to rock
!he ~of hlrnanistEd..caIion, wtichsM lotl'is day
can cany ignorance of the vulgar maleriaJity of sdeoce as a
badge 01 honour, The strategy worked but orIy al the cost of

...

Wells being excommunicated from the literary canons then
being formed around the Jamesian 'Art 01 the Novel' and
MOOemist eJq)erin'lent. The root of tns story flowers decades
later in lhe stiI occasionally shirty relationship between SF
and manstream literature. EM Forster's measure 04 the
'rounded charade(, for instance, was atways framed agaWlst
lhe pholographic flatness 04 WeIsian uliIitarian prose and
haphazard narrative structures.
Yet rather than being
a philistine, Sinon James
demonstrates that WeIs was actively and eloQuentty irNoIYed
in the debates about lhe tra;ectories 01 literature in an age

;.s

04 mass market ptbIicalion r9rt from lhe start cl his career.
Once lhe Ec1ICalion Ad 01 t 870 and tectncal innovations in
priltilg developed a market for seIIng magazines and cheap
edIions, the guardians 01 Westem civilisation like Matthew
AmoId and ...Io/Yl Ruskin feared that frivolous fiction would
not civilise the mass but bring anarchy and degrade cutlure.
Wells sort of agreed with them initially, avoiding even reading
mooem popular fiction, but after his scientific and journalistic

apprenticeships, he steered a fascinating course somewhere
between the Realist novel and the revived Romance. For
Wells, Realism had become dominated by pessimistic
determinism in Victoria's last years, Gissing and Thomas
Hardy following ZoIa in tracking out iron laws of sociallixity and
class destiny. Wells saw an inherent conservatism in this and
it didn't fit his own ambitions to crash lhe main hall from below
stairs. But he also wanted to avoid the evasion tactics of lhe
Romance revivalists, the best-seling Hall Gaine arguing that
it was lhedutyolllleralu'e to avoid the bruleand clr&aryfacts
of reality. WeIs's hybrid experiments 04 the 18905 - I"l6"I9f
QUite 'scientilic romances' I.I1ti after they were written but
Sl.btitIed odd ItWlgs lite 'i1vention', 'adven!Lnl' or 'grotesque
romance' - were about using modes oIlhe fantastic as IeYefs
against lhe mate oonservalism 01 Realism. TNs deW:e 04
estrangement is one 01 the ~ strategies 01 SF, but
his contemporaries stn..IgIl1ed wiltl ways of taD<ing about
this hybrid. Conrad famously caJIed twn by that paradoxical
name, "ReaJisl of the Fantastk:"'.
The conventional line in WeIs aiticism is that everything
that was interesli'1g, ambiguous and niTtlIe in WeIs OSSifies
into shouty utopian Wortd Government and engineer elitism
atter about 1900, The virtue 04 James's study is 10 devote
chapters not just to his Utopian fiction but also to his Realisl
fictions like Kipps and TOI'1O'Bungayand 10 regard all these
works as constellated with each other, Realism might have
limits but itean be diagnostic; the illness identified is then treated
in utopian protections or plans for national impn:;wement. After
1910, .lames suggests, Wells suOOrdinated the novel to
various projects 01 social reform but he often folded fact and
fiction or didacticism and play intoeactl other unpredictably.
In summary, Wells's later work might read as tiresome
autocratic pronouncemenlS but ..lames rernans aJert to their
eccentric, hybrid styles. Rather ~, he quotes Wells
from 1914 asserting:, consider the novel an fi1:lortant and
necessary Ihing I'ldeed in that oorJllIicaled system 01 uneasy
adjustrTIer'lts and ~whid1is modemdvlisation:

Histnalchap(eftracesWels's~d\ferse

reactions to the onset 01 the Great War. Whilst James has
less to say about the 'very late' WeIs, this book al least has
the virtue 10 pushing !he SF historian outollhe 00l1\Iel1li0nal
gl'OOYeS 01 genre history 10 look al Wells in a morec::CJrr4:llete
and oompIex way. Recommended reading this SUrTmer for"
theseriousWeIsian.
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Postcolonialism and Science Fiction by
Jessic8 Langer
(Palgrave Macmillan, 2011)
Reviewed by Aishwarya Subramanian
n her int~uetion to Pos/coIonialism a~ ~nce

I

FICtion JeSSlCa langer speakS of two map SCIence
fictional tropes that have been a part of the genre
since its inception. She cans these "the stranger- and "the
strange land"; the grotesque alierl invader and the planet
to be conquered and settled by Earth. Thai these tropes
function in ways that closely parallellhe real wortd history
of colonialism is not a big leap to make. Particularty when,
as JOhn Rieder notes in Colonialism and the History of
SCience Fk:tion (2008), many of the genre's foundational
texis were written when colonialism was at its height.
SCience fiction, then, provides us with another way 10
talk about our alien others who may here become literally
alien. When violent encounters with the alien 'other' are
so fundamental a part of the genre's history, what forms
would a postcolonial sf take and what strategies would it
employ? These are the questions that Langer attempts
to address.
Belore any of this Langer must first arrive at a definition
of science fiction: a contentious issue, as she admits.
Though gesturing to more rigorous delinitions from Darko
Suvin and Carl Freedman, she ultimately rejects them.
This is in part because the Western narrative of scientifIC
progress (all but synonymous with 'science' in most
definitions of the genre) has had an unhappy relationship
with the history of colonialism. As she demonstrates in
a later chapter, the discourse of science was often used
to serve the interests of the colonial project, often by
'proving' that other races were inferior or less evolved.
Langer contends that a postcoloniaJ science fiction
needs 10 expand its definition of science and foreground
indigenous systems of knowledge as being as valid as
(and in some cases more sound than) Westem scientific
thought, She sees no contradiction in a science ficlion that
also contains elements of the fantastic and the spiritual.
In the introduction Langer aligns herself with Ursula K.
Le Guin's almost anti-delinition of sf. Le Guin believes
that there is so much overlap between the genres "as to
render any ellort at exclusive delinition useless", Certainly
the works discussed, including Nalo Hopkinson's Brown
Girl in the Ring (1998) and Vandana Singh's Distances
(2008), blur genre boundaries.
Discussing postcolonial literature in sweeping terms
when most countries in the world might be considered
postcotonial is a rather daunling prospect and langer
chooses to focus most of her attenlion on two specifIC
contexts: those of Japan and Canada. She notes that
poslcolonial theory has often been constructed in terms
of East versus West, with less attention paid to what she
refers 10 as the "sites 01 trouble" that do not fit comfortably inlo that dichotomy. In Japan's case, this complex
relationship with colonialism comes from the fact that it
too has a hislOry of imperialism. The A-bomb, for langer,
Mrepresents the collision of two imperialisms. Japanese
and American: and she focuses on the country's c0nception 01 itself and its past since the second WoOd War.
A section comparing various adaptations of Komalsu

sakyo's Japan Sinks (1973) is particularly Interesting
here, In the case 01 Canada.langer explores the postcoIoniality of a settler colony. In a sense, the country is not
really postcoloniaJ since the colonisers have never left.
Aeferring 10 works by Hopkinson, Eden Aobinson and
larissa lai, Langer considers both sorts of postcolonial
subject - the immigrant and the First Nations peoples
marginalised within lhe country.
A recurring concem is that 01 the critic Yamano KOictli,
who describes post-war Japanese sf as having "moved
into a prefabricated house"(ie modelled itself entirely on
American works in the genre). Ally genre imposes certain
limits upon those writing in it but sfs historical link with
empire makes lhe question of a postcolonial lorm 01 si
particularly hard to answer. Pestcolonial writers can (and
do) engage directly with the more problematic tropes but
they will face, as Audre Lorde might put il, the difficulty
of trying to bring down the master's house with the master's tools. This is true even of the most potentially radical
form 01 sf that the book discusses: the online role-playing
game.
The chapter on race and identity in the virtual world is
the book's most engaging. Colonialism at first may seem
impossible in a limitless cyberspace which elides such
physical markers 01 difference as race and gender. Even
though the emergence of the avatar has led to a "re-embodimenr 01 online presentation, a player still chooses
how she presents herself. Langer quotes Maria Femadez's assertion that players 01 MMOAPGs "are authors
not only 01 the text but of themselves". langer focuses
on WoOd 01 Warcrafl which she reads as sf in part because of lhe presence in the game 01 a technologically
advanced alien race. Her contention is that the in-game
conflict between the Alliance and the Horde structures
itse" in terms 01 the familiar/other, civilised/savage, centre/periphery divide. Too much of this chapter is given
over 10 a catalogue of the races within the game and the
human cultural groups they represent and yet the chapter also manages to discuss the uses 01 cultural stereotyping and the politics of the virtual minstrelsy involved
in playing as "the other". For a discussion that contains
multiple iterations of the word "Bhabhaian" this is amaz·
ingly accessible. Langer speaks 01 the potential for radical change in the game if players actively work counter
to the politics 01 the framework, but I Ihink she may be a
lillle loo optimistic, Earlier in the chapter she cites Usa
Nakamura's criticism in Cybertypes; Race, Ethnicity and
Identity on the Intemet (2002) that virtual identities limit
our choices of how we present ourselves by "making only
certain modes of presentation available" and surely Ihis
is equally applicable to attempts 10 radicaJise WoOd of
Warcraft.
The vastness of the subject maller means that there is
very little space devoted to individual texts, In some cases
this is no( a problem-- the sections on !an McDonakts River
01 Gods (2004) are particularty enlightening --but other
works,like 5aIaOOAhmed's "The Faithful Soldier. pfm1)teer

(2010), suffer. Yet it's hard to see howtns could have been
avoided. There is relalively little scholarship in this area of
science fiction studies, but there's lime enough for works
with a narrower, yet deeper locus. For now, L.anger's book
is a good place 10 start.
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The Shortlist for the 2011
BSFA Short Fiction Award
Kevin Smith
'm a lapsed sf fan: I used 10 read

I

s~

a lot; I was pan. of

the fannish commUnity; I even edited Vector for two
years. But I dropped out and mostly stopped reading
it. Then the collection of stories shortlisted for the BSFA
Award arrived. Was there anything in illo lure me back
10 the fold? These, after all, were the best stories ollhe
year. By the time I'd finished them, however,l was looking
on the voting rorm for the oft shortlisted but rarely winning
Noah Ward. Was this a bad year? Have I become too
intolerant of pool' structure, inadequate characterisalioo.
sloppy plotting and rambling prose? Have the authors
lost the wow factor or have 11

'The Silver Wind' by Nina Allan is a first-person
narrative by a protagonist with logorrhoea. After an
introductory paragraph or six, we go on a flashback in the
course 01 which we gel 1,500 words on the house and
background of lewis Usher, who plays no funher part
in the story. The solitary important item in this sprawling
verbiage is an 'Owen Andrews clock', described as a
'time machine' -thus allowing a brief mention of the 'new
physics' and the narrator's wile, who is dead.
Obviously he wants to turn back time and save her,
lor which he needs Andrews. He enlists the help of Dora,
whom he met when selling her a Ilat. We learn a lot about
Dora's purchase of the flat, which again plays no lurther
part In the story. Where is Chekhov's gun when you
need it? We also learn about the society - a standard
atlemative reality fascist Britain where black people,
Asians and other immigrants have been deported.
Dora tracks down Andrews. He lives on Shooter's Hilt,
london, which has a rough reputation: it is under nighttime curlew, it is a restricted area, infested with ca~ackers
and patrolled by the army. It is "just a couple of miles from
where we were sitting but ... in terms of current reality
it was haH a world away.· So how does our hero get to
Andrews, in suctl a wild place? He catches a bus. This
brings us back to the beginning of the story. At this point
the narrator tells us: "Things were happening so fast they
had begun to feel Slightly unreal." No, they weren't; it's all
rather SlOw.
Andrews explains that you can't just rewind time and
the narrator is instantly cured 01 his longing to bring back
his beloved wife. The End. No, I'm afraid not. 8,000 words
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in and we're not hallway. Rewinding time is not possible
but 'time stasis' is; Nina Allan uses a nice metaphor a hotel lobby with lots of ways out, leading 10 different
realities.
Suddenly our narrator realises it Is nearing dusk and
he needs to catch his bus home to beat the curlew.
However, he sees an army roadblod<, panics and
launches off into the wild woods where he has 2,000
words of fearlul and erratic behaviour, before being glad
to meet the soldiers again. They lock him in a hospital
where the military has, according to Andrews, been
doing time stasis experiments on random passers-by. He
wakes up the next morning but it is summer, not spring,
there is a newspaper headline he doesn't comprehend,
the cell is unlocked, the soldiers have gone, and there are
black people and Asians everywhere. Aha, the seasoned
skiffy reader says, instantly detecting the not·so-hidden
dues, this is not the workI he started in. Absolutely right,
it isn't - but his Oyster card still worltS on the bus and his
debit card in the ATM. Convenient or what?
In the final 3,000 words (enough for a story in itself),
nothing happens, except that the narrator, slower on the
uptake than the reader, works out where he isn't. He
sellles in easily to this new world, and is never laced with
a threat. The soldiers of his old world do not come after
him to see how the experiment went. His doppelganger,
the owner of the bank account, never appears, so there's
never an argument about whose money it is. His wife is
still dead. The hospital blows up, so even the choice of
going back is removed for him. The slory doesn't end so
much as peter out.
What you need to realise about the next story, 'The
Copenhagen Interpretation' by Paul Cornett, is that it
is James Bond with an alternative reality setting and
ted1nobabble. Then, if you like that kind 01 thing, you
can enjoy the ride and not worry about the plot. Or the
characters. Or, indeed, the setting. There is lots of running
about, fIQhting, killing and invoking 01 ted1nobabble
('folds' which can be carried about one's persoo as
weapons, or create rooms iSOlated lrom the wortd, or
drive ships, sony, 'carriages'to the stars: the 'embroidery'
lor communications; and so on) - lots of ideas crammed
in here, none 01 them fully comprehensible or realised.

All the rushing around has been engineered by twins
who made a lortune as renegade arms dealers and spent
il on secret space carriages to Iravello the nearest star
and back, discovering relativistic time dilation on the way.
They capture the hero, Hamihon, and his former lover,
Lustre, so that they can explain the pIol at great length to
them (I said it was James Bond). It's a good)ob that they
do because there's no way the hero would have found out
by himself. They inlend to extract secrel irIlormation from
Luslre by torturing Hamilton (using a 'IOid'), 10 lrade with
the 1oreigners'Ihey met at the slar. Bul the English secret
service has placed a tracker on Hamilton and bursts in 10
the rescue just in lime.
And now, a twist: the head 01 the secret service tells
Hamilton that the star trip and lime dilation stuff was
all laked, Everything was really a plot by another greal
power, Russia, and Lustre was only a 'flesh job' grown
to imitate the original. All that you knew is wrong! Gosh!
Wowl The subtle reader will deduce, from the lact that
it doesn't make any sense, that this 'real' explanation is
merely a cover up, a conspiracy, to explain away what
happened. And if Hamilton had half a brain so would he.
This was the winner, folks. Let's hear it.
In 'Afterbirth' by Kameron Hurley, the story of Sakira
alternales with a dialogue between Sakira and another
woman, a nasty ruling elitist - a structure with the merit
of breaking the dialogue inlo semi.t:Jigestible chunks; iI it
were all togelher In one lump al the end (its chronological
position) il would be hard going.
Bakira's st04)' is interesting and well realised. We
have a quasi-Islamic society on a far-off colonial work:l
which has become isolated from its origins, The society
is run by women. Boys are shipped off 10 military training
at slxteen and used as cannon fodder in an interminable
war. Women have 10 become mothers 10 make any
progress in the society, but do not usually rear their
own child reo, freeing them to do other things. Society
is poor and repressive, except lor the elite. Sakira is an
astronomer whO wants 10 make new discoveries, whilst
her colleagues seem cootent to confirm old results. Her
programme Is closed after two years and she goes back
to her farm with an unwanted telescope, and continues to
study the sky, She makes a discovery that illuminates Ihe
history of their world and approaches a member of the
ruling elite 10 ask to restart the astronomy programme hence the dialogue.
The dialogue - yes, we can'l avoid speaking about the
dialogue, The first piece is between the nasty ruling elitist
and a servant. We know that the nasty ruling elitist is (a)
nasty, because she says 'fuck' in the third line; (b) ruling,
because she can make a decision on the programme;
and (c) elitisl, because she -can't stand colonial trash-.
Characterisalion done. The operting does the story a
further disservice: the first line - "Who is this?" - has all
the gripping qualities of Tellon. A little below, at the start
ollhe bad!: st04)'. is the much more Vebo-like: -aakira
so Dasheem gave birth 10 her children at the breeding
compounds in Jameela...• You could omit the eotire
opening dialogue and lose nothing from the st04)'.
I suppose the key piece in the dialogue comes at the
end. Bakira says, after her proposal is lurned down, that
her country: •.. .is ruled by rich, blind, Firsl Family women
like you who wish to divide and conquef us ... We are not

The shortlist in full
Best Novel
Cyber Cucus by Klm Lakln-Smith (Newcon Press)

EmbassyfOlNfl by China Mieyille (Macmillan)

The IsJandBts by Christopher Priesl (Gollancz)
By Llflht Alone by Adam Roberts (GoUancz)

Osama by Lavie Tldhar (PS Publishing)

Best Short Fiction
The Silver WInd by Nina AlIan (InterZ0f16233, TTA
Press)
The Copenhagen Interpretation by Paul Cornell
(Aslmov's,July)
Afterbirth by Kameron Hurley (Kameron Hurley'S
own websile)
Covehlthe by China MievUle (The Guardian)

01 Dawn by AI Robertson (/n/erzone 235, TTA
Press)

Best Non-Fiction
Out 01 ThIs World, ScIence FICtion but not as WIt
Know ,/ by Mike Ashley (British Library)

The SF EtJC)'CiDpedia, 3rd Edition ed. John Clute.
Peter NlchoHs. Dayid Langlord and Graham
Sleight (Gollancz website)
RevIew of Al'Stan by M J Engh, Ablgall Nussbllum
(Asking Ihe Wrong Questions blog)

SF Mlstf9SSWOfU, ed. lan Sales (webslte)
Pornokllsch, ed. Jared ShuTin and Anne Perry
(webslte)

The Unsilent Library: Essays on the Russell T. Davies
Era of the New Doc/or Who (Foundation Studies In
Science Fiction), ad. Greham Sleight, Tony Keen
and Slmon Bradshaw (Science Fiction Foundation)

Best Art
Cover of lan Whates's The NoIse Rev88ledby
Dominlc Harman (SOlans)
Cover and Illustrations 01 Patrick Ness's A MonSUN Calls by Jim Kay (Walker)
Cover 01 Lavie Tldhar's Osama by Pedro Marques
(PS Publishing)
Cover 01 Llz Williams's A Glass of Shadow by Anne
Sudworth (Newcon Press)
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just the bloody afterbirth, the mess you leave behind...
We are human beings as good as you." There is anger
here, the sort of anger directed at the 1% by the OCCupy
protestors. But it's a very young, naive anger; it tells us
nothing new. There's no subllety, no nuance. The nasty
ruling elitist has only one dimension, one role 10 play.
'Covehlthe' by China MieviUe starts well, evoking an
air of mystery. This is more like it. Who are this lather and
daughter? Why are they leavinglheir seaside B&S quietly
at midnight? How is that connected 10 the 'security zone'
at the coast? The text flows well, there are lew wasted
words. Then a structure hauls itseH out of the sea - '8
steeple 01 girders', An oil rig. This is whallheyhave come

to see.
" tums 001, as we discover in an infodump flashback,
that oil rigs have been hauling themselves 001 of the
water fOf some time, all across the WOfId. Some have
been blown to bits by the military. some left alone. We
get a catalogue of sunken rigs, real ones, but not famous.
They haul themsetves ashore, turtle-like, and drill into the
ground. Some time later, baby rigs emerge and head fO(
the sea.
Here, I confess, I giggled. There are serious points
to the story about the number of deaths on rigs and the
consequences of their abandonment and sinking. The
image of rigs ooming back 10 haunt us is a slriking one,
a Green nightmare made concrete (and steel). The story
was oommissioned by the Guardian as one of a series
eXploring the workl of oil; it wasn'lthe worst, and it wasn't
the best. But oil rigs laying eggs? I giggled, I tell you.
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The final slory is 'Of Dawn' by AI Robertson. Sarah, a
failed musician, is depressed by the death of her brother
Peter in Iraq. Prompled by a collection of Peter's poetry,
she pursues the work of a composer called Kingfisher
who explored English folk songs and music. The image
of a flayed, skinless man becomes prominent in her
thoughts. She thinks she sees him around her. She plays
Kingfisher's music with musicians who aren't there, but
nevertheless dislurb her neighbour. She follows the
evidence to an abandoned village and stone circle in the
middle of lhe Army training ground in Wiltshire, where
she meets the flayed man, at the end of which she is
more reconciled to Peter's death and able to make music
again.
This is the most technically accomplished story in
the shortlist_ It has a coherent structure, a consistent
vie:wJX>int, a protagonist I followed believably into
depression and wanted 10 know what happened to her
afterwards, whilst still feeling that the story had properly
ended. The back story emerges organically through the
protagonist's memory, not ShOvelled at you by the author.
These things matter. And yet... It's a gentle supernatural
tcUe, not at all horrific despite the recurrent image of
the fiayed man. It progresses in an orderly manner to
a predictable outcome, never really threatening, never
really surprising. There is no wr:NI factO(, in other words.
Which is where I started: where is the wow? These
days, I'm less impressed by verbal fireworks, stylistic
tricks and cascades of ideas. Unless they are supported
by a structure of believable ctlaracters, a coherent plot
and tight prose, I'm just not going to go wow.

